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Abstract 
This thesis describes a novel approach to the object recognition problem for 

incoherent images using fractal geometry and fuzzy systems. Although the ap- 

plications of this approach are general, in this work the method is applied to the 

evaluation of cytological states associated with cervix uteri diseases, skin cancer 

and a surface inspection system for quality control in the steel industry. These 

applications are the basis for industrial work undertaken during the development 

of this thesis. In each of these applications, the object recognition problem and 
its evaluation in terms of conventional human based assessment is particularly 
difficult in which conventional image processing and pattern recognition meth- 

ods fail. The reason for this failure is due to the textural characteristics of the 

images under inspection. In this thesis, we consider the application of fractal 

geometry to provide a description of the textures associated with the nuclei of a 

cell for example and using fuzzy logic to categorise the patterns based on a set 

of fractal parameters. This requires segmentation of the nuclei from unwanted 
features such as the cytoplasm, white blood cells and bacteria or foreign inclu- 

sions on metal surface etc. which is undertaken using novel methods based on 

conventional image segmentation techniques. For fractal parameters calculation 

with the better accuracy is offered new approach. Eventually the number of 

new compact algorithms for two dimensional objects processing on an image is 

developed. 

This thesis addresses the issue of a potential future pattern recognition tech- 

nology, namely the possibility of utilizing the textural properties of a pattern to 

make decisions about the condition and characteristics of a sample. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 The Role of Machine Vision 

Modern society has brought about a number of changes in human activity. In 

recent years, there has been a rapid advance in the science and technology of 
information processing and analysis. With developing technology and compu- 
tational capacity, information processing, communication and decision making 
has become significant. Increasingly large streams of information have to be 

processed, compactly represented, estimated and saved to a data base. 

Over the last forty years there was a significant development in object recog- 

nition and machine vision technologies [44]. It is now difficult to imagine an 

assembly line without a computer-assisted quality control and robots with image 

recognition hardware and software for example. The efficiency of automation 
defines the manufacturing competitiveness in the global economy. The military 

sector relies on high-technology intelligence gathering techniques and self-guided 

missiles such as the cruise missile which uses automatic image recognition of the 

ground surface to guide its self to a target. Space research programs require 
heavy duty image processing in order to search for new planets beyond our solar 
systems for example [48]. Automated systems are widely used in the health care 
industry for diagnostics in cytology, pathology, mammography and computed to- 

mography. Geologists are equipped with computer systems processing satellite 
images of the earths surface for the identification of new mineral deposits. 

Humans are very advanced in interpreting visual data from the natural world 
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and the recognition of faces and animals for example and other sophisticated 

objects can not be handled by computers to anyway near the accuracy of a 
human. Thus, humans can perform complex pattern recognition tasks very well; 
however, the technological drive is to build machines which can perform such 
tasks more accurately (where possible), faster and more cheaply than humans 

as well as to release humans from the drudgery of routine pattern recognition 

processes [65]. There are also issues concerned with purely technological tasks 

such as reading 2D bar codes at which humans are poor. Object recognition is 

the discipline of building such machines. 

One characteristic of human object recognition is that it is mainly learnt. We 

cannot describe the rules we use to recognise a particular face, and will probably 
be unable to describe it well enough for anyone else to use the description for 

recognition. On the other hand, botanists can give the rules they use to iden- 
tify flowering plants. There is a subject known as machine learning which has 

emerged from the artificial intelligence and computer science communities. It is 

concerned with distilling structures from labeled examples, although the labels 

are usually `true' and `false'. Machine Learning is generally taken to encompass 

automatic learning procedures based on logical or binary operations, that learn 

a task from a series of examples [76,2]. ' It aims to generate classifying expression 

simple enough to be understood easily by humans. They must mimic human 

reasoning sufficiently well to provide insight into the decision process. Like sta- 
tistical approaches, background knowledge may be exploited in development, but 

operation is assumed without human intervention. 

The information revolution can be compared in its impact to that of the indus- 

trial revolution of the nineteenth century. The value of information has changed 
in that both the constructive and destructive powers of information flow are very 
different compared with the situation less than just hundred years ago. For ex- 

ample, in the industrial sector, information or technical data provides a primary 
competitive advantage and contributes considerably to company market value. 
Clearly, critical information is vital for national security and financial organi- 
zations. Accurate knowledge of public opinion allows political leaders to react 
rapidly in their policies or programs. Thus, political power is now critically de- 

pendent on the flow of information. 

Organizations in both the public and private sectors have become increasingly 
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dependent on electronic data processing. Large amounts of digital data are now 

gathered and stored in computer data bases and transmitted between computers 

and terminal devices linked together in complex communications networks [30, 

75]. 

Another feature of the 'information society' is its prioritization with respect 
to time. The speed of information flow has developed considerably over the 

past ten years. As with high speed vehicles, skilled control becomes increasingly 

important as information flow increases in the rapidity of its exchange; the world 

wide web being an environment in which information flow is now very difficult 

to control effectively. An important development has been the representation 

of data in a convenient form for automatic inspection. This can be explained in 

terms of an artificial agent informed by an appropriate knowledge data base. This 
kind of support is very useful to the interpretation of picture data bases: medical 

applications, landscape scanning and different kinds of surface inspection systems. 
The example of knowledge in a specific field of philosophy can be compared 

with the mathematical goal of first and second derivation. The first represents 

speed (information) and second, knowledge of information. Control of the latter 

also generates new information which can be helpful for researchers, engineering 

systems and improvement in the quality of life. 

In this work, a new type of pattern recognition system is considered which 
focuses on embedding a new way to solve problems in the interpretation of com- 

plex digital images. Regardless of the embedding method, there are several re- 

quirements that the embedding technique must satisfy. First, the accuracy of 

recognition should retain as much as possible the quality of an original human 

decision. This means that it should not be distinguishable between the result 

obtained from a group of experts and that obtained artificially; thus, satisfying 
the test for artificial intelligence [20,50]. Second, once the most appropriate 
image processing has been established, implementation should be computational 

efficient and provide an optimum output time. Also, it is highly desirable that 

the recognition process can be made simple but accurate. In addition, if the 
boundary between two classes is blurred, then the recognition process should to 
have a natural intuitive engine. Finally, the recognition should be robust to vari- 
ous types of distortion which may occur during the capture and/or transmission 

of the image. 
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Let us now consider an introduction to the theoretical background of the sub- 
ject, its mathematical and computational basis and applications. In the following 

sections, each part is designed to provide an overview of a particular area making 

reference to the notes provided. 

1.2 Object Recognition 

For a typical object recognition system, the determination of the class is only one 
of the aspects of the overall task. In general, pattern recognition systems receive 
data in the form of `raw' measurements which collectively form a stimuli vector 
[25,80]. Uncovering relevant attributes in the features present within the stimuli 
vector is typically an essential part of such systems. An ordered collection of such 
relevant attributes which more faithfully or more clearly represent the underlying 
features of the object is assembled into a feature vector. 

Class is only one of the attributes that may or may not have to be determined 
depending on the nature of the problem. The attributes may be discrete val- 

ues, Boolean entities, syntactic labels or analog values. Learning in this context 

amounts to the determination of rules of associations between the features and 

attributes of an object. 

Practical image recognition systems generally contain several stages in addition 
to the recognition engine itself. The recognition represents information processing 
that is realized by some converter of the information (by an intellectual informa- 

tion channel), having an input and output. On input, such a system establishes 
information on the properties of an objects. On output, the information shows 

which class or feature of an object is assigned. 

1.2.1 Methods of pattern recognition and their character- 
istic 

The tasks of construction and application of formal operations for numerical or 
character representation of objects of a real or ideal world is the basis of pat- 
tern recognition. The equivalence relations express a fit of evaluated objects to 
any class considered to be independent semantic units. The recognition classes of 
equivalence can be set by the user in the construction of an algorithm, which uses 
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own pithy representations or uses external padding information on a likeness and 
difference of objects in the context of a solved task; the basis for phrase 'recogni- 

tion with the teacher'. When a computerized system decides on the task of classi- 
fication without engaging external learning information, it is called as automatic 

classification or `recognition without the teacher'. The majority of algorithms for 

pattern recognition require the engagement of a number of considerable computa- 
tional capabilities, which can be provided only with high-performance computer 

equipment [2]. 

Distinguished parametric, nonparametric methods and others evolve groups of 
methods, outgoing from the historically folded schools and directions in the given 
area. A typical review of pattern recognition techniques involves the following 

typology of methods as used for pattern recognition: 

(i) Methods based on a principle of separation [94] which shows good results in 

modeled conditions but does not work in real life where there is indistinct 
borders between classes. 

(ii) Statistical methods [67] which work very well but require a significant 

amount of memory for storage of the original data and it is difficult to 

implement on current elements. 

(iii) Methods constructed on the basis of `potential functions' [44] which work 

under ideal conditions but in real life are difficult to control using natural 

objects. 

(iv) Methods by calculation the estimations (voting) [26]; 

(v) Methods based on alphabet of propositional calculus, in particular on the 

machinery of logic algebra. [51,26] 

The combination of the last two methods provide relatively good results as 
researched in this thesis which introduces concepts from Fractal Geometry and 
Fuzzy Logic. 

The representation of knowledge on the data domain with the use of any of 
formal algorithms for pattern recognition can be divided into two main areas: 

(i) Intensional - the scheme of connections between attributes. 
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(ii) Extensional, with the help of particular facts (objects, examples). 

These fundamental ways of knowledge representation allow for the following 

classification of methods of pattern recognition: 

(i) Intensional methods based on operations with features. 

(ii) Extensional methods based on operations with objects. 

Intensional methods 
The distinctive feature of intensional methods is the element of operations at 

construction and the application of algorithms for pattern recognition using a 
number characteristics of features and their communications. Such elements can 
be separate values or intervals of values of a property, mean values and disper- 

sions, matrix of property connections and so on, upon which, the operations 

expressed in the analytical or design stage are made. Thus, the objects in such 

methods are not considered as integrated information units and act in the role of 
indicators for an estimation of the interaction and behaviour of the attributes. 

The group of intensional methods of pattern recognition is extensive, and its 

division into subclasses has a particular measure conditional character: 

(i) Methods based on estimations of densities function of values of features. 

(ii) Methods based on the suppositions about the class of decision functions. 

(iii) Logical methods. 

(iv) Linguistic (structural) methods. 

Extensional methods 
For the methods of the given group, as against an intensional direction, the 
independent diagnostic value is attached to each studied object in a greater or 

smaller measure. In essence, these methods are close to the clinical approach, 

which considers individuals, not as a ranged space on this or that index but as 
a chain of objects and as integrated systems, each of which is unique with a 
singular diagnostic value. The basic operations in the recognition (identification) 

of abnormal situations are those operations that are allied to the definition of 
a likeness and distinction of an object. The cells of such a group of methods 
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play a role in diagnostic precedents. Thus, depending on the conditions of a 

particular task, the role of separate precedents can vary in the broadest limits: 

from principal determinism to rather oblique participation during recognition. In 

turn, the conditions of a task may require, for a successful solution, participation 

of different quantities of diagnostic precedents; from one in each recognized class 

to a full sample size, and also different ways of calculation of measures of a likeness 

and distinction of an object. These requirements dictate a further divisional 

extension based on the following subclasses: 

(i) Method of matching with the prototype 

(ii) Method of the k-proximate neighbors 

(iii) Algorithms of calculation of estimations `voting' 

(iv) Collectives of the inference engines 

1.2.2 A comparative analysis of the methods of pattern 

recognition 

Let us consider via a comparative approach the methods described above with 

regard to their adequacy to the requirements of identification and classification 

of complex field patterns such as those associated with cytology for example. 
For the solution of substantial tasks from groups of methods of an intensional 

direction, the practical value is represented by parametric methods and methods 
based on the type of decision functions. Parametric methods provide the fun- 

damentals for a conventional methodology based on the design of an index [15]. 

The application of these methods for real tasks is connected to the superposition 

of strong limitations on data structure, resulting in linear diagnostic models with 

very approximate estimations of their parameters. With usage of methods based 

on suppositions about a category of decision functions, the developer is also com- 

pelled to revert to linear models. These are governed by the high dimensional 

space of features that are a characteristic for substantial tasks, which increase of 
the degree of a polynominal decision function, leading to a large propagation in 

the number of terms and a problem concerning improvements in the quality of 
recognition. Thus, planning for the area of potential application for intensional 
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methods of recognition is of major importance and we need to consider a well de- 

fined approach and `road map' when using a conventional methodology of linear 

diagnostic models [40]. 

The properties of linear diagnostic models, in which the diagnostic index is 

characterized by the fluidization of the total number of starting features has been 

investigated. The results of these models (with appropriate normalization) are 
interpreted in terms of the `distance' from the researched objects to some hyper 

plane on the parameter space. This is equivalent to taking the projections of an 

object along a set of straight line in given space. Thus, linear models are adequate 

only for simple geometrical configurations on areas of a space of properties in 

which the objects of different diagnostic classes are mapped. For more composite 
distributions, these models, in essence, can not show many structural features of 
the experimental data although such features are capable of conveying valuable 
diagnostic information. 

In addition to the above, it is further necessary to estimate appearance in 

any substantial task concerned with simple multivariate structures (in partic- 

ular, multivariate normal distributions). Frequent diagnostic classes are based 

on constructs of external criteria that automatically entails a geometrical non- 

uniformity of the data of classes in a space of features. It especially concerns 
`vital' criteria being met in practice. In such conditions, the application of linear 

models alerts only the most `rough' of legitimate features obtained from experi- 

mental results. 

The application of extensional methods requires suppositions about the struc- 
ture of the experimental data in addition to those internal classes that should 

exist for one or several groups by characterized by similar objects. However, the 

objects of different classes should differ from each other to a limited extent. Any 
final dimension of `learning' should be designed to support the fact that there are 
random differences between objects. As measures of likeness, different measures 
of proximity (distance) in an object space of features need to be applied. There- 
fore, the effect of using extensional methods of pattern recognition depends on: 
the success of how the measures of proximity are determined; how the objects 
of a learning sampling (the objects with a known classification) carry out the 
role of diagnostic precedents. The successful solution of task data must provid 
results approaching theoretically accessible limits of efficiency for the recogni- 
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tion process. The high technical complexity and its practical implementation is 

offset by the advantages of extensional methods of pattern recognition. For a 

multi-dimension parameter space, the simple task of finding a pair of proximity 

points yields a problem. Also, there remains the problem of excessive storage 

with regard to the recognition classes. 

The theoretical problems associated with the application of extensional meth- 

ods of recognition are connected to problems related to the search for informative 

groups of features. Finding the optimal metrics for measurement of a likeness 

that are distinct enough for such objects and analysis of their structure is vital. 
At the same time, the successful solution must allow not only for an effective 

recognition algorithm, but also provide a method that transforms extensional 
knowledge on empirical facts to intensional knowledge on legitimate features of 
their structure [71]. 

The transfer from extensional to intensional knowledge occurs at an early 

stage, when the formal recognition algorithm(s)is already constructed along with 
its efficiency criteria. The learning mechanisms are then considered subject to 

efficiency gains wherever possible. These mechanisms are connected with the 

analysis of geometrical structures on the data yielding results that are appropriate 

for the transformation of objects characterizing one or another diagnostic class 

into one typical (prototype) representative. As discussed before, this is equivalent 

to an assignment using a linear diagnostic scale. Also, it is possible that each 

diagnostic class needs to be exchanged by several objects interpreted in terms of 

typical representatives of some subclasses. Typical representatives are equivalent 

to the construction of a list of linear scales. 

It is necessary to emphasize the existence of two, and only two, groups of 

methods of recognition: operating with features; operating with objects; the 

latter case being the more natural of the two. From this point of view, neither 

of these methods (taken in isolation) allow for the generation of a completely 

adequate representation in the data domain. In between these methods, there 

are a number of `intercoupling' techniques and perspective systems of recognition 

should provide for the implementation of both methods. 

In the given work it is considered three different area of application for im- 

age recognition system. All area rather identical from the point of view on the 

structural characteristic and decision-making of objects, difference consists only 
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in objects segmentation algorithms. In the modern literature there is no descrip- 

tion of universal images segmentation mechanisms. The segmentation part of 
image processing can be separated in the section for further development. 

1.3 Fractal Geometry 

Fractal Geometry is considered in detail in Chapter 3.3. Here a brief overview is 

provided to help put the read in context. 

If we are to consider the totality of real objects in our world in a form that 
is ambient to us, we need to come to terms with the fact that the majority of 
them consist of self-similar forms [8]. Self-similarity is not a simple whim of 
the nature, but a form that provides the most stable state of objects subject 
to external actions. For example, the human lung is'arranged in such a (self- 

similar) manner that damage to any part of the lung allows for the prolonged 
functionality in a way that is only possible because of the self-similarity of its 

design. This feature of our world is described mathematically through the theory 

of self-similar and self-affine objects, i. e. Fractal Geometry [41,8]. 

Fractal geometry is a consequence of the computing revolution, the rapid ad- 

vances in digital processing and in particular, computer graphics [62]. Algorithms 

used to generate and analyse fractals and chaotic fields depend on: 

" understanding a physical field and typically a non-linear dynamical system 
[70]; 

"a clear and concise (mathematical) definitions of the field properties [87]. 

The applications of fractal geometry is increasingly useful in many different 

area of science and engineering including [39,65,69]: 

" Signal Processing - Time Series Analysis, Speech Recognition; 

" Image Processing - Fractal Compression, Fractal Dimension Segmentation; 

" Simulation - Terrain Modelling, Image Synthesis, Music, Stochastic Fields 

" Financial - Fractal and Multi-Fractal Market Analysis, Futures Markets 
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" Medicine - Histology, Cytology, Monitoring, Epidemiology 

9 Military - Visual Camouflage, Covert Digital Communications 

The research of different dynamic systems is connected with stage prediction 

of a system behavior and for this purpose of the Fractal and Chaos theory very 

well describes the laws of a natural world. The different fields of study of Frac- 

tals/Chaos are represented in Figure 1.1. 

The origins of fractals and chaos go back many years and it is informative to 

provide a brief history of the subject which is given below. 

" 1800-1897: KWT Weierstrass Nowhere Differentiable Functions 

" 1854-1912: JH Poincare Non-Deterministic (Chaotic) Dynamics 

9 1900s: Julia, Koch & others Julia sets (simple fractals) - arise in connection 

with the iteration of a function of a complex variable 

" 1886-1971: P Levy Fractal Random Walks (Random Fractals) 

. 1960s: E Lorenz Nonlinear Systems Dynamics and Chaos 

" 1970s: B Mandelbrot Mandelbrot sets and the development of a general 
theory on the 'Fractal Geometry of Nature' (1977 [7], 1983[8]) 

" 1980 - date: Exponential growth in researchers, books, publications, patents 

and new businesses etc. Study of Deterministic and Random Fractals with 

a wide range of applications in science, engineering and IT (e. g. image 

compression - Mike Barnsley, Iterated Systems Inc. ) 

Euclidean Geometry is based on the theorems and results associated with 

simple objects - triangles, squares, circles, lines etc. Euclid was the first Greek 

mathematician to compound the mathematical ideas of the ancient world in his 

book `The Elements' Figure 1.2. In Euclidean geometry, a number of abstract 

concepts are introduced, e. g. two parallel lines being defined as lines that meet at 
infinity. The underlying philosophy of Euclidean geometry is to combine primitive 

objects in order to construct complex ones. This is the basis of most man-made 
objects, computational geometry, pattern recognition systems etc [68]. It is also 
one of the underlying principle of science in which an understanding of a complex 
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Figure 1.3: Fractal Object 

phenomenon is addressed by first attempting to interpret just a small element of 
the phenomenon. 

Geometry, with its roots in ancient Egypt and Greece, first dealt with the 

mathematically simplistic forms of spheres, cones, cubes etc. These exact forms, 
however, rarely occur naturally. A geometry suitable for describing natural ob- 
jects - Fractal Geometry - was constructed this century and has only relatively 

recently (over the past twenty years) been researched properly [77]. This revolu- 
tionary field deals with shapes of infinite detail, such as coastlines, the branching 

of a river delta or nebulous forms of clouds for example and allows us to define 

and measure the properties of such objects. This measure is compounded in a 

metric called the Fractal Dimension [53]. 

Fractals arise in many diverse areas, from the complexity of natural phe- 
nomenon to the dynamic behaviour of nonlinear systems. Their striking wealth 
of detail has given them an immediate presence in our collective consciousness. 
Fractals are the subject of research by artists and scientists alike, making their 

study one of the most important activities of the late 20th century [49,52]. 

A typical example of a fractal object is the the Sierpinski Triangle given in 
Figure 1.3. 

Fractal geometry is based on the theorems and results associated with complex 
objects with repeating patterns - objects that are scale invariant[8,42]. Some 

abstract concepts need to be introduced, e. g. repeating patterns that continue 
to infinity. However, unlike Euclidean geometry, the underlying philosophy is 
to construct an object by finding a simple underlying structure and then repeat 
this structure again and again. This is the basis of natural objects and systems. 
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Figure 1.4: A Tree 

It. is also the Im is for describing texture. Indeed, Mandelbrot 
, arguably the 

`father' of fractal geoemtry, made a point that Texture is an elusive notion which 

mathematicians and scientists find hard to grasp and Much of Fractal, Geometry 

can be considered to be an intrinsic study of texture The Fractal GeoIuetry of 
Nahire can be observed in many natural uhjects, some examples of which acre' 

l)rovicled below. The underlying philosophy of Fra, ctal Geometry is concerned 

with the principle of self siniila. rit. y an exam ple being given in Figure 1.7. Self- 

similarity over limited ranges of scale is very common in nature. 

Texture has been iniclerstood and used by artists ? l. ucl musicians, for i airy 

years. IIIIpressiculist, paintings are studies of tcxture(Figiire 1.8 and I. 9). The 

music of Debussy, Ravel. Scriahirn and others is the study of musical textirre. The 

piditt ing and music of many cultures exhibits properties that are fractal. There 

are many examples of self-similarity in Chinese Philosophy; for example. the 

Chinese Proverb In co, ery vnay uric can see the shape of the sea, i. e. although very 

complex, the sea surface his dynamic structures which are similar at different 

scales and behave in a similar way with time. Further. `pictures' of the same 
idea at, different scales occur iii terms of images of cliffereiit, physical systems. For 

example. Copernicus was the first, to considered the idea that thy' planets orbit, 
the sein. Kepler considered the orbit of moons about! the planets. Neils Bohr 

was the first, to consider a picture in which electrons orbit the nucleus (except for 
Quantum Mecliamiicists who know better). 

The word 1i'actal waºS iirtroxlu("f'(l by B Mandelbrot iii the 1970s [7]. terns 
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Figure 1.5: A Fern 

Figure I. (i: }''ß)r1('-1 

Figure 1.7: Self - Similarity 
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Figure 1.8: Islamic Art: Stylised Versions of Self-Repeating Patterns 

fractal is derived from the Latin adjective fractus. The corresponding Latin verb 
frangere means 'to break', to create irregular fragments. In addition to -frag- 

maneted' fractus should also mean 'irregular', both meanings being preseved in 

fragment"'. The critical states of physical systems are closely connected to the 

theory of fractals. Critical states occur during phase transitions. In a critical 

state, it is the characteristics of the interconnectivity between elements that is 

important and not the elements themselves. The interconnectivity is often char- 

acterised by self-similar structures. In this sense. fractal geometry is the geometry 

of physical systems undergoing phase transitions. Critical states are governed by 

the universal power law: 

System(size) = constant x (size) -q (1.1) 

where q is a non-integer value. Fractals geometry is also connected to genetics. 
For example, the distribution of base pairs in DNA is statistically self-affine, i. e. 
the frequency of occurrence of Adenine-Thyrnin (0) and Cytosine-Guanine (1) 

is the same at different scales. DNA is a self-affine bit stream. A fractal has a 
fundamental frequency distribution or spectrum (size of detail): 

PowerSpectruin = constant x (frequency)-n (1.2) 

Any data field that has this characteristic can be analysed in terms of a fractal 

and fractals can be generated using this property. The value of q determines the 
roughness of the fractal (texture) and is a non-integer. 
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Figure 1.9: Self-Similarity by MC Escher 
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Figure 1.10: Texture by Claude Monet 

Figure 1.11: Texture by Jackson Pollock 

Figure 1.12: Texture and Medicine 
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Figure 1.13: Self-Similarity and .1S Bach 

1.3.1 Fractals and Chaos 

F ractal Geometry and Chaos are related through a variety of features: 

" Chaotic systems exhibit self-similar structures when analysed or iinagecl in 

an appropriate way, i. e. an appropriate phase (e. g. a Feigenbaum iiiap) 
[79.54]. 

" Chaotic systems are typically the product of developing a non-linear model 

to describe a physical process and discretizing the result, e. g. the Verhulst 

process for (discrete) population (: t,,, ) growth is X, +I = x., -I- Rate (x - xý, ) 

whose behaviour is quantified by the Feigenbaum diagram given in Fig- 

ure 1.15. 

Iii a sense, chaotic systems are in unstable equilibrium; even the slightest 

change to the initial conditions of the system at tiiiie t leads the systein to a very 
different outcome at some arbitrary later time. Such systems are said to have a 
sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 

Some system models such as those for the motion of planets within our solar 

system contain many variables, and yet are still relatively accurate. With chaotic 
systems, however, even when there are hundreds of thousands of variables in- 

volved, no accurate prediction of their behaviour can be made. For example, the 

weather is known to be chaotic systenº. Despite the best efforts of beleaguered 

meteorologists to forecast the weather, they very frequently fail, especially at ho- 
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Figure 1.14: Fractals and Chaos: Complexity and Information 

cal levels. There is a famous anecdote about the movement of a butterfly's wings 
in Tokyo affecting the weather in New York. This is typical of a chaotic system 
and illustrates its sensitive dependence on initial conditions [86]. 

Chaotic systems appear in virtually every aspect of life [79]. Traffic patterns 
tend to be chaotic, the erratic behaviour of even one car can create an accident 

or traffic jam that can affect thousands of others. The stock market is a chaotic 

system because the behaviour of one investor, depending on the political situation 

or corporation, can alter prices and supply. Politics, particularly the politics of 

non-democratic societies, is also chaotic in the sense that a slight change in the 
behaviour of a dominant individual can effect the behaviour of millions. In this 

sense, democracy can be defined as ̀ chaos limiting'. In general, chaos is the study 
of situations in which the slightest actions can have far-reaching repercussions. 

1.3.2 Example of a Feigenbaum Diagram or `Map' 

By way of a short introduction to chaotic systems, let consider the properties of 
the Feigenbaum diagram which has become an important icon of chaos theory 
[97]. The diagram is a computer generated image and is necessarily so. That is 
to say that the details of it can not be obtained without the aid of a computer. 
Consequently, the mathematical properties associated with its structure would 
have remained elusive without the computer. This applies to the investigation 
of most chaotic systems whose properties are determined as much by numerical 
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Figure 1.15: The Feigenbaum diagram illustrating routes to chaos for the Verhulst 

process 

experimentation as they are through the rigors of functional and stability analysis. 

One essential structure seen in the Feigenbaum diagram (an example of which 
is given in Figure 1.15) is the branching which, in this example, portrays the 
dynamical behaviour of the iterator x --j ax(1 - x). Out of the major stem, we 
see two branches bifurcation, and out of these branches we see two more and 
so on. This is the period-doubling regime of the iterator. 

For a=4, we have chaos and the points of the final state densely fill the 

complete interval, i. e. at a=4, chaos governs the whole interval from 0 to 1 
(of the dependent axis). This image is called the Feigenbaum diagram because it 

is intimately connected with the ground breaking work of the physicist Mitchell 

Feigenbaum at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in the USA where he still works. 
Another point to note, is that the chaotic region for 0.9 <r<1 bifurcating 

structures are found at smaller scales (not visible in Figure 1.15) which resemble 
the structures shown for 0.3 <r<0.9. In other words, the Feigenbaum diagram 
(like many other `phase space' diagrams) exhibits self-similar characteristics. This 
diagram is therefore an example of a fractal. In general, chaotic systems, if anal- 

ysed in the appropriate phase space, are characterised by self-similar structures. 
Chaotic systems therefore produce fractal objects and can be analysed in terms 

of the fractal geometry that characterizes them. 
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1.3.3 Example of a Chaos Generator: The Verhulst Pro- 

cess 

This model describes the development of some population, influenced by some 

external environment. It assumes that the population growth rate depends on 
the current size of the population. We first normalise the population count by 

introducing x= PIN where P denotes the current population count and N is the 

maximum population count in a given environment. The range of x is then from 

0 to 1. Let us index x by n, i. e. write xri to refer to the size of the population at 
time steps n=0,1,2,... The growth rate is then measured by x,, +l/x,,. Verhulst 

postulated that the growth rate at time n should be proportional to 1- xtt (the 

fraction of the environment that is not yet used up by the population at time n). 
Thus, we can consider a population growth model based on 

xn+l 
x1- xn 

xn 

or after introducing a constant a and rearranging the result, 

xn+i = axn(1- x�) 

which yields the so called logistic model. Note, this is the model used to generate 

the Feigenbaum diagram discussed in Section 1.3.2, i. e. the iterator x --> ax(1-x). 
Clearly, this process depends on two parameters: x0 which defines the initial 

population size (seed value) and a which is a parameter of the process. One can 

expect that this process (as with any conventional process that can be described 

by a set of algebraical or differential equations), is of three kinds: 

(i) It can converge to some value x. 

(ii) It can be periodic. 

(iii) It can diverge and tend to infinity. 

However, this is not the case. The Verhulst generator, for certain parameter val- 
ues, is completely chaotic, i. e. it continues to be indefinitely irregular, irrespective 

of the initial condition used. This behaviour is compounded in the Feigenbaum 
diagram (Figure 1.15) and is due to the nonlinearity of the iterator. In general, 
we can define four classes of behaviour depending on value of parameter r. 
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(i) 0<r< R1: the process converges to some value p. 

(ii) Rl <r< R2: the process is period. 

(iii) R2 <r< R3: the process is chaotic. 

(iv) R3 <r<0: the process tends to infinity. 

The specific values of R1, R2 and R3 depends on the seed value, but the general 

pattern remains the same. The region R2 <r< R3 can be used for pseudo chaotic 
number generation. 

Another feature of this process is its sensitivity to the initial conditions. This 

effect is one of the central ingredients of what is called deterministic chaos. The 

main idea here is that any (however small) change in the initial conditions leads, 

after many iterations, to a completely different resulting processes. In this sense, 

we cannot predict the development of this process at all due the impossibility 

of infinitely exact computations. However, we need to strictly determine the 

rounding rules which are used in generating a chaotic sequence in order to receive 
the same results on different systems. 

Many other chaos generators exist. In most cases they are compounded by 

iterative processes which are inherently nonlinear. This is not to say that all 

nonlinear processes produce chaos, but that chaotic processes are usually a result 

of nonlinear systems. 

1.3.4 Definition of a Fractal 

Unfortunately, a good and general definition of a fractal is elusive. Any particular 
definition either excludes sets that are thought of as fractals or includes sets that 

are not thought of as fractals. The definition of a `fractal' should be regarded in 

the same way as the biologist regards the definition of `life'. There is no hard 

and fast definition, but just a list of properties and characteristics of a living 
thing [29,41,53,59]. In the same way, it seems best to regard a fractal as a set 
that has properties such as those listed below, rather than to look for a precise 
definition which will almost certainly exclude some interesting cases. 

If we consider a set F to be a fractal, then it should possess at least some of 
the following properties: 
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Figure 1.16: Points, Lines, Planes, Volumes and Common (Integer) Dimensions 

(i) F has detail at every scale. 

(ii) F is (exactly, approximately, or statistically) self-similar. 

(iii) The `Fractal Dimension' of F is greater than its topological dimension. 

1.3.5 The Similarity or Fractal Dimension 

Central to fractal geometry is the concept of self-similarity, which means that 

some types of mainly naturally occurring objects look similar at different scales 
[41,29,8]. We are all used to the concept of dimensions 1,2 and 3. The 4th 

dimension or time is also now commonly accepted thanks to the work of Albert 

Einstein in the early twentieth century [3]. Higher dimensions, i. e. 5,6,7,8, are 

abstractions but nevertheless of fundamental significance in modern theoretical 

physics, e. g. string theory. Just as we cannot imagine or visualise higher integer 

dimensional spaces does not mean that these spaces do not exist. Humans are 

necessarily limited in there ability of imagine higher dimensional spaces because of 
the limitations of their natural senses - in particular, vision. Coming to terms with 
3 and 4 dimensions has taken its time. Further, the limited way in which limited 

senses inform the human mind, necessarily places a limit on the way in which the 

same mind can interpret the world (including the work of other); the philosophical 
basis of the work of Emmanual Kant in the 17th century. Representing dimension 
in art has been the focus of the develop of painting over many years. This 
development is illustrated in Figures 1.17,1.18,1.19 and 1.20. 
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Figure 1.17: Medievil pre-renaissance art: 2D - flat paintings with distortions in 

natural perspective 

Figure 1.18: Renaissance art: 3D - coming to terms with perspective in paintings 

and taking on three dimensional form (i. e. re-birth of Greek/Roman concepts 

and philosophy) 
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Figure 1.19: Cubist art: trying to express 41) in paintings 
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Figure 1.20: Computer graphics: attempts heilig made tu represent Hyper-space 
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Figure 1.21: A Cantor Set 

Self-similar objects are compounded by a parameter called the `Similarity Di- 

mension' or the `Fractal Dimension', D [8]. Suppose we cut up some simple 
Euclidean objects, make exact copies of them and then keep on repeating the 

copying process. Let N be the number of copies we make at each stage and let 

r be the length of each of the copies - the scaling ratio. Then NrD =1 where 
D=1,2,3. Thus, we arrive at the definition 

NrD =1 or D= -InnN (1.3) 

where N is the number of distinct copies of an object which has been scaled down 

by a ratio r in all co-ordinates. The Similarity or Fractal Dimension is that value 

of D which is usually (but not always) a non-integer dimension greater than its 

topological dimension (i. e. 1,2,3,4,... ). 

Suppose we cut up a line into lines of equal length, throw away one of the lines 
(deletion), and then keep on repeating the copying process. Then NrD =1 with 
0<D<1. This process produces, for example, a Cantor set or Fractal Dust 
(see Figure 1.21)[39,69,65,70]. D is a fractional dimension - the Fractal or 
Similarity Dimension. 

The number of copies N made each time the copying process is repeated is 2. 
Scaling ratio r is 1/3. To compute D, noting that NrD = 1, we take logarithms 
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Figure 1.22: The Triadic von Koch Curve 

giving 
D- -log 

(N) 
(1.4) 

log (r) 

For this Fractal Dust: 

D=- log(2)/ log(1/3) = log(t)/ log(3) = 0.6309297536.. . 

The lower the value of D, the less complex the fractal dust is until for D=0 we 

just get a single point. 

Suppose we now cut up a line into lines of equal length, add one (or a number) 

of the lines (addition), and then keep on repeating the copying process. Then 

NrD =1 with 1<D<2. This process produces fractal curves of which there 

are many types, e. g. the von Koch curve given in Figure 1.22. Here, N=4 and 

r= 1/3 at each step and D= log(4)/ log(3) = 1.261859507.... 

Consider another, where N=8 and r= 1/4 at each step. Then D= 

log(8)/log(4) = 1.5. Observe that the complexity or texture of this quadratic 
Koch curve (Figure 1.23) is greater than that of the triadic -a result that is 

compounded in the increased value of D. 

The Sierpinski Triangle (Figure 1.24) has N=3, r= 1/2 at each step and 
D= log(3)/ log(2) = 1.584962501.... 

The Sierpinski Carpet (Figure 1.25) has N=8, r= 1/3 at each step and 
D= log(8)/ log(3) = 1.892789261.... 

Now suppose we cut up a cube into cubes of equal shape, delete one (or a 
number) of the shapes (deletion), and then keep on repeating the copying process. 
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Figure 1.24: The Sierpinski Triangle 
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Figure 1.25: The Sierpinski Caxpet 

Then NrD =1 with 2<D<3. This process produces fractal surfaces (see Figure 
1.26) such as the Menger sponge - an object with infinite surface area and zero 
volume where N= 20, r= 1/3 and D= log(20)/ log(3) = 2.726833028... These 

ideas can be repeated with an infinite variety of `variations on a theme' and lead 

to fractal types which are compounded in the following table. 

The basic equations describing Self-Similarity and Self-Affinity of Fractal lunc- 

tions f (x) are as follows: 

Self-Similarity: Change the scale of a function f (x) by a factor A say and the 
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Figure 1.26: The Menger Sponge 
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Table 1.1: Types of Fractals and Their Fractal Dimension 
Fractal Type Fractal Dimension 

FractalDust 0<D<1 
Fractal Curves 1<D<2 

Fractal Surfaces 2<D<3 

Fractal Volumes 3<D<4 
Fractal Time 4<D<5 

result is a smaller version, reduced in size by A 

f (Ax) = Af (x) 

Self-Affinity: Change the scale of a function f (x) by a factor A say and the 

result is a smaller version, reduced in size by aq 

f(Ax) = Ä9f(x) 

where q>0 is an arbitrary constant. 

There is a close relationship between fractal objects and fractal functions or 

signals. Many regular fractal objects or 'curves' can be generated with a specified 
fractal dimension. These regular fractal curves are not functions of the type f (x). 

The associated fractal function f (x) can be generated through parametrisation, 

e. g. chord length parametrisation. This is illustrated in the figures that follow 

The frequency spectrum F of a fractal signal is proportional to (Frequency)-q 

or 
c F 
kq 

where c is a constant and k denotes the (spatial) frequency. Taking logs of both 

side, we get 
log(F) =C- glog(k) 

where C= log(c) This equation describes a straight line with a negative gradient 
determined by the value of q (Figure 1.29). 

The parameter q is known as the Fourier Dimension. The relation between D 

and q for fractal functions is given by q=52D and range 1<D<2. The 
Fourier Dimension determines the roughness, texture or frequency characteristics 
or spectrum of the fractal. There are two distinct types of fractals which exhibit 
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Figure 1.29: Fractal Signal Obtained From Koch Curve and its Log-Log Fre- 

quency Spectrum 

this property: (i) Deterministic Fractals; (ii) Random Fractals. Deterministic 

fractals are objects which look identical at all scales. Each magnification reveals 

an ever finer structure which is an exact replica of the whole, i. e. they are exactly 

self-similar. Random fractals do not, in general, possess such deterministic self- 

similarity; such fractal sets are composed of N distinct subsets, each of which 
is scaled down by a ratio r from the original and is identical in all statistical 

respects to the scaled original - they are statistically self-similar. The scaling 

ratios need not be the same for all scaled down copies. Certain fractal sets are 

composed of the union of N distinct subsets, each of which is scaled down by a 

ratio ri < 1,1 <i<N from the original in all co-ordinates. The similarity 
dimension is given by the generalisation, 

N 
ýr°=1 
i=1 

A further generalisation leads to self-affine fractals sets which are scaled by dif- 

ferent ratios in different co-ordinates. The equation 

f(Ax)=agf(x) VA>O 

where A is a scaling factor and q is a scaling exponent implies that a scaling in 
the x co-ordinate by A gives a scaling of the f co-ordinate by a factor Aq. A 
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special case of this equation occurs when q=1; in this case, we have a scaling of 
x by A producing a scaling of f by A, i. e. f (x) is self-similar. 

Naturally occurring fractals differ from strictly mathematically defined fractals 
in that they do not display statistical or exact self-similarity over all scales but 

exhibit fractal properties over a limited range of scales. 

1.3.6 Random Fractals 

There are many examples in the field of physics, chemistry and biology of random 
processes [89,39]. Brownian motion is a relevant mathematical model for many 
such physical processes. These processes display properties which have now been 

shown to be best described by fractal processes. 

In Brownian motion, the position of a particle at one time is not independent 

of the particles motion at a previous time. It is the increments of the position that 

are independent. Brownian motion in 1D is seen as a particle moving backwards 

and forwards on the x-axis for example. If we record the particles position on the 

x-axis at equally spaced time intervals, then we end up with a set of points on a 
line. Such a point-set is self-similar. On the other hand, if we include time as an 

extra co-ordinate and plot the particles position against time - called the record 

of the motion - we obtain a point- set that is self-affine. 

To conclude this chapter let us consider some general themes. Fractals are ob- 
jects in which one part resembles the whole. This is the principle of self-similarity. 
Many objects in nature are fractal. Fractal structures occur in systems under- 
going phase transitions. Fractal structures are characterised by a frequency (k) 

distribution proportional to k-4. Chaotic processes exhibit self-similar structures 
in an appropriate phase space. Regular or deterministic fractals are the same at 
smaller scales. Random fractals are statistically the same at smaller scales - they 

are statistically self-affine, i. e. 

Pr[f (ax)] = »Pr[f (x)], where q>0 

Functions with this property are governed by a spectral inverse q-power law. 
The spectral inverse q-power law is found throughout nature. This power law 
is as fundamental as many other laws of nature, e. g. the inverse square law for 
gravitational and electrostatic fields. Like gravitational fields for example, the 
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reasons why the geometry of nature is fractal is not as yet, understood. With 

regard to the basic law of fractals, it is therefore worth considering Newton's 

remaxk with respect to his universal law of gravitation ... I have told you how it 
works, not why it works. 

1.4 Original Contribution 

A number of problems are connected to the calculation of the Fractal dimension 
for two dimension objects or images. One of them is the computation of the 

power spectrum for images with a restricted resolution. The Fourier method 
for computing the fractal dimension works very well when the number of points 
exceeds 512 x 512 pixels for example. At smaller resolutions, the surface of 
image does not correspond to the sinusoidal form of a function, which is utilised 
in a convolution [55,84]. For the solution of this problem with respect to the 

applications considered in this thesis, I utilize the triangular form of a function. 
Application of this solution provides an increase in the accuracy of the calculation 
for the frequency characteristics of a low resolution image including its fractal 
dimension. 

The second innovation discussed in this work is connected with one of the 
steps used to search the location of an object edges [68]. The solution is directly 

related to the applications problem of cell recognition and the difference between 

normal and abnormal cells in medicine. After obtaining an image from a digital 

microscope some core features can have a different gradient rate on different sides 

of the object. This does not allow for the utility of existing methods for boundary 
detection. Further some images have diffused due to overlay and the addition of 
foreign ajdents (bacteria for example). The special filter designed to solve this 

problem provides a method of isolating and dividing the core cells of an image. 

In image processing, there are a number of simple operations that can be 
applied such as stationary filtering and Euclidean geometric analysis of shape 
[44,99,82]. The result of considering existing image processing techniques (based 
on conventional filters) does not necesserily provide a universal solution for the 
purpose of selecting the boundary of an object and deriving the convex hull 
properties of the object. In this thesis, we offer a new approach to the solution of 
this problem. The method offered provides a completely general solution that can 
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be utilized in a range of other image processing and pattern recognition problems. 

1.5 About this Thesis 

The thesis is composed of seven chapters. Chapter 2 presents a review of funda- 

mental methods for image formation and transformation. The chapter discussed 

in this thesis is based exclusively on the use of incoherent images (both grey level 

and colour) and is concerned with an evaluation of the `physics' of image forma- 

tion together with methods used for image filtering (including image restoration 

and reconstruction), some of which are used later on in the thesis for defining an 
image model and reconstructing image features (e. g. the Wiener filter). Chapter 

3 focuses on image processing - edge detection, segmentation, object location and 
feature detection. Attention on the theory of scaling fractals in which the connec- 

tion between fractal texture analysis and the mathematical description of fractal 

geometry is considered. This chapter includes a number of different methods 
for computing the fractal dimension that are used later on in the work. Chap- 

ter 4 discusses new approaches to the problem of image segmentation for cells 
detection, using fractal geometry known as fractal dimension for accurate tex- 

tural characteristic and three two dimensional algorithms for object processing. 

Chapter 5 discusses the principal techniques for image analysis and recognition 

used in this thesis. It formulates the problem, introduces the technical solutions 

developed specifically for this thesis and gives a brief review of other compet- 

ing recognition systems currently under investigation. Chapter 6 discusses the 

applications that have been considered for this thesis including the development 

of a surface inspection system for non-destructive evaluation, a cervical smear 

analysis system and finally the development of system prototype for the analysis 

of skin cancer. Finally, Chapter 7 provides a short conclusion to the thesis and 

provides some ideas for future work and further developments of the application 

systems designed to date. Some further technical aspects of the work including 

the software engineering associated with the systems produced are given in the 

Appendices. 
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Chapter 2 

Image Formation and Basic 

Image Transformations 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces some image formation techniques and gives introducing 

to a reader about aspects of representing the graphic information. This mate- 
rial considers physical and mathematical basement of imaging, theoretical and 

practical approaches of transformation of a storage and transmission of colour 

graphics images. 

2.2 Image Functions and Colour Models 

The first view of a human eye provides an image similar to a continues surface 

without any distortion. However, with a simple lens system, it is possible for the 

eye to view details in the image plane through an array of points. In a human 

eye, these points are organized into a photosensitive matrix or array where each 
point can be enumerated in terms of coordinates x and y. The value of each 
isolated point can be represented by value of a function I with coordinates x 
and y. Here, x can be taken to represent the horizontal axis and y the vertical 
axis. Video information is stored in the same way, i. e. in terms of the function 
I (x, y) [87,88]. The colour content(s) of an image is very important and con- 
tributes significantly to the image processing operations required and the object 
recognition methodologies applied [24]. In the case of medical imaging in general, 
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Figure 2.1: RGB colour cube 

colour processing and colour interpretation is critical to the diagnosis of many 

conditions and the interpretation of the information content of an image by man 

and machine. Colour image processing is become more and more important in 

object analysis and pattern recognition. This includes for example, a new class of 

edge detection filters which are discussed later on in this thesis which are based 

exclusively on the use of colour contrasts. For this reason, understanding image 

colour theory is a prerequisite and is therefore briefly considered as follows. 

Let us consider the general image representation in terms of the field of machine 

vision field. A colour image Iý (x, y) has the RGB representation 

Ic (x, y) _ [Ix (x, J) , 
Ic (x, y) , 

Ia (x, y)] 

where the colour primaries are Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B) with 0< 

R. G, B< It is a simple matter to obtain, from this representation, an 
image of only red, green, or blue regions. It is also straightforward to generate 

any other colour as a combination of these primaries. This can be visualised from 

the RGB colour cube shown in Figure 2.1. For instance, the image containing 

all Yellow from Red and Green coloured regions has the form 

Iyellow(x, y) = 
[R(x"y)+G(x, J)] 

2 

Most real life images display no uniformity of colouring, restricting the ap- 
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plicability of this method of separation to simple cases of synthetic images in 

computer graphics in which colour values can be read and displayed by exact 

values. 

There are many transforms for representing an image in another form which 

may provide a `better fit' for the image analysis problem [44,24,99,8]. In 

practice, to facilitate further analysis, the most frequently used transformation is 

that to the HSV bases. The `V' is value for `Intensity' is a measure of brightness 

and is the average of the colours values: 

V 
(R+G+B) 

3 

Saturation is a measure of colour purity, that is, of the lack of whiteness of 

colour and is found from the primaries as 

1-min(R, G, B) 
I 

A saturation value of 0 indicates equal values of R, G and B, and corresponds 

to grey value. A saturation value of 1 indicates one or two colour values of zero 

and corresponds to a pure colour with no pastel characteristic. 

Hue is proportional to the average wavelength of colour. It gives the gradation 

of colour as an image: 

H=cos 1I[(R-G) 
2 

(R-B)] [(R-G)2+(R-B)(G-B)]1/2} 

In this polar coordinate system, red corresponds to 0°, green to 1200, and blue 

to 240°. Figure 2.2 shows a diagrammatic representation of this colour space. 
The HSV space provides a representation in terms familiar colour features and 

thus is a natural basis for image feature analysis. 

Related to the above mentioned problem of determining an image with objects 

of a single colour, the more pertinent problem in practice, is to generate an image 

with a single range of colours. For instance, to find all objects in the purple range, 

we would first define the purple range to lie some where between red and blue, 

say from 270° to 330°. Then the purple image would consist of intensity value of 

all image pixels with hue within the specified range. 

Conversely, it may be of interest to find all objects of a certain shape or size and 
to characterise them by a number of features, including colour features. In this 
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Figure 2.2: HSV colour space 

case, analysis to locate the object may be performed exclusively on the intensity 
image; colour attributes of the object, once located, may then be extracted from 

the other two images as the average hue and saturation within the bounds of the 

objects. 

There are number of other transform to different basics. Although the R. GB to 

HSV transformation is the most useful for image analysis, different applications 

may call for other colour basis. For example, in USA the National Television 

System Committee standard for television uses a YIQ basis Y specifies the in- 

tensity or brightness in same way as for HSV, I is a red-cyan range, and Q is 

a magenta- green range. This advantageous because black and white television 

sets are need extract only the black - white Y basis. In addition, for colour video 
transmission, the bandwidth associated with I and Q can be limited to a degree 

without noticeable image degradation. This latter feature further reinforces the 

practice of using just the intensity information for locating an object and the two 

other colour primaries only to obtain colour feature information. 

All image formation systems are inherently resolution limited. Moreover, many 
images are blurred due to a variety of physical effects such as motion in the 
object or image planes, the effects of turbulence and refraction and/or diffraction 
[76,99,79]. 

When an image is recorded that has been degraded in this manner, a number 
of digital image processing techniques can employed to `de-blur' the image and 
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enhance its information content. Nearly all of these techniques are either directly 

or indirectly based on a mathematical model for the blurred image which involves 

the convolution of two functions - the Point Spread Function and the Object 

Function. Hence, `de-blurring' an image amounts to solving the inverse problem 

posed by this model which is known as `Deconvolution'. 

2.3 Optical Image Formation and Convolution 

In this section we consider the process of image formation. In mathematical 
terms, an image may be represented by a function f (x, y) say. Image formation 

is based on the use of linear system which originate from the physics of waves 
interacting with matter [57]. 

2.3.1 Linear Systems 

A `system' may be defined as that which produces a set of output functions 

from a set of input functions. Physically, it may be an electrical circuit (inputs 

and outputs are voltages) or an optical system where the inputs and outputs 

are either complex amplitudes or intensities. From the point of view of `linear 

systems theory', the physical nature of the system is unimportant. 

A general system can be represented by the operator L: 

s(x, y) = L[f (x, y)] 

A linear system has the property that 

L[afi(x, y) + bf2(x, y)] = aL[fi(x, y)] + bL[f2(x, y)] 

for all inputs fl and f2 and all constants a and b. Linearity implies that an 

output function can be broken down into elementary functions, each of which 

can be separately passed through the system; the total output is then the sum 

of the `elementary' outputs. 

The `shifting property' of the delta function allows us to consider any input 
function to be a linear combination of weighted and displaced delta functions: 

00 00 

.f 
(x, y) = 

11 f (x', y')b(x - x')b(y - y')dx'dy' 
00-00 
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giving an output 
00 00 

S(x, y) = L[f (x, y)] = 
11 

00-00 

f (x', y')L[S(x - x')S(y - y')]dx'dy' 

The system response at (x, y) due to a delta function input at (x', y') is called 

the Impulse Response Function (IRF) 

p(x, y; x', 0= L[b(x 
- x')b(y - y')] 

In optical imaging systems, the quantity p is called the Point Spread Function 

(PSF). 

For a linear optical system: 
00 00 

s(x, y) =11f (x', y')p(x, y; xý, y')dx'dy' 

00-00 

Note that the optical diffraction formulae are of the same form: 

For Fraunhofer diffraction 

i exp(ikz) (x+ y2) 'j 
p(x, y; x, y) -z exp 

(zk22 

zexpI- z 
(xx' + yy') J 

For Fresnel diffraction 

P(x, y; 2, )_ exp(ikz) 
exp 

(Ur 

z[(x - x')2 + (y - y')2]) 

If the impulse response function of a linear system depends only on the coordinate 
differences (x - x') and (y - y'), and not on each coordinate separately, i. e. 

Ax, y; xI, yI) =p(x-x', y- ) 

then we obtain an expression for g which involves the simple convolution rela- 
tionship 

00 00 
s(x, y) =JI .f 

(x', y')p(x - x', y- y')dx'dy' 
00-00 

Such a system is called stationary. In optical imaging, a stationary optical systems 
is called isoplanatic. Isoplanicity requires that the point spread function is the 

same for all field angles and implies that the aberrations are independent of field 

angle. Many real imaging systems are (to a good approximation) both linear and 
isoplanatic [11,36]. 
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The convolution relationship between input and output suggests using Fourier 

transform techniques which, via the convolution theorem gives 

S(u, v) = F(u, v)P(u, v) 

where 

i. e. 

00 00 
P(u, v) =II p(x, y) exp[-21ri(ux + vy)]dxdy 

00-00 

FT of output = (FT of input) x (FT of impulse response function) 

The quantity P is called the system transfer function. In optical imaging 

systems, P is called the optical transfer function or OTF [43]. The OTF is just 

the 2D FT of the point spread function. Note that: 

(i) The convolution relationship only applies to linear stationary optical sys- 
tems. 

(ii) There is no unique OTF for an optical system with field-dependent aber- 
rations (non-stationary). 

(iii) There is no unique OTF for an optical system when an object is illuminated 
by spatially partially coherent light (non-linear system in both complex 

amplitude and intensity). 

2.3.2 Images of Lines and Edges 

Suppose we know that a particular system is linear and stationary in some par- 
ticular quantity where the `quantity' is either: 

(i) the complex amplitude for coherent illumination 

(ii) the intensity (time averaged) for incoherent illumination 

How are the images of lines and edges related to the point spread function? 

Lines 

The image of an infinitely narrow line object is called the line spread function 
A line input can be represented by 

f( 
, y) = 5(x) 
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Hence 
00 00 

s(x, y) =JJ 6(x - x')p(x', y')dx'dy' 

00-00 
or 

00 
£(x) =f p(x, y')dy' 

where t is the line spread function. The line spread function (the image of an 
infinitely narrow line) is an integration over one variable of the point spread 
function. In general, the input may be at some arbitrary angle to the y- axis 

and hence 2 will also be a function of that angle. 

For the special case in which the point spread function is rotationally symmet- 
rical, i. e. 

p(r) = p(x, y); r2 = x2 + y2 

the line spread function is the Abel transform of the point spread function, 

00 00 
t(x) =f p( x2 + yi2)dy' =2f p(r)(r2 - x2)-'rdr 

00 x 

Edges 

Consider the image of an opaque edge laying along the y axis 

f 
0, x<0; (x) = 
1, x>0. 

The result is called the edge spread function e which is given by 

e(x) =JJf (x - x')p(x', y')dx'dy' =ff (x - x')Q(x')dx' 

00-00 -00 
or 

T 

e(x) =J Q(x')dx' 

00 
The edge spread function is an integration over the line spread function. There- 
fore we can write 

£(x) = he(x) 
Clearly, the equation above indicates a way of measuring the line spread function 
from the image of an edge. The next section considers the optical transfer function 

as most imaging employs optical theory. 
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2.3.3 Optical Transfer Function 

Optical Transfer Functions have been described in detail by Roberts, Heikko- 

nen, Brammer [32,79,43]. This section provides some detail to enhance the 

understanding of the material. 

Consider the response of a linear, stationary system to a 1D cosinusoidal input 

of the form 
f (x, y) =a+b cos(2irux + e) 

where u is the spatial frequency and c is the phase. The modulation of this input 

Ali,, is defined as 
Mm _ 

fmax 
- 

fmin 

_b fmax + fmin a 

The output s is given by 

00 00 

s(x) = 11 [a +b cos(21ru(x - x') + e)]p(x', y')dx'dy' 

00-00 
Integrating with respect to y gives 

00 

s(x) =J Q(x')[a + bcos(21ru(x - x') + E)]dx' 

00 
where f is the line spread function which, for convenience, can be considered to 
be normalized to unit area, 

00 

ft(x')dx' =1 
00 

Using the result 

cos(A - B) = cos A cos B+ sin A sin B 

the output s can be written in the form 

00 
s(x) = a+ b cos(2irux + e) 

i 
Q(x') cos(2irux')dx' 

00 
00 

+b sin(2irux + E) 
r 

£(x') sin(2irux')dx' 

00 
or 

s(x) =a+b cos(21rux + e)C(u) +b sin(2irux + E)S(u) 
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where 00 
C(u) - is(u) = P(u) =J £(x') exp(-27riux')dx' 

00 
The function P is the 1D OTF and it is equal to the Fourier transform of the 

line spread function Q. Defining the modulus and phase of the OTF by 

M(u) = C2 (u) + S2 (u) 

O(u) = tan-' -S(u) 
C(u) 

so that 
C(u) = M(u) cos q5(u) 

S(u) = -M(u) sin «(u) 

the output s can be expressed as 

s(x) =a+ bM(u) cos[2irux +e+ O(u)] 

Like the input f, the output s is also cosinusoidal with the same frequency u. 

The output modulation is 

Mout = 
9max - groin 

= M(U) 
b 

9max + gmin l1a 

so that the ratio of the output modulation to the input modulation is equal to 

the modulus of the OTF. The Modulation Transfer Function or MTF is given by 

M(u) = M. t Min 

The Phase Transfer Function 0 describes the shift in phase (or position) of the 

output frequency u relative to the input. The MTF can be found experimentally 

using sine wave objects or from the line spread function 

l 
M(u) = 

if 

which itself could be found by differentiating the edge spread function. 

2.3.4 Linearity of Optical Imaging Systems 

Consider the case where the object plane is illuminated by a plane or spherical 
wave - by perfectly spatially coherent light. Let the complex amplitude imme- 
diately after the object by denoted by U;,, (x, y) and U0�t(x, y) be the complex 
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amplitude at the image plane. Also, let the complex amplitude at (x, y) in the 

output due to a unit strength point at in the input be p(x, y; x', y'). The total 

amplitude at (x, y) due to all such point in the object plane is then given by 
00 00 

Uout(x, y) =11 Uin(x', y')p(x, y; xis y')dx'dy' 

-00 -00 

For an isoplanatic optical system, this reduces to 
00 00 

Uout (x, y) =11 Uin(x', y')p(x - x', y- y')d2dy' 

00-00 

A spatially coherent optical system is linear in the complex ampli- 
tude 

Consider the case of narrowband light that is not perfectly spatially coherent. 
The general complex representation of the time-varying scalar field is called the 

analytic signal V(r, t); it is defined such that 

real scalar field = Re[V(r, t)] 

For narrowband light, the analytic signal can be written as a product of a `slowly 

varying' function - the time varying complex amplitude U(r, t) times exp(-iwt): 

V (r, t) = U(r, t) exp(-iwt) 

The instantaneous intensity is defined as 

I (r, t) =I U(r, t) 12 
whereas the time-averaged intensity r(r) (i. e. that observed by an optical detec- 

tor), is equal to 
T 

I (r) T 
+o 2T 

fI (r, t)dt 
-T 

In general, the time-varying complex amplitudes are related by 
00 00 

Uout(x, y, t) = 
11 

Uin(x', y', t)p(x, y; z'y')dx'dy' 
00-00 

Coherent illumination implies that U(x, y, t) = U(x, y) - the field does not vary 
in time. The average intensity is therefore given by 

T 

Iout (x, y) = T-. ý 1 
2T 

I Uout (x, y, t) 12dt 
-T 
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00 00 

=ff P(x, y; x', y')p' (x, y; x', y, ) 

00-00 
T 

1rs 
rr rrn it 

xT 2T 
U'n(x , 1/, t)U;,, (x", y, t)dt dx dy dx dy 

-T 

In some sources is called the mutual intensity of the narrow band light 

T 

lim 
1J 

Uto" (x'e y', t)Ui"`n(x"e y", t)dt 
T-oo 2T 

-T 

or 

(U, n(rI , t)Un(r", t)) 

Incoherent light is defined to be such that 

J(r', r") =I (r )b(r' - r") 

That is, two neighbouring points r' and r" have uncorrelated fields, for any r' # 

r". Using the definition for incoherent light above, the expression for Io�t becomes 

00 00 

Imt(x, y) = 
11 

p(x, y; x', y, )P*(x, y; x', y') 

00-00 
xIi�(x', y')5(x' - x")&(y' - y")dx'dy'dx"dy" 

or 
cio 00 

I 
ut(x, y) = 

11 
1 p(x, y; x', y') j2 Iin(x', y')dxýdy' 

00-00 
The quantity I p(x, y; x', y') 12 is the intensity point spread function. 

For an isoplanatic optical system, this result reduces to 
00 00 

Lout (x, y) -J Iin(x', ) p(x - xl, y- V) 12 dx'dy' 
00 -00 

The bar over I is usually omitted when referring to the intensity -a time average 
is always assumed. 

For perfectly incoherent illumination, an optical system is linear in intensity 

and, if isoplanicity holds, the output (image) intensity is equal to the input 
(object) intensity convolved with the intensity point spread function. 
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2.3.5 Coherent Image Formation 

In coherent light, the complex amplitude of the image is equal to that at the object 

plane convolved with the amplitude point spread function (for an isoplanatic 

system), i. e. 
00 00 

Uout(x, y) -11 
Uin(x', y')p(x - x', y- y')dx, dy' 

-00 -00 

where 00 00 

p(x, y) =CJJ P(u, v) exp 
[_i(x 

+ vy)J dude 

-00 00 
and P is the Pupil Function of the optical system, i. e. the complex amplitude in 

the exit pupil. The constant C is usually chosen so that 
00 00 

ff 
p(x, y)dxdy = P(0,0) =1 

00-00 
The pupil function P is, for a clear pupil, defined by 

p(u, v)_exp[ikW 
(u, v)], (u, v) E aperture; 

0, otherwise. 

so that P(0,0) =1 and therefore C=1. The function W is called the Wave 
Aberration Function. 

A shaded or apodized pupil can be handled by introducing an absorption term 
A, 

P(u, v) = A(u, v) exp[ikW(u, v)] 
Taking the Fourier transform of Ua�t and using the convolution theorem we can 

write 
Uout(u, v) = U0n(u, v)T (u, v) 

where 
Uo�t - spectrum of image amplitude 
Uin - spectrum of object amplitude 
T- Coherent Optical Transfer Function (COTF) 

Note that 
00 00 

T(u, v) =JJ p(x, y) exp[-27ri(ux + vy)ldxdy = P(Azu, Azv) 

00-00 
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That is, the COTF at spatial frequency (u, v) is simply equal to the pupil function 

at coordinates (Azu, Azv). 

2.3.6 Incoherent Image Formation 

In incoherent illumination, there is a linear relationship between the input Iin 

and output Lout (time-averaged) intensities. For an isoplanatic optical system, 

00 00 

Iont (x, y) -11 Iin(x', YI) 1 p(x - x', y- y1) 12 dx'dy' 
-00 -00 

If p is normalized to unit volume (it is, since P(0,0) = 1), Ip 12 is not, so we 

normalize it by dividing by its infinite integral: 

I p(x, y) 12 
00 00 ffI p(x, y) 12 dxdy 

-00-00 
The Incoherent Optical Transfer Function (IOTF) T (u, v) is the Fourier transform 

of the (normalized) point spread function; apply the autocorrelation theorem to 

the top line and Parseval's theorem to the bottom line, 

00 00 
ff P(e, i7)P*(C + Azu, rj + Azv)dedi, 

T(u, v) _ -°° -°° 
go 00 ffI P(C, 17) 12 dýdi7 

-00 -00 
where P(e, rj) is the inverse Fourier transform of p(x, y). 

00 00 
2r 

P(e, 77) =ff p(x, y) exp 
[i(ex 

+ 77y)] dxdy 

00-00 

and is the pupil function. 

The equation above for T basically states that the IOTF is equal to the (nor- 

malized) spatial autocorrelation of the pupil function. Note that the IOTF relates 
the input and output intensity spectra, 

Iout(u, V) = Iin(u, v)T(u, v) 

The spatial frequencies axe intensity frequencies and are not the same as the 
amplitude frequencies produced in a coherent optical system. This expression for 
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T can be written in the form 

00 00 

ff 

T(u, v) = -00 °° 
00 00 

ffi P(g, 77) 12 dýdii -00-00 
From this result it follows that: 

(i) T(0,0) =1 (because of normalization) 

(ii) T(-u, -v) = T* (u, v) (Fourier transform of a real quantity) 

(iii) T(u, v) < T(0,0) (using the Schwartz inequality) 

As with the coherent OTF, the modulus IT(, or Modulation Transfer Func- 

tion (MTF) describes the transfer or modulation of sinusoidal components of the 

object. The phase of T, describes spatial shifts of the sinusoidal components. 

2.4 Deconvolution and Image Reconstruction 

Deconvolution is a particularly important subject area in signal and image pro- 

cessing. In general, this problem is concerned with the restoration and/or re- 

construction of information from known data and depends critically on a priori 
knowledge on the way in which the data (digital image for example) has been 

generated and recorded. Mathematically, the data obtained are usually related 
to some ̀ Object Function' via an integral transform. In this sense, deconvolution 

is concerned with inverting certain classes of integral equation - the convolution 

equation. In general, there is no exact or unique solution to the image restora- 
tion/ reconstruction problem - it is an ill-posed problem. We attempt to find 

a `best estimate' based on some physically viable criterion subject to certain 

conditions [55,84]. 

The fundamental imaging equation is given by 

s=p®®f +n 

where s, p, f and n are the image, the Point Spread Function (PSF), the Object 
Function and the noise respectively. The symbol 00 denotes 2D convolution. 
The imaging equation is a stationary model for the image s in which the (blurring) 

A-ZU, A") P* (ý + L-u-, .+ ý-") <dq 2 77 -222 
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effect of the PSF at any location in the `object plane' is the same. Using the 

convolution theorem we can write this equation in the form 

S=PF+N 

where S, P, F and N are the (2D) Fourier transforms of s, p, f and n respectively. 

Assuming that F is a broadband spectrum, then from position of classical 

point there are two cases we should consider: 

(i) P(k., kY) -º 0 as (ks, ky) --> oo where kk and k. are the spatial frequencies 
in the x and y directions respectively. The image restoration problem can then 
be stated as ̀ recover F given S'. 

(ii) P(kx, k,, ) is bandlimited, i. e. P(k, ky) =0 for certain values of kr and/or 
ky. The image reconstruction problem can then be stated as `given S reconstruct 
F. This typically requires the frequency components to be `synthesized' beyond 

the bandwidth of the data. This is a (spectral) extrapolation problem. 

The image restoration problem can typically involve finding a solution for f 

given that s=p0 Of +n where p is a Gaussian PSF given by (ignoring scaling) 

p(x, y) = exp[-(x2 + y2)/a2] 

(o being the standard deviation) which has a spectrum of the form (ignoring 

scaling) 
P(k-,, ky) = exp[-o2(k + k, 2, )] 

This PSF is a piecewise continuous function as is its spectrum. 

An example of an image reconstruction problem is `find f given that s= 
p0 ®f + n' where p is given by (ignoring scaling) 

p(x, y) = sinc(ax) sinc(ßy) 

This PSF has a spectrum of the form (ignoring scaling) 

P(k , 1v) = H«(kx)Hp(ky) 

where 

H«(kx)= 1 IkxI: _a 
0 IkxI>a 
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Hß(k)= I1 1ky1<_Q 

0 1k I>Q 
It is a piecewise continuous function but its spectrum is discontinuous, the band- 

width of p0 of being given by a in the x direction and 0 in the y direction. 

Restoration of Blurred Images 

To put the problem in perspective, consider the discrete case, i. e. 

Sid = Pij ® ®fij + nia 

where s; j is a digital image. Suppose we neglect the term ns , then 

sij=Pij®®fij 

or by the (discrete) convolution theorem 

Ssj = PijFij 

where Sip Pij and F; j and the DFTs of sib, pij and fzj respectively. Clearly, 

Fib_ 
Sj 

U3 

and therefore 

Note that 

which is called the Inverse Filter. 

f; j =IDTFf I 
\ Pt. i / 

1 P$3 
Psi _1 

412 (2 

Suppose, we were to implement this result on a digital computer; if P, j ap- 
proached zero (in practice a very small number) for any value of i and/or j then 
depending on the compiler, the computer would respond with an output such as 
`... arithmetic fault ... divide by zero'. A simple solution would be to regularize 
the result, i. e. use 

f,, = IDFT 
Pi*'sii 

IPj 12 +constant 
and `play around' with the value of the constant until `something sensible' was 
obtained which in turn would depend on the a priori information available on the 
form and support of fj. The regularization of the inverse filter is the basis for 

some of the methods which are discussed in these notes. We start by considering 
the criterion associated with the inverse filter. 
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2.4.1 The Inverse Filter 

The criterion for the inverse filter is that the mean square of the noise is a 

minimum. Since 

sij = Pij ® ®fij + nij 

we can write 
nah = Sij - Pij 0 Ofij 

and therefore 

e= IInijII2 = IIsij -paj0ofsjII2 
where 

IIxijII , 
I: x 
; 

For the noise to be a minimum, we require 

äe 

af;; 
Differentiating (see Appendix A), we obtain 

(S;, - Pu 0 (9f ., ) O OPij =0 

Using the convolution and correlation theorems, in Fourier space, this equation 
becomes 

(Ssj - PijFij)P, j =0 

Hence, solving for Fij we obtain the result 

; 
F'sj =I pt 

Pý 
(2 

Q. 

The inverse filter is therefore given by 

Pý 
Inverse Filter = 

In principle, the inverse filter provides an exact solution to the problem when the 

noise term nzj can be neglected. However, in practice, this solution is fraught 

with difficulties. First, the inverse filter is invariably a singular function. Equally 
bad, is the fact that even if the inverse filter is not singular, it is usually ill 

conditioned. This is where the magnitude of PSS goes to zero so quickly as (i, j) 
increases, that 1/ 1 P; j I2 rapidly acquires extremely large values. The effect of 
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this is to amplify the (usually) noisy high frequency components of Sip This can 
lead to a restoration ft, which is dominated by the noise in ssj. The inverse filter 

can therefore only be used when: 

(i) The filter is non-singular. 

(ii) The SNR of the data is very large (i. e. 11pj) 0 ®f aII » 11n=jIl). 

Such conditions are rare. A notable exception occurs in Computed Tomog- 

raphy which is covered in Section 5 of these notes in which the inverse filter 

associated with the `Back-Project and Deconvolution' algorithm is non-singular. 

The computational problems that arise from implementing the inverse filter 

can be avoided by using a variety of different filters whose individual properties 
and characteristics are suited to certain types of data. One of the most commonly 
used filters for image restoration is the Wiener filter which is considered next. 

2.4.2 The Wiener Filter 

An algorithm has been derived [211 for deconvolving images that have been 
blurred by some lowpass filtering process and corrupted by additive noise. In 

mathematical terms, given the imaging equation 

Sij = pij 0 ®f; j + naj X2.1) 

the problem is to solve for f; j given s2j, pij and some knowledge of the SNR. This 

problem is solved using the least squares principle which provides a filter known 

as the Wiener filter. 

The Wiener filter is based on considering an estimate f; 3for fj of the form 

fei = qij ®®saj (2.2) 

Given this model, our problem is reduced to computing q21 or equivalently its 
Fourier transform Qij. To do this, we make use of the error 

llfij 
- fijIl2 

= 
EE(Jj 

- fj)2 (2.3) 

ij 

and find q21 such that e is a minimum, i. e. 

äe 
aqz; 
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Substituting equation (2.2) into equation (2.3) and differentiating, we get 

Sc 

= _%+ 

E 
(fii 

-EE `S1-ni-mgnm `S2-n, i-mYnm 
agkl 

$jnm 
Dqki 

nm 

= -2 "fij - Si-ni-m4'nm Si_k, j_e =0 

ijnm 

Rearranging, we have 

ZE fijsi-k, 
j-f -E 

(EI: 

Si-n, j-mgnm Si-k, j-l 

ijijnm 

The left hand side of the above equation is a discrete correlation of ftj with sqj 

and the right hand side is a correlation of sij with the convolution 

E 
Si-n, 9-mgnm 

nm 

Using operator notation, it is convenient to write this equation in the form 

, 
fij O OSij = (qij 0 (gSij) (D (Dsij 

Moreover, using the correlation and convolution theorems, the equation above 

can be written in Fourier space as 

Fsjsj = QijSiji*j 
which, after rearranging gives 

SjjL ij Qij _ Szi 12 
Now, in Fourier space, equation (2.1) becomes 

Sij = PijFij + Nij 

Using this result, we have 

S! Fij = (PijFij + Nij) *Fi3 

= Pij IFj 12 +N2jFij 

and 
I Sij 12= Sijs j= (PijFij + Nij) (PijFij `I- NNj) * 
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_ý P+j I2 I F'sý I2 +Pij Fij Nj+ Nip Ri*j Fij+ I N$3 I2 

Hence, the filter Q, can be written in the form 

Pý I Fib 12 +NýFij 
QY; = Ip 2IF. »2+D$; +INu; I2 

where 
Dfj = Pi7F=j Ns3 + NijPi*j F'i*j 

Signal Independent Noise 

This result can be simplified further by imposing a condition which is physi- 

cally valid in the large majority of cases. The condition is that f; j and nij are 

uncorrelated, i. e. 
fij O 0nij =0 

and 

n; j 00fii=0 

In this case, the noise is said to be `signal independent' and it follows from the 

correlation theorem that 
F; ýN. =0 

and 
NijFi*j =0 

This result allows us to cancel the cross terms present in the last expression for 
Qzj (i. e. set Di3 =0 and N jFij = 0) leaving the formula 

Pi 
jý 

Fij 12 

Qii=1 p 121Fij 12+INij 12 
Finally, rearranging, we obtain the expression for the least squares or Wiener 
filter, 

Pik 
Q'; =I PiiI2+IN$jI2/IFs, I2 

Estimation of the Noise-to-Signal Power Ratio I Fib 12 /I Nj 12 

From the algebraic form of the Wiener Filter derived above, it is clear that 
this particular filter depends on: 

(i) the functional form of the PSF Pt; that is used; 

(ii) the functional form of N; j 12 /IF; f 12. 
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The PSF of the system can usually be found by literally imaging a single point 

source which leaves us with the problem of estimating the noise-to-signal power 

ratio I N1 12 /I F2 12. This problem can be solved if one has access to two 

successive images recorded under identical conditions. 

Consider two digital images denoted by s2j and sad of the same object function 

fad recorded using the same PSF pad (i. e. imaging system) but at different times 

and hence with different noise fields nzj and nQ1. These images are given by 

Sij = pij ®0 fij + nij 

and 
Sij =Pij®®fij+n'jj 

respectively where the noise functions are uncorrelated and signal independent, 

i. e. 
nzi 0 ®n$i =0 (2.4) 

fij O nij = nij O Ofij =0 (2.5) 

and 
fo(Dnaj =n'zj®Ofj=0 (2.6) 

We now proceed to compute the autocorrelation function of std given by 

cij = Sid (D OSij 

Using the correlation theorem and employing equation (2.5) we get 

G's; = Sz; Sý; = (P; Ft; + Naj) (Pig Fij + N15)* 

=1R 1IF$212+INj2 
where Caj is the DFT of esp. Next, we correlate s. j with ss-, giving the cross- 
correlation function 

Cj =Szj0OSij 

Using the correlation theorem again and this time, employing equations (2.4) and 
(2.6) we get 

C'; _ý Pij I2I F'ij 12 +PUj FiJN;; 

Nt) ss*j Fi*j + N;; N j* 
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-1 Pta 1lF 12 
The noise-to-signal ratio can now be obtained by dividing Ci3 by Cj giving 

Cßj 
=1 +I Nsj 12 

Cj IP 121Fi; 12 
Re-arranging, we obtain the result 

I Nij 12 (C' 
_1) 1p i2 

Fi3 I2 Cii 

Note that both Cj and Cj can be obtained from the available data stj and s; Vj. 
Also, substituting this result into the formula for Q; j, we obtain an expression 
for the Wiener filter in terms of C23 and C'j given by 

_ 
P3 C, I 

'2Ip.. I2 r.. 

In those cases where the user has access to successive recordings, the method of 

computing the noise-to-signal power ratio described above can be employed. The 

problem is that in many practical cases, one does not have access to successive 
images and hence, the cross-correlation function c; j cannot be computed. In this 

case, one is forced to make an approximation and consider a Wiener filter of the 
form 

Pty 
Wiener Filter = Py 12 +constant 

The constant ideally reflects any available information on the average signal-to- 

noise ratio of the image. Typically, we consider an expression of the form 

1 
constant = (SNR)2 

where SNR stands for Signal-to-Noise Ratio. In practice, the exact value of this 

constant must be chosen by the user. 

Before attempting to deconvolve an image the user must at least have some a 
priori knowledge on the functional form of the Point Spread Function. Absence of 
this information leads to a method of approach known as `Blind Deconvolution'. 
A common technique is to assume that the Point Spread Function is Gaussian, 

i. e. 

psj = exp[-(Z2 +j2)/2o2] 

where a is the standard deviation which must be defined by the user. In this 
case, the user has control of two parameters: 
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(i) the standard deviation of the Gaussian PSF; 

(ii) the SNR. 

In practice, the user must adjust these parameters until a suitable `user op- 
timized' reconstruction is obtained. In other words, the Wiener filter must be 

`tuned' to give a result which is acceptable based on the judgement and intu- 

ition of the user. This interactive approach to image restoration is just one of 

many practical problems associated with deconvolution which should ideally be 

executed in real time. 

2.4.3 The Power Spectrum Equalization Filter 

As the name implies, the Power Spectrum Equalization (PSE) [44,17,21] filter 

is based on finding an estimate f=j whose power spectrum is equal to the power 
spectrum of the desired function f; j. In other words, fs; is obtained by employing 
the criterion 

I Fit I2 -I Fib 12 

together with the linear convolution model 

fij = qij ® ®Sij 

Like the Wiener filter, the PSE filter also assumes that the noise is signal inde- 

pendent. Since 
Fij = `w' ij 

sij = Qij (Pij Fij + Nij ) 

and given that NjF; 5 =0 and F; jN; j = 0, we have 

IF;; 12=F;; F; =1 Q; 12 (Ipa, 121F1 12+INu12) 

Using the PSE criterion and solving for I Qsj 1, we obtain 

1 lý ýQzý 1_ 
\l1'sj 12+1Nii 12/ F12 iX "2 

In the absence of accurate estimates for the noise to signal power ratio, we ap- 
proximate the PSE filter by 

i 1ý 
PSE filter= 

Pj 12 +constant 
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where 1 
constant = (SNR)2 

Note that the criterion used to derive this filter can be written in the form 

F 12-IFai12)=0 

or using Parseval's theorem 

E E(I fib 12 
_I 

fs7 12) 

4ý 

Compare this criterion with that use for the Wiener filter, i. e. 

Minimise E(f 
j- f=ß)2 

sj 

2.4.4 The Matched Filter 

Matched filtering is based on correlating the image szj with the complex conjugate 
of the PSF Pzt. The estimate ftj of f; j can therefore be written as 

fij P!. G) 
ad 

Assuming that nib = 0, so that 

sad = Pij ® ®fij 

we have 
1ij=pjOOpij®®fij 

which in Fourier space is 
F'ts =) P, j 12 F'=j 

Observe, that the amplitude spectrum of Fij is given by I Pjj 12 Fij I and that 
the phase information is determined by Fib alone. 

Criterion for the Matched Filter 

The criterion for the matched filter is as follows. Given that 

Sij=Pij0®fij+nij 

the match filter provides an estimate for ftj of the form 

fij = qij ®®Sij 
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where qjj is chosen in such a way that the ratio 

is a maximum. 

Qij 
ij 

F 

ij 

R INij12IQ; I2 
ij 

The matched filter Q; j is found by first writing 

P; 
QijPtj=INijIQs, x 

and then using the inequality 

a P=j z 

QijP=j I Nij I Qs; IN c: tj 

IN=jI2IQs; I2EEI ,j 12 
Nay I2 

From this result and the definition of R given above we get 

IPIZ ''R< Nij12 i; 
Now, recall that the criterion for the matched filter is that R is a maximum. If 

this is the case, then 

or 

R°EEIp'j12 
Ntj 12 

2 

E>INsj1Q, 
jI TI 

ZZ1Nj121Qi; 12 
(E1Puut2s 

ýNýi 
s; s; 

This is true, if and only if 

because we then have 

NsjIQsj=I 
Nii 

a P 

2 =EEI 
P''I2EEIPI2 

ijI Nip 1iI N$31 ijI Nij 12 
Thus, R is a maximum when 

Pij 
Qi, =ßNj 2 
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The Matched Filter for White Noise 

If the noise nj is white, then its power spectrum is can be assumed to be a 

constant, i. e. 
Ns, I2= Nö 

In this case Pi*j 
Qsj =a N0 

and P s* F1ý = Nä Sig 
0 

Hence, for white noise, the match filter provides an estimate which may be written 
in the form 

1 
fii = NZpsj 0 4s4,; 

0 

Deconvolution of Linear Frequency Modulated PSFs 

The matched filter is frequently used in coherent imaging systems whose PSF 

is characterized by a linear frequency modulated response. Two well known 

examples are Synthetic Aperture Radar and imaging systems that use (Fresnel) 

zone plates. In this section, we shall consider a separable linear FM PSF and 

also switch to a continuous noise free functional form which makes the analysis 

easier. Thus, consider the case when the PSF is given by 

p(x, y) = exp(iax2) exP(ißy2); x 1: 2ý X, I vJ I : gY 

where a and 3 are constants and X and Y determine the spatial support of the 
PSF. The phase of this PSF (in the s-direction say) is axe and the instantaneous 
frequency is given by 

dx (ax2) = 2ax 

which varies linearly with x. Hence, the frequency modulations (in both x and y) 

are linear which is why the PSF is referred to as a linear FM PSF. In this case, 
the image that is obtained is given by (neglecting additive noise) 

s(x, y) = exp(iax2) exp(ißy2) ®®f (x, y); IxI: 5X, IyI <_ Y 

Matched filtering, we get 

f (x, y) = exp(-iax2) exp(-ißy2) 00 exp(iax2) exp(ißy2) 0 Of (x, y) 
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Now, 

X/2 

exp(-iax2) O exp(iax2) =J exp[-ia(z + x)2] exp(iaz2)dz 

-X/2 

X/2 

= exp(-iax2) J exp(2iazx)dz 

-X/2 
Evaluating the integral over z, we have 

exp(-iax2) O exp(iax2) =X exp(-iax2) sinc(aXx) 

Since the evaluation of the correlation integral over y is identical, we can write 

j (x, y) = XY exp(-iax2) exp(-ißy2) sinc(aXx) sinc(QYy) 0 ®f (x, y) 

In many systems the spatial support of the linear FM PSF is relatively long. In 

this case, 

cos(ax2) sinc(aXx) = sinc(aXx), cos(ßy2) sinc(ßYy) = sinc(f Yy) 

and 

sin(ax2) sinc(aXx) - 0, sin(ßy2) sinc(ßYy) =0 

and so 
j (x, y) c XY sinc(aXx) sinc(ßYy) ® of (x, y) 

In Fourier space, this last equation can be written as 

P(k 
x, vk )= aQF(k , kv), IkI <_ aX, Ik1: 5 QY; 

10, otherwise. 

The estimate f is therefore a band limited estimate of f whose bandwidth is 
determined by the product of the parameters a and /3 with the spatial supports 
X and Y respectively. Note, that the larger the values of aX and ßY, the greater 
the bandwidth of the reconstruction. 
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2.4.5 Constrained Deconvolution 

Constrained deconvolution provides a filter which gives the user additional control 

over the deconvolution process. This method is based on minimizing a linear 

operation on the object f; j of the form gij®®f; j subject to some other constraint. 
Using the least squares approach, we find an estimate for fj by minimizing 
IIgij 0 ®f jII2 subject to the constraint 

11 s=j -pi ®®fa, II2 = IiniiII2 

where 
IIx$; II2 = EEx 

13 
Using this result, we can write 

IL ®®f ij 112=11 9ii ®®f it 112+, \(11,9 ig _pig ®(gf ij (I 2- 11 nip 112) 

because the quantity inside the brackets on the right hand side is zero. The 

constant A is called the Lagrange multiplier. Using the orthogonality principle 
(see Appendix A), 11gýi ® ®ft 112 is a minimum when 

(9ij (9 ®fiij) O 09ij - A(sij -Pij 0 ®fit) O Opij =0 

In Fourier space, this equation becomes 

ýC'ij 12Fij-A(SijPi'ý-IPij 12Fij)=0 

Solving for Fij, we get 
'SijP{'j 

Fi; - Pij 12 +', I Gtr 12 I 

where 'y is the reciprocal of the Lagrange multiplier (= 1/A). Hence, the con- 
strained least squares filter is given by 

Pi i Constrained Least Squares Filter = IP 12+ýyIGij12 
The important point about this filter is that it allows the user to change Gaj to 

suite a particular application. This filter can be thought of as a generalization of 
the other filters. For example, if y=0 then the inverse filter is obtained, if y=1 
and I Gtr I2=I Nib I2 /I Fij I2 then the Wiener filter is obtained, and if y=1 and 
I G; ý 12=1 Nj 12 -I Ptij 12 then the matched filter is obtained. 
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M-1-1,. 1) 1. V; l+.... n 1-i- 

Name of Filter Formula Condition(s) 

Inverse Filter Qij = Pa j/ I Pj 12 Minimizelln; jjl 

Wiener Filter Q{j = IP{ýIýýIF{jlýIN{ýIý Minimize 1l fj- qij ®®stj112; 
N, "*jF; j = 0, F; jN; j =0 

PSE Filter 
3 

Qij = 
(ip1pýIFj2, 

IN1I2) FBj 12=I Q`jS'j 12; 

NijFij=0, FjNij=0 
1LLQijp'j1, 

Matched Filter Qij = Pty/ I Nj 12 Maximize EEIN, ýI IQsit 

Constrained Filter Q{j = p{ + 
Minimize ILgij 0 ®f j ýý2 

The following table (2.1) lists the filters discussed so far. In each case, the 

filter Qt; provides a solution to the inversion of the following equation 

Sij = Pij ® ®fij + f{j, 

the solution for fij being given by 

fij = IDFT[Q;; Si; J 

where IDFT stands for the 2D Discrete Inverse Fourier Transform and S; j is the 

DFT of the digital image s; j. In all cases, the DFT and IDFT can be computed 

using a FFT. 

2.4.6 Maximum Entropy Deconvolution 

As before, we are interested in solving the imaging equation 

sib = pik ® ®f ij + nth 

for the object fit. Instead of using a least squares error to constrain the solution 
for f; j, we choose to find f2 such that the entropy E, given by 

E=-EEf4jlnfij 
j 

is a maximum. Note, that because the In function is used in defining the Entropy, 

the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) must be restricted to cases where f; 3 is 

real*and positive. 
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Rom the imaging equation above, we can write 

sij - pi-,, j-mfnm = niij 

nm 

where we have just written the convolution operation out in full. Squaring both 

sides and summing over i and j we can write 

Sij - Pi-nj-mfnm 1: E 
djnm4j 

But this equation is true for any constant A multiplying both terms on the left 
hand side. We can therefore write the equation for E as 

fij In fij 
ti j 

A 
ýý 

\ 
Sij - pn-i, m-j 

2 
fnmJ 

-E n=j 
\nmij] 

because the second term on the right hand side is zero anyway (for all values of 
the Lagrange multiplier A). Given this equation, our problem is to find fzj such 
that the entropy E is a maximum, i. e. 

OE 
Yf 

i; 

Differentiating (an exercise which will be left to the reader), and switching to 
the notation for 2D convolution ®® and 2D correlation 00, we find that E is a 
maximum when 

1+ Infij -2A(s$j 0) 0paj-pij0ofij 00paf)=0 

or, after rearranging, 

fij = exp[-1 + 2A(sij O OPij - Pij ®®, fij O (Dpij)] 

This equation is transcendental in ft and as such, requires that f; j is evaluated 
iteratively, i. e. 

f 
j+i = exp[-1 + 2A(s; jO Opjj - pjj ®®f k0 Upi1)]; k=0,1,2, 

..., 
N 

where f0Vi, j say. The rate of convergence of this solution is determined 
by the value of the Lagrange multiplier that is used. 
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In general, the iterative nature of this nonlinear estimation method is unde- 

sirable, primarily because it is time consuming and may require many iterations 

before a solution is achieved with a desired tolerance. 

We shall end this section by demonstrating a rather interesting result which is 

based on linearizing the MEM. This is achieved by retaining the first two terms 
(i. e. the linear terms) in the series representation of the exponential function 

leaving us with the following equation 

fij = 2A(sij O Opij - Pij ®®, fij O Opij) 

Using the convolution and correlation theorems, in Fourier space, this equation 
becomes 

Fgj =2ASijPi*j -2A1 Pig 12F'ij 

Rearranging, we get S'jPzj 

F$' 
I Pj 12 +1/2A 

Hence, we can define a linearized maximum entropy filter of the form 

pik 

+1/2A To 

Notice, that this filter is very similar to the Wiener filter. The only difference is 

that the Wiener filter is regularized by a constant determined by the SNR of the 
data whereas this filter is regularized by a constant determined by the Lagrange 

multiplier. 

2.4.7 Bayesian Estimation 

The processes discussed so far do not take into account the statistical nature 
of the noise inherent in a digital signal or image. To do this, another type of 
approach must be taken which is based on a result in probability theory called 
Bayes rule named after the English mathematician Thomas Bayes [13]. 

The probability of an event 

Suppose we toss a coin, observe whether we get heads or tails and then repeat 
this process a number of times. As the number of trials increases, we expect that 
the number of times heads or tails occurs is half that of the number of trials. 
In other words, the probability of getting heads is 1/2 and the probability of 
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getting tails is also 1/2. Similarly, if a dice with six faces is thrown repeatedly, 
then the probability of it landing on any one particular face is 1/6. In general, if 

an experiment is repeated N times and an event A occurs n times say, then the 

probability of this event P(A) is defined as 

P(A) = lim (ii) 
N- oo N 

The probability is the relative frequency of an event as the number of trials tends 

to infinity. In practice, only a finite number of trials can be conducted and we 
therefore define the probability of an event A as 

P(A) N 

where it is assumed that N is large. 

The Joint Probability 

Suppose we have two coins which we label Ci and C2. We toss both coins 

simultaneously N times and record the number of times Cl is heads, the number 

of times C2 is heads and the number of times Cl and C2 are heads together. What 
is the probability that Ci and C2 are heads together? Clearly, if m is the number 
of times out of N trials that heads occurs simultaneously, then the probability of 
such an event must be given by 

P(Cl heads and C2 heads) m 
= N 

This is known as the joint probability of Cl being heads when C2 is heads. In 

general, if two events A and B are possible and m is the number of times both 

events occur simultaneously, then the joint probability is given by 

P(A and B) =N 

The Conditional Probability 

Suppose we setup an experiment in which two events A and B can occur. We 

conduct N trials and record the number of times A occurs (which is n) and the 
number of times A and B occur simultaneously (which is m). In this case, the 
joint probability may written as 

P(A and Y=-n nxN 

Now, the quotient n/N is the probability P(A) that event A occurs. The quotient 
m/n is the probability that events A and B occur simultaneously given that event 
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A has occurred. The latter probability is known as the conditional probability 

and is written as 
P(BI A) =n 

where the symbol BIA means ̀ B given A'. Hence, the joint probability can be 

written as 
P(A and B) = P(A)P(B A) 

Suppose that we do a similar type of experiment but this time we record the 

number of times p that event B occurs and the number of times q that event A 

occurs simultaneously with event B. In this case, the joint probability of events 
B and A occurring together is given by 

P(B and A)=N=px N 

The quotient p/N is the probability P(B) that event B occurs and the quotient 

q/p is the probability of getting events B and A occurring simultaneously given 
that event B has occurred. The latter probability is just the probability of getting 
`A given B', i. e. 

Hence, we have 

Bayes Rule 

P(AI B)= 

P(B and A) = P(B)P(A I B) 

The probability of getting A and B occurring simultaneously is exactly the 

same as getting B and A occurring simultaneously, i. e. 

P(A and B) = P(B and A) 

Hence, by using the definition of these joint probabilities in terms of the condi- 
tional probabilities we arrive at the following formula 

P(A)P(B I A) = P(B)P(A I B) 

or alternatively 
p(B I A) _ 

P(B)P(A I B) 
P(A) 

This result is known as Bayes rule. It relates the conditional probability of `B 

given A' to that of `A given B'. 
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Bayesian Estimation in Signal and Image Processing 

In signal and image analysis Bayes rule is written in the form 

P(f I s) = 
P(f)P(s I f) 

P(s) 

where f is the object that we want to recover from the signal 

s(x) = p(x) 0f (x) + n(x) 

or image 

s(x, y) = p(x, y) ® Of (x, y) + n(x, y) 

This result is the basis for a class of restoration methods which are known col- 
lectively as Bayesian estimators. 

Bayesian estimation attempts to recover f in such a way that the probability 

of getting f given s is a maximum. In practice, this is done by assuming that 

P(f) and P(s I f) obey certain statistical distributions which are consistent with 
the experiment in which s is measured. In other words, models are chosen for 

P(f) and P(s I f) and then f is computed at the point where P(f I s) reaches 
its maximum value. This occurs when 

fP(f I s) =o 
The function P is the Probability Density Function (PDF). The PDF P(f I s) is 

called the a posteriori PDF. Since the logarithm of a function varies monotonically 
with that function, the a posteriori PDF is also a maximum when 

ýfinP(f 
Is)=0 

Now, using Bayes rule, we can write this equation as 
ýf1nP(s 

f)+ýfinP(f) =0 

Because the solution to this equation for f maximizes the a posteriori PDF, this 
method is known as the Maximum a Posteriori or MAP method. To illustrate the 
principles of Bayesian estimation, we shall now present some simple examples of 
how this technique can be applied to data analysis. 

Bayesian Estimation - Example 1 
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Suppose that we measure a single sample s (one real number) in an experiment 

where it is known a priori that 

s=f+n 

where n is noise (a single random number). Suppose that it is also known a priori 
that the noise is determined by a Gaussian distribution of the form (ignoring 

scaling) 
P(n) = exp(-n2/Qn) 

where vn is the standard deviation of the noise. Now, the probability of measuring 

s given f-i. e. the conditional probability P(s ý f) - is determined by the noise 

since 
n=s-f 

We can therefore write 

P(s I f) = exp[-(s -f )2/ornl 

To find the MAP estimate, the PDF for f must also be known. Suppose that f 

also has a zero-mean Gaussian distribution of the form 

P(f) = exp(-f2/of) 

Then, 
0 

1nP(s1 f) +0 77 nP(f)=2(sU2f)-2f =o 
nf 

Solving this equation for f gives 

sr, f=1 +r2 
where r is the SNR defined by 

Q f 
an 

Notice, that as an -º 0, f --+ s which must be true since s=f+n and n has a 
zero-mean Gaussian distribution. Also, note that the solution we acquire for f 
is entirely dependent on the a priori information we have on the PDF for f. A 
different PDF produces an entirely different solution. For example, suppose it is 
known or we have good reason to assume that f obeys a Rayleigh distribution of 
the form 

P(f) =f exp(-f2/of), f >_ 0 
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In this case, 

aflnP(f)- f1 -22 

and assuming that the noise obeys the same zero-mean Gaussian distribution 

f 
1n P(s I f) +af In P(f) = 

2(sý2 f) 
+1- 

2f 
=0 

nf 

This equation is quadratic in f. Solving it, we get 

f 
2ý1+2r2) 

l(±+()) 

The solution for f which maximizes the value of P(f I s), can then be written in 

the form 
n 

f __ 2a 
1-I- 1+2 

s2 

where 
a=1+r2 

This is a nonlinear estimate for f. If 

an 2a 
«1 

8 

then 
s f~a 

In this case, f is linearly related to s. In fact, this linearized estimate is identical 
to the MAP estimate obtained earlier where it was assumed that f had a Gaussian 
distribution. 

From the example given above, it should now be clear that Bayesian estimation 
(i. e. the MAP method) is only as good as the a priori information on the statistical 
behaviour of f- the object for which we seek a solution. However, when P(f) 
is broadly distributed compared with P(s I f), the peak value of the a posteriori 
PDF will lie close to the peak value of P(f). In particular, if P(f) is roughly 
constant, then 

flnP(f) 

is close to zero and therefore 

of In P(. f I s) 
of 1n P(S I f) 
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In this case, the a posteriori PDF is a maximum when 

57 
InP(sI 

f)=0 

The estimate for f that is obtained by solving this equation for f is called the 

Maximum Likelihood or ML estimate. To obtain this estimate, only a priori 
knowledge on the statistical fluctuations of the conditional probability is required. 
If, as in the previous example, we assume that the noise is a zero-mean Gaussian 

distribution, then the ML estimate is given by 

f=s 

Note that this is the same as the MAP estimate when the standard deviation of 
the noise is zero. 

The basic and rather important difference between the MAP and ML estimates 
is that the ML estimate ignores a priori information about the statistical fluctu- 

ations of the object f. It only requires a model for the statistical fluctuations 

of the noise. For this reason, the ML estimate is usually easier to compute. It 

is also the estimate to use in cases where there is a complete lack of knowledge 

about the statistical behaviour of the object. 

Bayesian Estimation - Example 2 

To further illustrate the difference between the MAP and ML estimate and to 
show their use in signal analysis, consider the case where we measure N samples 
of a real signal s; in the presence of additive noise ni which is the result of 
transmitting a known signal f; modified by a random amplitude factor a. The 

samples of the signal are given by 

s; = af; +n;, i=1,2,..., N 

The problem is to find an estimate for a. To solve problems of this type using 
Bayesian estimation, we must introduce multidimensional probability theory. In 
this case, the PDF is a function of not just one number s but a set of numbers 
sl, s2i ..., 8N. It is therefore a vector space. To emphasize this, we use the vector 
notation 

P(S) = P(s) ° P(81, S21 S3, ..., 3N) 

The ML estimate is given by solving the equation 

a 
in P(s I a) =0 
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for a. Let us again assume that the noise is described by a zero-mean Gaussian 

distribution of the form 
N 

P (n P nl, n2, ..., nN) = exp - na )-2 

n i-1 

The conditional probability is then given by 

P(s I a) = exp -2 
E(si 

-a fi)2 
ýn 

i=1 

and 
inP(s I a) =2 (si - afs) fi =0 

n i=1 

Solving this last equation for a we obtain the ML estimate 
N 

E Siff 

a= 
i=1 

N 
E Al 

i=1 

The MAP estimate is obtained by solving the equation 

ýa 1n P(s I a) +a In P(a) =0 

for a. Using the same distribution for the conditional PDF, let us assume that a 
has a zero-mean Gaussian distribution of the form 

P(a) = exp(-a2/QQ) 

where vä is the standard deviation. In this case, 

as 
In P(a) 

2a 

a 

and hence, the MAP estimate is obtained by solving the equation 

T 1n P(s I a) + 
Ca 

In P(a) 

2N 2a 
=Q E(s; 

- afi)fi - Q2 
n ; =1 a 

for a. The solution to this equation is given by 

o2 
N 

E sifi 

_ 
i=1 aN 

1+ 
-a°ßn' 

fi 
2 

t-ý 
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Note, that if vn » an, then, 
N 

E Siff 

a 
i=l 

N 
fi 

i=1 

which is the same as the ML estimate. 

The Maximum Likelihood Filter 

In the last section, the principles of Bayesian estimation were presented. We 

shall now use these principles to design deconvolution algorithms for digital im- 

ages under the assumption that the statistics are Gaussian. The problem is as 
follows: Given the real digital image 

Sid =E Pi-n, j-mfnm + nij 

nm 

find an estimate for fj when pad is known together with the statistics for n; j. In 

this section, the ML estimate for fib is determined by solving the equation 

a 
In P(s1j If j) =0 af;; 

As before, the algebraic form of the estimate depends upon the model that is 

chosen for the PDF. Let us assume that the noise has a zero-mean Gaussian 
distribution. In this case, the conditional PDF is given by 

/1 P(sij I 
. 
fij) = exp -1 Sij - pi-nj-mfnm 

2 

or2 nijnm 

where an is the standard deviation of the noise. Substituting this result into the 

previous equation and differentiating, we get 

or 

(Sii 

-EE Pi-n, j-mfnm Pi-k, j-l =O Tn 
ijnm 

SijPi-k, j-l = Pi-n, j-mfnm Pi-k, j-l 
ijijnm 

Using the appropriate symbols, we may write this equation in the form 

Sij O Opij = (Pij (9 ®fi. i) O Opij 

where 00 and 00 denote the 2D correlation and convolution sums respectively. 
The ML estimate is obtained by solving the equation above for fij. This can be 
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done by transforming it into Fourier space. Using the correlation and convolution 
theorems, in Fourier space this equation becomes 

SsjPi*j = (P; jF, j )P; j 

and thus 
Sze Pty 

fj= IDFT(FFj) = IDFT 
l 

where IDFT is taken to denote the (2D) Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform. 

Hence for Gaussian statistics, the ML filter is given by 

I ML Filter = 
Pm 
Pm 12 

which is identical to the inverse filter. 

The Maximum a Posteriori Filter 

This filter is obtained by finding f;; such that 

as 
In P(s: 3 I faj) + as 

In P(fsj) =0 

Consider the following models for the PDFs 

(i) Gaussian statistics for the noise 

1 P(sij I fij) 
= exp -1 sii - Lý Pi-nj-mfnm 

)21 

0,2 

E 1: 

't ijnm 

(ii) Gaussian statistics for the object 

2 P(fsj)=exp (_f)i 

By substituting these expressions for P(s23 I fq) and P(f; 5) into the equation 
above, we obtain 

E 
(Sij 

-> Pi-nj-mfnm pi-k, j-l fkl = 
sinmj 

Rearranging, we may write this result in the form 

2 

Sij (D 0P$ß = Qä AJ + (pij ® ®fit) 0 pof 
f 
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In Fourier space, this equation becomes 

St; Pi; =2 F,; +ýP 12 F, 

where 

r= 
of 
on 

The MAP filter for Gaussian statistics is therefore given by 

Ra 
MAP Filter =I +lýr Po 22 

Note, that this filter is the same as the Wiener filter under the assumption that 

the power spectra of the noise and object are constant. Also, note that 

lim (MAP Filter) = ML Filter 
o�-"o 

2.4.8 Reconstruction of Bandlimited Images 

A bandlimited function is a function whose spectral bandwidth is finite. Most 

real signals and images are bandlimited functions. This leads one to consider 

the problem of how the bandwidth and hence the resolution of a bandlimited 

image, can be increased synthetically using digital processing techniques. In 

other words, how can we extrapolate the spectrum of a bandlimited function 

from an incomplete sample. 

Solutions to this type of problem are important in image analysis where a res- 

olution is needed that is not an intrinsic characteristic of the image provided and 
is difficult or even impossible to achieve experimentally. The type of resolution 
that is obtained by spectral extrapolation is referred to as super resolution. 

Because sampled data are always insufficient to specify a unique solution and 

since no algorithm is able to reconstruct equally well all characteristics of an im- 

age, it is essential that the user is able to play a role in the design and execution 

of an algorithm and incorporate maximum knowledge of the expected features. 

This allows optimum use to be made of the available data and the users experi- 

ence, judgement and intuition. Hence, an important aspect of practical solutions 
to the spectral extrapolation problem is the incorporation of a priori information 

on the structure of an object. 

In this section, an algorithm is discussed which combines a priori information 

with the least squares principle to reconstruct a two dimensional function from 
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limited (i. e. incomplete) Fourier data. This algorithm is essentially a modi- 
fied version of the Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm to accommodate a user defined 

weighting function. 

The Gerchberg-Papoulis Method 

Let us consider the case where we have an image f (x, y) characterized by a 
discrete spectrum Fnm [5,90] which is composed of a finite number of samples: 

-2 <n< 

-2<m<2 

These data are related to the image by the equation 
XY 

Fnm =fff (x, y)e-i(knx+kmv)dxdy 
-x -Y 

Here, f is assumed to be of finite support X and Y, i. e., 

Ix 1< X and ly l< Y 

and k0, k71 are discrete spatial frequencies. With this data, we can define the 
BandLimited function 

fBLlx+ y) = FnmeL(k"-+k'"1/) 

nm 

which is related to Fn,,,, by a two-dimensional Fourier Series. Our problem is to 
reconstruct f given Fn,,,.,, or equivalently, fBL. In this section, a solution to this 
problem is presented using the least squares principle. First, we consider a model 
for an estimate f of f given by 

f lx> y) = Anme4(knx+kmU) (2.7) 
nm 

This model is just a two-dimensional Fourier series representation of the object. 
Given this model, our problem is reduced to that of fining the coefficients Anm. 
Using the least squares method, we compute Anm by minimizing the mean square 
error 

XY 

e =, 
l 1(f 

(X, y) -f lxr ý�) I2 dxdy 
-X -Y 
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This error is a minimum when 
äe 

t Anm 

Differentiating, we obtain (see Appendix A) 

2 
De 0XY 

Anme(kax+k. ') dx(ý 

aA - aA 
11 

f( , y) -y P4 P4-X 
-Y 

nm 

X 

=ff 
(f(x, 

y) -EE Anmea(knm+kmb) e i(kpx+kgY)dxdy 
X -Y 

nm 

Thus, e is a minimum when 
ii 

.f 
(x 

XY 

Anm ff e-i(ky-kn)x e ti(kv-kn+)vdxdy 

nm _X -Y 

The left hand side the above equation is just the Fourier data Fam. Hence, after 
evaluating the integrals on he right hand side, we get 

Fpq = 4XY EE An, m, sinc[(kp - k�)X] sinc[(kq - km)Y] (2.8) 
nm 

The estimate f (x, y) can be computed by solving the equation above for the 

coefficients Anm. This is a two-dimensional version of the Gerchberg-Papoulis 

method and is a least squares approximation of f (x, y). 

Incorporation of a Priori Information 

Since we have considered an image f of finite support, we can write equation 
2.7 in the following `closed form': 

where 

J 
(X, y) = w(x, y) 

E Anmet(knx+knv) (2.9) 

nm 

1, I xI: X, I yl<Y; 
w(x, y) _ 

0, IxI>X, I yI>Y. 
Writing it in this form, we observe that w (i. e. essentially the values of X and 
Y) represents a simple but crucial form of a priori information. This information 
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is required to compute the sine functions given in equation 2.8 and hence the 

coefficients Anm. Note, that the sine functions (in particular the zero locations) 

are sensitive to the precise values of X and Y and hence small errors in X and 
Y can dramatically effect the computation of A,,,,,,. In other words, equation 2.8 

is ill-conditioned. 

The algebraic form of equation 2.9 suggests incorporating further a priori in- 

formation into the `weighting function' w in addition to the support of the object 
f. We therefore consider an estimate of the form 

j (x, y) = w(x, y) E Anme(knx+kny) 
nm 

where w is now a generalized weighting function composed of limited a priori 
information on the structure of f. If we now employ a least squares method 
to find An�, based on the previous mean square error function, we obtain the 
following equation 

XY 
11f 

(x, y)w(x, y)e-t(knx+kgv)dxdy 
-X -Y 

XY 

_ Anm 
II 

[w(x1 y)]2e '(kp-k�)xe-d(IC9-lcm)vdxdy 

nm 
-X -Y 

The problem with this result is that the data on the left hand side is not the 

same as the Fourier data provided F. In other words, the result is not `data 

consistent'. To overcome this problem we introduce a modified version of the 
least square method which involves minimizing the error 

XY 

e= 
ffi 

f (x, y) -j (X, y) 12 
W(1 y) 

dxdy (2.10) 
-x -Y 

In this case, we find that e is a minimum when 

Fpq =EE AnmlVp-n, 
9-m 

(2.11) 

nm 

where XY 

WP-n, 
9-m =IJ w(x, y)e i(kp-kn)xe i(kq-km)vdxdy 

-X -Y 
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Equation 2.11 is data consistent, the right hand side of this equation being a 

discrete convolution of A,,,,, with Wn91.. Hence, using the notation for convolution, 

we may write this equation in the form 

Fnm = Anm 00 Wnm 

Using the convolution theorem, in real space, this equation becomes 

fBL(x) y) = a(x, y)wBL(x) y) 

where 

and 

Now, since 

IBL(X, Y) = Fnme4(k�x+k,,, 11) 

nm 

WBL(X)Y) =E Wrzmei(k�x+km3v) 

nm 

a(x, y) = 1: 1: Anmei(knx+k n? /) 

nm 

j(x, y) = w(x, y) E Anmei(knx+kmii) = w(x, y)a(x, y) 

nm 

we obtain the simple algebraic result 

i (XI y) = 
w(X, y) fBL(x, y) 

WBL(X, y) 

Here WBL is a bandlimited weighting function, bandlimited by the same extent 
as fBL" 

The algorithm presented above is based on an inverse weighted least squares 

error [i. e. equation 2.10]. It is essentially an adaption of the Gerchberg-Papoulis 

method, modified to: 

(i) accommodate a generalized weighting function w(x, y); 

(ii) provide data consistency [i. e. equation 2.111. 

The weighting function w(x, y) can be used to encode as much information as is 

available on the structural characteristics of f (x, y). Since equation 2.10 involves 

1/w(x, y), w(x, y) must be confined to being a positive non-zero function. We 

can summarize this algorithm in the form 

bandlimited image xa priori information 
reconstruction = bandlimited a priori information 
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Clearly, the success of this algorithm depends on the quality of the a priori infor- 

mation that is available, just as the performance of the Wiener filter or MEM 
depends upon a priori information on the functional form of the Point Spread 

Function. 

2.4.9 Rotationally Symmetric Systems 

An optical system is referred to as a rotationally symmetric system if the point 

spread function and OTF are rotationally symmetric, i. e. 

p(r), r= VF x2 y2 

P(cv), w= U2 -+V2 

For a rotationally symmetric system, the line spread function is the same for all 
angles of the line input, and is related to the point spread function by 

Q +- Abel transform --> p(r) 

The OTF is the Fourier transform of the line spread function. 

P(w) «- 1D FT --º Q(x) 

The rotational symmetry of the 2D OTF and point spread function means that, 

since they are 2D Fourier transform pairs, they are 1D Hankel transform pairs 

P(w) +- Hankel transform --t p(r) 

2.4.10 Linearity of Optical Imaging Systems 

Consider the case where the object plane is illuminated by a plane or spherical 
wave - by perfectly spatially coherent light. Let the complex amplitude imme- 
diately after the object by denoted by U; n(x, y) and U0�t(x, y) be the complex 
amplitude at the image plane. Also, let the complex amplitude at (x, y) in the 
output due to a unit strength point at in the input be p(x, y; x', y'). The total 
amplitude at (x, y) due to all such point in the object plane is then given by 

00 00 

Uout(x, y) = 
11 

Uin(x', J )P(x, y; x', y')dx'dy' 

00-00 
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For an isoplanatic optical system, this reduces to 
00 00 

Uout(x) y) -JJ 
Uin(x', y')p(x - x', y- y')dxýdy' 

00 -00 

A spatially coherent optical system is linear in the complex ampli- 
tude 

Consider the case of narrowband light that is not perfectly spatially coherent. 
The general complex representation of the time-varying scalar field is called the 

analytic signal V (r, t); it is defined such that 

real scalar field = Re[V(r, t)] 

For narrowband light, the analytic signal can be written as a product of a `slowly 

varying' function - the time varying complex amplitude U(r, t) times exp(-iwt): 

V (r, t) = U(r, t) exp(-iwt) 

The instantaneous intensity is defined as 

I(r, t) =I U(r, t) I2 

whereas the time-averaged intensity I(r) (i. e. that observed by an optical detec- 

tor), is equal to 
T 

I (r) = lim 1JI (r t)dt 
T-. oo 2T ' 

-T 

In general, the time-varying complex amplitudes are related by 
00 00 

Uout(x, y, t) = 
11 

Uin(x', Y, t)p(x, y; x'y')dx'dy' 

w -00 
Coherent illumination implies that U(x, y, t) = U(x, y) - the field does not vary 
in time. The average intensity is therefore given by 

T 

lout(X, y) = Tim 
2T 

fI 
Uouc(X, y, t) 12 dt 

-T 

00 00 

=J JP(XY; x'v')P*(x, v; x', i/) 

-00-00 
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T 

x lim 
1J ui. (xi, y', t)U; n(x", y", t)dt dx'dy'dx"dy" 

1T-. oo 2T 
-T 

In some sources is called the mutual intensity of the narrow band light 

T 

Jin(X') yl; x", y"\ =l im 
1J 

vin(X', y', t)Uin(x", y", t)dt 
J 

T-400 2T 
-T 

or 

J2 (rrrný = ýUºnýrýt) Un(r , t)) 

Incoherent light is defined to be such that 

J(r', r") =I (r')b(r' - r") 

That is, two neighbouring points r' and r" have uncorrelated fields, for any 

r' 0 r". Using the definition for incoherent light above, the expression for Io�t 

becomes 
00 00 

Iout (x, y) =If P(x, y; xl , yl )p* (x, y; xl , 
yF) 

00-00 
xl n(x', y')5(x' - x")5(y' - y") dx'dy'dx"dy" 

or 00 00 
Iout(x, y) -JfI p(x, y; x', y') 12 Ii,, (x', 

y 
)dx'dy' 

-00-00 
The quantity I p(x, y; x', y') 12 is the intensity point spread function. 

For an isoplanatic optical system, this result reduces to 

00 00 

1.. 
t 
(X, y) = 

11 
jin(xý, 1) 1 p(x - X� y- yl) 12 dx'dy' 

00-00 
The bar over I is usually omitted when referring to the intensity -a time average 
is always assumed. 

For perfectly incoherent illumination, an optical system is linear in intensity 

and, if isoplanicity holds, the output (image) intensity is equal to the input 
(object) intensity convolved with the intensity point spread function. 
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2.4.11 Coherent Image Formation 

In coherent light, the complex amplitude of the image is equal to that at the object 

plane convolved with the amplitude point spread function (for an isoplanatic 

system), i. e. 
00 00 

Uout(x, y) =J1 Uin(x', y')p(x - x, y- 11)dxýdy' 

-00 -00 

where 00 CO 
AX, Y) =CJJ P(u, v) exp 

[_i(ux 
+ vy)] dudv 

and P is the Pupil Function of the optical system, i. e. the complex amplitude 
-00 00 

in the exit pupil. The constant C is usually chosen so that 
ao co 

JJ 
p(x, y)dxdy = P(0,0) 

00-00 
The pupil function P is, for a clear pupil, defined by 

P(u, v) _ 

{exP[ikW(uv)], (u, v) E aperture; 

0, otherwise. 

so that P(0,0) =1 and therefore C=1. The function W is called the Wave 

Aberration Function. 

A shaded or apodized pupil can be handled by introducing an absorption 

term A, 
P(u, v) = A(u, v) exp[ikW(u, v)] 

Taking the Fourier transform of Uo�t and using the convolution theorem we can 

write 
UÜ�t(u, v) = U; n(u, v)T(u, v) 

where 
Uo�t - spectrum of image amplitude 
Ui, - spectrum of object amplitude 
T- Coherent Optical Transfer Function (COTF) 

Note that 
00 00 

T(u, v) =1J p(x, y) exp[-27ri(ux + vy)]dxdy = P(Azu, Azv) 

00-00 
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That is, the COTF at spatial frequency (u, v) is simply equal to the pupil func- 

tion at coordinates . \zu, Azv). 

Examples of Coherent Image Formation 

Example 1. Aberration free, circular pupil of radius a. 

T(w) = 
1, a; 

lo, w>a. 

where 
w= U2+v2 

or 
w< Wiz ; P(u, v) _ 

1, 

0, w> Wiz. 

Defining 
a_1 
az T -W 

where F is the `F-number' we get 
lun, (u, v) 2ýF Uout = 

0, (U, V) > 2ýF' 

In this case, there is a specific frequency cutoff (at u2 + v2 = 2äF) beyond 

which no frequencies pass. Spatial features associated with spatial frequencies 

greater than 2ýF are not imaged. Thus, for example, a 1D amplitude sinusoid of 
frequency < 21 has an image amplitude exactly equal to the object amplitude 
but for a sinusoid of frequency > 2äF, the image amplitude is zero! 

Example 2. Find the image intensity when an object of amplitude transmit- 
tance 

Üinýxý =1+ cos(27rxuo) 

is imaged in an aberration free coherent optical system, with uo < -I-, with and 
without a half-plane obstruction in the pupil 

Without the half-plane obstruction, since uo < 2F 
U.. 

t(u, V) = Uin(u, v) 

so 

Uoutýxý yý = Uinýxý y) =1+ cos(27rxuo) 
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and the intensity is given by 

Iout(x, y) =1 1+ cos(27rxuo) 12 

= [2 cos2(irxuo)]2 

i. e. a periodic image of frequency uo equal to the original amplitude frequency. 

With the obstruction 

U 
{Ü(uv), 

u >0; 

out(uý v) _ 
0, u<0. 

Now 

and therefore 

Ü; 
n=ö(u, v)+ 

6 
u-UO)+ 

25 
u+up) 

Uo�t(u, v) = 
2S(u 

- uo) 

U0�t(x, y) =2 exp(-27riuxo) 

and 1 
Iout(x, y) =4 uniform intensity 

Example 3. Effect of aberrations (for a clear pupil) 

The COTF is given by 

T(u, v) _ 

{exP[ikW(uv)], (u, v) E aperture; 

0, otherwise. 

ITI is unaffected by aberrations - each sine wave is transmitted without attenu- 
ation, provided (u, v) < 2äF. However, aberrations do give a phase contribution 
to the COTF, yielding a shift of spatial frequency components in the image. This 

shift can markedly affect the intensity distribution of the image. Consider a single 
cosinusoidal object with uo < 2-j- given by 

Uin(x, y) =2 cos(27ruox) 

Then 
iJ (u, v) = [S(u 

- up) + ö(u + uo)]b(v) 

Uout(u, v) = exp[ikW(u, v)]Ui , 
(u, v) 
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= exp[ikW(uo, 0)]S(u - uo) + exp[ikW (-uo, 0)]6(u + uo) 

For an even distribution W(uo, v) = W(-uo, v). Thus 

UU�t(u, v) = exp[ikW(uo, 0)][S(u - uo) + ö(u + uo)] 

Uout (x, y) = exp[ikW (uo, 0)]2 cos(21ruox) 

and 
Io�t = [2 cos(2iruox)]2 

Although the aberration does affect the image amplitude (as a phase term) there 

is no visible effect on the image (for this single sinusoid). For an odd aberration 
W (uo, v) = -W(-uo, v) 

U0�t(x, y) = exp[ikW(uo, 0)] exp(-27rixuo) 

+ exp[-ikW(uo, 0)] exp(2irixuo) 

=2 cos[21rxuo - kW (uo, 0)] 

and 
I0�t(x, y) = {2 cos[21rxuo - kW(uo, 0)]}2 

In this case, the periodic images are shifted by kW(uo, 0) - each frequency is 

shifted differently. 

2.4.12 Phase Contrast Imaging 

Imaging in coherent light is linear in the complex amplitude. In the special case 
of a weak phase object: 

Uýn(xý y) = exp[i'ºb(x, y)], O(x, y) «1=1+ iz'(x, y) 

A linearity exists between the phase of the object and the intensity of the 
image, as the following analysis shows. 

Iout(x, y) =1 Uout(x, iJ) 12=1 Uin(x, y) ® ®p(x, y) I2 

where ®® denotes the 2D convolution integral. Therefore, using the correla- 
tion theorem (where 00 denotes the 2D correlation integral) 

Iout(ut v) = [Uin(u, v)T(u, v)] 0 ®[Uin(u, v)T(u, v)]* 
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or 00 00 
Iout(u, v) =f 

J[o(u', 
v') - i'ý'(u', v')T *(u" v')] 

-00-00 

x[6(u'+u, v'+v)+iQ(ü +u, v'+v)T(u'+u, v'+v)]düdv' 

5(u, v) +i (u, v)T(u, v) -i '(-u, -v)T"(-u, -v) 

Now, 0 is real, therefore 
"(-u, -v) = (u, v) 

and thus, defining Tp as 

TT(u, v) =T (u, v) - T` (-u, -v) 

we get 

i. e. 

lo�c(u, v) "' [5(u, v) +i (u, v)]TT(u, v) 

FT of output intensity = FT of input phase x Tp 

The function Tp is called the Phase Contrast Transfer Function (PCTF). 

The PCTF can be written as 

Tp(u, v) = [T(u, v) - T*(-u, -v)] = [P(Azu, Azv) - P*(Azu, Azv)] 

where the pupil function P is given by 

exp[ikW (6,77)], (x, 17) E aperture; 
77) = 

0, otherwise. 

and W is the aberration function. Note that if there are no aberrations then 

W=0 and T,, = 0! In other words, some kind of aberration, or `phase plate' is 

required to see the object phase. 

Suppose that a2 phase plate is placed in the pupil function so that 

P= exp(iir/2) 

Then 
Tp(u, v) = exp(iir/2) - exp(-i7r/2) 

e 
= 2i 

(exp(i7r/2) 
2i 

xP(-i7r/2) 
= 2i sin(7r/2) = 2i 
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except at (u, v) = (0,0) where T. (0,0) = 1. 

Iout(u, v) = [S(u, v) + iv)(u, v)]TT(u, v) 

= S(u, v) - 2(u, v) 

so that 
I0,, t(x, y) = 1- 25(x, y), ') «1 

This result is used in he phase contrast microscope - the intensity fluctuation 

is equal to twice the phase fluctuation, with the appropriate change in polarity. 
The phase contrast principle is also used in high resolution electron microscopy. 
In this application it is technically impossible to make a special phase retarder, 

and the phase contrast is made possible by using even aberrations (defocus, 

spherical) of the electron lens. 

TT(u, v) = (exp[ikW(Azu, Azv)] - exp[-ikW(Azu, Azv)]) 

for even aberrations W (C, 71) = W(-C, -ii) and therefore 

Tp = 2i sin[kW(Azu, Azv)] 

As before if there are no aberrations and W=0 then Tp = 0. 

2.4.13 Incoherent Image Formation 

In incoherent illumination, there is a linear relationship between the input Ii,, 

and output Lout (time-averaged) intensities. For an isoplanatic optical system, 
00 00 

Iout(x, y) =11 lin(x', y') 1 p(x - x', Y-0 12 dx'dy' 

If p is normalized to unit volume (it is, since P(0,0) = 1), p 12 is not, so we 
normalize it by dividing by its infinite integral: 

I p(x, y) I2 
00 00 ff (P(x, y) 12 dxdy 

_00_00 
The Incoherent Optical Transfer Function (IOTF) T (u, v) is the Fourier 
transform of the (normalized) point spread function; apply the autocorrelation 
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theorem to the top line and Parseval's theorem to the bottom line, 

T(u, v) = 

00 00 
ff P(ý, 77)P' (C +Azu, rj + Azv)dýdr7 

-00-00 00 00 
ff1 p(e, 17) 12 dedi 

-00-00 

where P(ý, rj) is the inverse Fourier transform of p(x, y). 
00 00 

27r 
p( , il) =fJ p(x, y) exp 

[i(x 
+ ply)] dxdy 

00-00 
and is the pupil function. 

The equation above for T basically states that the IOTF is equal to the (nor- 

malized) spatial autocorrelation of the pupil function. Note that the IOTF 

relates the input and output intensity spectra, 

Iout(u, v) = I;,, (u, v)T(u, v) 

The spatial frequencies are intensity frequencies and are not the same as the 

amplitude frequencies produced in a coherent optical system. This expression for 

T can be written in the form 
00 00 

C azu azv t azu t ff Pý1- 2 i- 2 
Ps +2 ý+ 2zv2 )dS&l 

T(u, v) = -°° -°° 
00 00 

.f ,fI P(ý, 71) 12 dýdij 
_00_00 

From this result it follows that: 

(i) T(0,0) =1 (because of normalization) 

(ii) T(-u, -v) = T*(u, v) (Fourier transform of a real quantity) 

(iii) T(u, v) < T(0,0) (using the Schwartz inequality) 

As with the coherent OTF, the modulus IT1, or Modulation Transfer Function 
(MTF) describes the transfer or modulation of sinusoidal components of the 
object. The phase of T, describes spatial shifts of the sinusoidal components. 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we have considered the basic methods and mathematical mod- 
els for image formation. This provides the background to the types of images 
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that require appropriate processing. Knowledge of how the image is generated 
is required to characterize objects at the parameter extraction stage of a pattern 
recognition process. This preliminary information can be expressed as adjusting 
factors which in turn corrects the accuracy of the whole object recognition pro- 

cesses. For example, the restoration of an image is a resolution limited process 

and can not be implemented without information on the noise characteristics of 
the image that is to be restored together with accurate estimates of the optical 
function of the imaging system. 

In the following chapter we consider the processing operations that are most 

suitable for application to the optical image obtained, the decision paths required 
for implementing these processes and their performance. 
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Chapter 3 

Image Processing and Decision 

Making 

3.1 Introduction to Image Processing 

This chapter introduces some of the basic image processing methods and the 

procedures required in order to initiate the process of image analysis and pattern 

recognition research for this work. The discussion considers images that have al- 

ready been obtained from suitable sensors, e. g. RGB/Black &White video/photo 

camera, microscope, line scan camera, microwave/laser radar set and etc. In par- 
ticular, we consider the background theory associated with the image processing 
operations undertaken for image pre-processing and object recognition, the back- 

ground to the theory of fractal geometry used for texture segmentation and finally, 

a short overview of fuzzy logic which is used for designing an expert system that 

makes decisions based on a set of Euclidean and Fractal parameters. In each case, 
this material forms the background to the methods used to design and construct 
the system reported in this thesis [19,68,9,66,98]. 

A typical colour image consists of mixed RGB signals. A grey-tone image 

appears as normal `black and white' photograph. However, on closer inspection 
it may be seen that it is composed or a large number of individual picture cells 
or pixels. In fact, a digital image P is an [r x c] array of pixels. One can get 
better feel for the `digital limitations' of such a digitized image by zooming into a 
section of the picture that has been enlarged so that the pixels can be examined 
individually. It is then easy to appreciate that each pixel contains z gray level 
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digitalization. This level will include a certain amount of noise and so it is seldom 

worth digitizing more accurately than 8 bits of information per pixel. The number 

of these levels depends on the signal-to-noise of the image capture devise and the 

analogue-to-digital converter. Modern digital cameras can store up to 10 bits 

per pixel. Note, that if the human eye can see an object in a digitized image 

of practical spatial and gray-scale resolution, then, it is in principle possible to 

devise a computer algorithm to do the same thing. 

3.1.1 Image Pre-processing 

Image pre-processing is used for adjusting the artifacts after the operation of an 
image acquisition system. We consider the following sub-tasks. 

Low brightness and contrast The correction of brightness and contrast is usual 

a pre-processing procedure, after which, the image looks better and more pre- 

cise. Nevertheless, it is necessary to note, that such a correction does not provide 

any additional information of value to procedures such as feature extraction or 
boundary detection for example). The existence or otherwise of spatial frequen- 

cies is indifferent to whether the map is contrast stretched or not. In this thesis, 

the brightness and contrast of the images used is sufficiently good for the sys- 
tem to exclude this pre-processing procedure although in other application of the 

system, this may be a necessary requirement. 

Image graininess Some types of images can have a grainy structure - often 
due to the nature or features of the image acquisition system. It is a typical 

problem in those cases where it is necessary to acquire an image with maximal 

resolution. The main problem with processing coarse-grained maps is related to 

the in-practicality of detecting the boundaries, i. e. boundaries are detected that 

are associated with grains instead of the contours of objects. A typical solution 

consists of smoothing the image using minor diffusion in which the boundaries of 
the grains become fuzzy and diffused with each other, while the contours of object 

remain (albeit over a larger spatial extent). A similar effect can be obtained using 
the median filter. However, use of the median filter includes an inevitable loss of 
information characterized by shallow details (i. e. low gray level variability). In 

this thesis, the Wiener filter is used which is computational efficient, robust and 
optimal with regard to grain diffusion and information preservation. This filter 

eliminates high-frequency noise and thus does not distort the edge of objects. 
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Other solutions include preliminary de-zooming for the purpose decreasing grit 

size up to and including the size of a separate pixel. Such a method involves loss 

of shallow details however, and thus, the size of the map (and accordingly, the 

processing time) decreases. The other advantage of such a method is concerns 
hardware implementation, e. g. application of a nozzle to an optical system. In 

situations where the methods described here are unacceptable, it is necessary to 

use a more complex quality detector for boundary estimation which is discussed 

below. 

Geometrical distortions In practice, the most important geometrical distor- 

tions are directly related to character of an image acquisition. In the majority 

of cases is possible to use a standard video camera as the image sensor. How- 

ever, the majority of industrial production specifications for video systems use 

an interlaced scan technique for image capture. This leads to `captured lines' 

in the image of both even and odd types which leads to a time delay between 

neighbouring lines (equal to half the acquisition time frame). If there is a moving 

object in the field of view, then its position on even and odd lines will be differ- 

ent - the picture of the object will be `washed' in a horizontal direction. This is 

a particularly important problem in the extraction of edges. In this case, it is 

impossible to bleed the verticals. The elementary solution to this problem is to 

simply skip the even or odd frames (preferably the even frames as the odd frames 

consist of later information). Other way is to handle even and odd frames sepa- 

rately providing the processing speed allows for practical implementation. If this 
is not possible, it is necessary to use a video system with non interlaced scanning. 
Over the past few years, with the development of digital video and engineering 
the capability has emerged to use digital video cameras with high resolution. A 

singular advantage of this is the uniformity of the picture without the distortions 

discussed above. However, the video RGB of matrices need to be analyzed to 

avoid inter-colour distortions. These distortions are connected to the geometrical 
distribution of the RGB cells on the surface of a CCD matrix and can be seen 

when increases in the size of the digital are introduced. Special filters need to be 
designed that can be used in the prevention this kind of distortion. 
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3.2 Basic Image Processing Operators 

One of the simplest image processing operators is that of clearing an image or 

setting the contents of a given image space to a constant level. The following 

Matlab routine provides an example if its implementation. 

forj=1: c 
for i=1: r 

P( i, j) = a; 

end 

end 

where aE (0 
. .. 255). A more interesting operator is that of inverting the image, 

as in the process of converting a photograph from a negative to a positive. This 

operator a say, is of the form: 

a= 255 - P(i, j) 

Some other simple operators that are of value involves application of a mask 

which windows the neighbouring location in an original image. It is necessary 
to allocate the neighbouring pixels in some convenient way. A commonly used 

scheme is: 
P4 P3 P2 

P5 Po P1 

P6 P7 P8 

If a new image if formed after processing to yield H say, then it is easy to express 

a left shift of an image for example in terms of 

Ho=PI 

Similarly, a shift down to the bottom right can be expressed thus: 

Ho=P4 

Conversion of a grey-scale image into binary image can be utilized using a thresh- 
old. The threshold operator is 

Ao = if Po > TR then 1 else 0 
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where TR E 1... 255 which can be implemented automatically. Let us use the 
first letter A from the alphabet to start the name of binary image spaces, and 
let the letters (P, Q, H, R, G, B) be used to denote gray-scale images or part of an 
RGB signal. For adjusting the whole range of an image which may be more 

satisfactory for the human viewer, we can add a constant intensity that makes 
the image brighter or darker: 

Ho=Po+b 

Another interesting operation is to stretch the contrast of a dull image: 

Ho=Po9+b 

where g>1 and where the output is taken to be in the normal range. 

In many practical applications use is made of a transfer function. One of these 
functions provides 2D filtering which is consistent with applying a process of 

convolution. Convolution is powerful and widely used in image processing and it 

occurs in many applications. The definition of the convolution of two functions 

f (x) and g(x) is in terms of the integral: 
00 

f(x) ® g(x) =1 f(u)g(x - u)du 

-00 
The action of this integral is normally described as the result of applying a point 
spread function g(x) to all points of a function f (x) and accumulating the con- 
tributions at every point. It is significant that if the point spread function is 

very narrow (i. e. approaches a delta function - which can be viewed hypotheti- 

cally as being infinity at one point and zero elsewhere while having an integral 

of unity) then the convolution is identical to the original function f (x). This 

makes it natural to think of the function f (x) as having been spread out under 
the influence of g(x). This argument may give the impression that convolution 
necessarily blurs the original function but this is not always so. 
When convolution is applied to digital images there two changes required: 

1. Double integrals must be used in two dimensions; 

2. the integration must be changed to discrete summation; 

Convolution in digital form is: 

F(x, y) =f (x, y) 0 m(x, y) = 1: 1: f(i, j)m(x-i, y-. 7) 
i2 
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where m is a spatial convolution mask. When convolution is performed on a 
whole images, it is usual to restrict the size of the mask as far as possible in order 
to save computation. The convolution masks are typically 3x3 and not often 
larger than 15 pixels square. A convolution can be calculated using the result 

F(x, y) _ZZf (x + i, y+ j)m(i, j) 
j 

The mask M with 3x3 neighborhood coefficients takes the form 

m4 m3 m2 

m5 mO ml 

m6 m7 m8 

The machine operator for this process is 

Ho = Po*mO+P1*ml+P2*m2+P3*m3+P4*m4+P5*m5+P6*m6+P7*m7+P8*m8 

The application of convolution techniques is related to filtering operations. For 

example after acquisition, an image needs to be filtered from noise. Typically, 

noise suppression is accomplished by averaging not over corresponding pixels of 
different images, but over nearby pixels of the same image. A simple way of 
achieving this is to use following mask 

111 
1 
9111 

111 

Another example is the 5x5 pixels mask for a Gaussian filter with standard 
deviation 0.5 which takes the form 

0 0 0.0002 0 0 
0 0.0113 0.0837 0.0113 0 

0.0002 0.0837 0.6187 0.0837 0.0002 
0 0.0113 0.0837 0.0113 0 
0 0 0.0002 0 0 

These are examples of simple liner operators. In fact, they are the most general 
spatially invariant linear operators that can be applied to a signal such as an im- 
age. Note, that using estimation results after filtering one can introduce nonlinear 
filtering. Further, such processes (linear or nonlinear) are non- recursive. 
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There are many standard digital filters available for this process. Taking 

into account that in many images, high frequency noise (white noise) is usually 

present, we consider an appropriate adaptive filtering strategy. A well known 

adaptive filter is the Wiener filter which can be applied to an image adaptively, 
tailoring itself to the local image variance. The mathematical background to 

this filter has been considered in Section 2.4.2. When the variance is large, 

the Wiener filter performs little smoothing; when the variance is small, it per- 
forms more smoothing. This approach often produces better results than linear 

filtering. The adaptive filter is more selective than a comparable linear filter, 

preserving edges and other high frequency parts of an image. The Wiener filter 

does require more computational time than linear filtering. However, the Wiener 

filter performs better when the noise is constant-power or 'white' additive noise, 

such as Gaussian noise which is one of the conditions required to simplify the 

result of applying a least squares criterion (see Section 2.4.2). 

The Wiener filter algorithm used in this work uses a pixel-wise adaptive fil- 

tering procedure with neighborhoods of size m-by-n to estimate the local image 

mean and standard deviation. It estimates the local mean and variance around 
each pixel given respectively by 

µ=1EI. (r, c) - mean of the brightness of the image 
nm r, cE1º 

and 

nrn 
(I8 (r, c) - µ2) - dispersion 

r, cEri 

where the sum is taken over the n-by-m local neighborhood of each pixel in the 
image I. The algorithm then creates a pixel-wise Wiener filter using the following 

estimates 
ID (r, c) =µ+ 

a2 - V2 (18(r, c) - lý) 

where v2 is the noise variance. If the noise variance is not given, the Wiener filter 

uses the average of all the local estimated variances. In this thesis, the Wiener 
filter is used as a first step to processing the image. The result is shown in Figure 
3.1 and 3.2. Figure 3.1 shows the original image and Figure 3.2 is the result of 
applying the Wiener filter described above. 

We now consider an image processing technique involving a Shrink and Expand 

mask. These masks are used in thresholding techniques where the threshold is 
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Figure 3.1: The original image 

t 
0 

Figure 3.2: The Wiener filtered image 
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calculated from the mask. For a binary image, it can be number of nearby pixels: 

xvV 

xxV 

xxv 

For grey-scale images, the value of a central pixel can be obtained from sorting 

all the numbers of the current mask. The sort may be organized by an increasing 

or decreasing factor. The sort algorithms are explored in several sources [4]. For 

example, consider the following image 

34 45 126 
55 79 130 

90 111 167 

For expansion of a bright object, we use the maximum after applied a sort by 

increase. However, in a real situation we use the seventh or sixth number of a 

sort sequence in which the result in this example is 111 - the seventh. 

The median filter is of significant value in image processing. This filter pre- 

serves edges in digital images but can also remove lines. For example 3x3 median 
filters remove lines 1 pixel wide and 5x5 median filters remove lines 2 pixels wide. 
In many applications, it is exceedingly important to retain lines and efforts have 

been made to develop filters that overcome the problem. In 1987 Nieminen [58] 

reported a new class of `detail preserving' filters: these employ linear sub-filters 
whose outputs are combined by median operators. There is a large variety of such 
filters, employing different sub-filter shapes and having the possibility of several 
layers of median operators. Hence it is not possible to describe them fully here. 

3.2.1 Edge Detection 

There are many edge detection algorithms which utilize the same approach as 
discussed above. Edge detection has gone through an evolution spanning more 
then 20 years. Two main methods of edge detection have been apparent over 
this period, the first of these being template matching and the second, being the 
differential gradient approach. In either case, the aim is to find where the intensity 

gradient magnitude g is sufficiently large to be taken as a reliable indicator of the 
edge of an object. Then, g can be thresholded in a similar way to that in which 
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the intensity is thresholded in binary image estimation. Both of these methods 
differ mainly in that they proceed to estimate g locally. However, there are also 
important differences in how they determine local edge orientation, which is an 
important variable in certain object detection schemes. 

Each operator estimates the local intensity gradients with the aid of suitable 

convolution masks. In a template matching case, it is usual to employ up to 

12 convolution masks capable of estimating local components of the gradient 
in the different directions. Common edge operators used are due to Sobel [34], 

Roberts [43], Kirsch [76], Marr and Hildreth [46], Haralick [82,83], Nalwa and 
Binford [56] and Abdou and Pratt [1]. In the approach considered here, the local 

edge gradient magnitude or the edge magnitude is approximated by taking the 

maximum of the responses for the component mask: 

g= max(g; :i= 1ton) 

where n is usually 8 or 12. The orientation of the boundary is evaluated in terms 

of the number of a mask giving maximal value of amplitude of a gradient. 

The most popularly used 3x3 edge operators are the Prewitt and Sobel [87]. 

The Roberts operator is not so sensitive because it uses a2x2 pixels mask. Davies 
[14] has shown that of the 3x3 edge detectors, the Sobel is the most accurate. 
The commonality between these two operators is that they compute the edge 
magnitude and edge direction. A local neighborhood edge operator which is 
direction-invariant is the Laplacian. These operators are illustrated below: 

a) Mask for the Roberts 2x2 operator: 

For X0 
1 1, 

and Y 
1 0 

-1 0 0 -1 
b) Mask for Sobel 3x3 operator: 

-1 0 1 1 2 1 
For X -2 0 2 and Y 0 0 0 

-1 0 1 -1 -2 -1 

c) Mask for Prewitt 3x3 `smoothed gradient' operator: 

-1 0 1 1 1 1 
For X -1 0 1 and Y 0 0 0 

-1 0 1 -1 -1 -1 
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Gradient map I 

Image Image 3x3 Edge Edge Gradient map 
Is this Edge map Acquisition operator Edge? 

Threshold map 

Figure 3.3: Edge Detection Scheme 

d) Laplacian operator: 
010 

1 -4 1 

010 

The Laplacian is less popular because it responds strongly to noise and corners 
[87] and because it gives a response on both sides of an edge. Because of the 

weighting of the central pixel, while the Laplacian will respond to edge points, it 

will enhance more strongly isolated points, corners, lines line ends as if they have 

a higher contrast than the surroundings. Furthermore, the Laplacian returns a 
signed image and for an 8-bit image, it may return a 10-bit result. Using such 
3x3 gradient operators, a possible edge detection scheme has been suggested in 
[85]. This method is illustrated below: 

The Sobel operation gives the x and y components of edge magnitude and 
direction. In the case of a differential gradient type operator, only two such 
masks are required, for x and y directions. 

The detector, on the basis of calculating a gradient, as against the previous 
case, requires only two masks - for calculation of a derivative in the x and y 
directions. The amplitude of a local gradient can be calculated by vectorial 
addition, i. e. 

x gJ2 

In order to save computation, it is common practice [60] to approximate this 
formula by one of the simple forms: 

9=I9. I-I-I9, I 

or 

g=max (I9x), Ig ) 
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which are, on average, equally accurate [22]. Accordingly, the orientation of a 
boundary can be retrieved as follows: 

B=atanl 9ý I 

The value of a function of an arctangent can be approximately counted 

with use of the two dimensional table of values generated from the function 

T [g, g, ] = atan(g. /gx). The problems associated with the development of bound- 

aries detectors is surveyed in the works of [34,88,73]. The standard solution 

widely used in practice consists of calculating a gradient through the Sobel op- 

erator [73] of size 3x3. It provides enough split-hair accuracy (approximately 

3 degrees for the orientation of a boundary) and requires a rather small level of 

computation. The important property of this operator is its symmetry in relation 
to a central point. The operators of larger size (5 x 5) require 8 times of more 

operations and the accuracy increases by up to 1 degree; however, in most cases 
this accuracy is not required. The operators of the smaller size (Roberts 2x2 

operator) are too sensitive to the noise and grains of a map, and frequently give 

accident-sensitive results. 

Further accuracy in edge detection requires the Marr-Hildreth or Canny algo- 

rithm. The advantages of Marr-Hildreth's method are 

(1) the Gaussian smoothing reduces the effect of noise, 

(2) the second derivative detects localised edge contours, the loci of which are 
the gradient maxima; also looking for zero-crossing avoids arbitrary thresh- 

olding and thinning, 

(3) it guarantees closed curves (this is very important for many segmentation 
tasks), and 

(4) it does not give a response in areas where the intensity is changing smoothly. 

The disadvantage is that it is computationally expensive because very large convo- 
lution masks are required. Wiejak, H. Buxton, and B. F. Buxton discuss methods 
for improving the computational performance [36,23]. Such a method requires 
that 2D convolutions are separated into two 1D convolutions. For example, con- 
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sider the Sobel kernel: 

1211 
000=0 1(12 1) 

-1 -2 -1 -1 

In this example, the gain is slight, but could be significant for larger kernels such 

as the Gaussian. 

exp 
f- (a)] 

= ex p 
L- 

exp -/J 
L 

Canny [111 developed an edge operator which extracts not only step edges but 

also ridge and roof edges. A ridge, is a closely spaced step edge. These are often 

too small to be dealt with effectively by even the narrowest of edge operators. 
A roof edge is a concave junction of two planar surfaces of polyhedral objects. 
Canny derives an edge operator which is approximated by the first derivative of 

a Gaussian G (x) 

G (x) = exp 
[- (c)] 

The impulse response of the first derivative filter is 

f (x) =- X2 exp L- 
(2U2 )] 

Canny notes that his edge operator is almost identical to the 1D Marr-Hildreth 

operator. While Marr-Hildreth needs no thresholding, an adaptive thresholding 

technique can be advantageous for a first derivative operator. However, first 

derivative operators respond to smooth shading and therefore, both Canny and 
Nevatia-Babu [57] detect false edges on smoothly shaded surfaces. Also, this filter 

produces false results at points connected by three or more edges. 

The noise characteristics of an operator are determined by its size; bigger 

operators have the effect of greater noise smoothing. However, a large oper- 

ator can overlap several features and hence, it reduces the resolution and the 
detectability and localisation of high-curvature edges. Directional operators in- 

troduce averaging which is along the edge; however, isotropic operators, such as 
the Marr-Hildreth, smooth across the edge. Many of these algorithms have been 

evaluated by Chen for edge detection [12] on brain images obtained from vari- 

ous sources such as Computer Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) and Positron Emission Tomography (PET). These results indicate that 
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none of the edge detectors mentioned are universally applicable. Despite these 

numerous efforts, the problem of edge detection remains largely unsolved. Some 

work better than others for particular examples. Hence, the user must choose an 

operator which best suits his or her particular application. 

3.2.2 Object Location 

When there is more then one texture in an image, the procedure to extract regions 

covered with the same textures or to detect edges between different textures is 

called object location or image segmentation. Object location is actually the 

first step of object recognition, because each region usually corresponds to one 

individual object, or each edge to the boundary between different objects. In this 

section we present the algorithms for object location. 

In the design of an optical recognition device to estimate the level of a disease 

in the cervical smear test for example, the cells may touch each other, such 

as happens in the case of a medical test or coloring. A problem then arises of 

segmenting the bounding cells so as to apply the subsequent classification process 

to individual cells. Even when the cells do not touch each other, the problem 

of windowing exists, i. e. of locating the individual cells in the window of a 

microscope for example and restricting the information sent to the classifier at 

one time to that concerning the current cell. 

The segmentation problem obviously becomes much more difficult in a sys- 

tem intended to search for a mole on the skin for example, where there can be 

significant noise-type artifacts together with different types of personal skin char- 

acteristics. Another type of segmentation problem arises where the image to be 

analyzed does not divide up in a natural way into discrete objects. This is the 

case, for example, in scene analysis and in the interpretation of many types of 

medical images. In a given field of view there may be sufficient resolution to de- 

tect individual trees, yet the purpose of the given interpretation may be satisfied 
by detecting a `forest'. 

As result of edge detection we can find pixels with non-zero values by derivative 

from brightness. However, attention must be payed to the fact that there may be 

a large number of pixels and not all of them will be units of contours. It can be 

the fragments of texture, shallow details and noise (the operation of derivation 
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always underlines shallow details, speckle and noise with high spatial frequencies) 

and also the points near to real contours (because natural boundaries are always 
fuzzy). Such points must be by necessity removed. 

Binarization The first task is to remove points with small amplitude of a local 

gradient of brightness with the purpose to separate points of a contour from 

textures, shallow details and noise. There are two cases to the segmentation 

algorithm: 

(i) Pixels similarities based approach 

(i) Surface discontinuities based approach 

The first way is to select some value of a threshold binarization TR and to remove 

points with amplitude of a gradient 1g1 < TR. Some of thresholding processing 

need to be considered a priori. 

The main problem in defining the value of a threshold TR say, is that it 

should be different for different images. Moreover, if the objects on the image 
have different brightness, the value TR should be different for different areas 

of the image. The solution is usually employed through a method of adaptive 
binarization, based on calculating the value of a threshold TR for small areas 

of the image (size 88.. 1212) - so-called block binarization. For each area, the 

average value Io of brightness amplitude is evaluated and then the value of a 
threshold is calculated as follows: 

TR=k*Io 

where k=1.2.. 1.8 - binarization coefficient. Change in the value of k are 
invalid when considerable changes in the quality of an extracted contour occur 
(as against the level of a threshold TR), and the value k=1.5 can be adopted 
for the overwhelming majority of the images. 

Another modification of this method involves the calculation of the level of 
a threshold separately for different boundary orientations. This prevents the 
deletion of important details close to brighter objects. However, this method 
requires more computing cost (as it is necessary to compute the local histograms 
but allows for an increased value of a threshold TR without loss of essential 
details and, as a corollary, reduction in the quantity of false points. 
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In addition to the thresholding methods one can employ multi-region based 

segmentation. Regions, which are contiguous, are simply connected clusters of 

pixels which are mutually exclusive and exhaustive (i. e. a pixel can only belong to 

a single region and all pixels have to belong to some region). A region may support 

a set of predicates; however, an adjacent region cannot support the same set of 

predicates. The advantages of using a region-based segmentation are: (1) there 

are far fewer regions than pixels in an image, thus allowing data compression; 

and (2) regions are connected and unique. The disadvantages of the method are: 
(1) assumptions are made about the uniformity of image features; (2) a region 

could be erroneously considered to be a single surface; (3) surface properties or 

such as reflection can produce regions of noise. 

There are two principal approaches to region-based segmentation which are 
discussed below 

1. Region growing: Initially each pixel can be considered to be a separate 
region. Adjacent regions are merged if they have similar properties (such as 
gray-level). This merging process continues until no two adjacent regions 
are similar. The similarity between two regions is often based upon simple 
statistics such as the variance measure or the range of gray-levels within 
the regions. Region-based segmentations are described in [9,98,19,10]. 

2. Region splitting: Initially the image is regarded as being a single region. 
Each region is recursively subdivided into subregions if the region is not 
homogeneous. The measure for homogeneity is similar to that for region 
growing. Robertson et al. subdivided a region either horizontally or verti- 
cally if the pixel variance in the region is large [74]. Others - e. g. [34] - use 
the bimodality of histograms to split regions. This is referred to as the mode 
method and has been extended [66,72] to use multiple thresholds from the 
histogram of the region. However, as discussed above, a histogram gives 
global information about a region. Using this method, some pixels can be 

assigned a wrong label and therefore pre- and post-filtering is required [66]. 

Growing regions is a more difficult task then region splitting. However, region 
splitting, using the method described in [74,34], can lead to the generation of 
more regions than required. Some region merging at the end of the splitting phase 
is required. A large group of segmentation techniques is used texture analysis. In 
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the previous section, we described methods for image segmentation based on the 

grey-level properties of objects. These methods generally work well for man-made 

objects which usually have a smooth grey-level surface. We observe a textured 

region as being homogeneous, although the intensity across the region may be 

non-uniform. This leads to the intensity-based segmentation methods to produce 

results which do not match with our perception of the scene. 

Texture is important not only for distinguishing different objects but also be- 

cause the texture gradient contains information describing the objects depth and 

orientation. Texture can be described by its statistical or structural properties 
[6]. A texture surface having no definite pattern is said to be stochastic, while 
texture with a definite array of sub-patterns is said to be deterministic. These 

textured surfaces can then be described by some placement rule for the pattern 
primitives. In reality, deterministic texture is corrupted by noise so that it is no 
longer ideal; this is referred to as the observable texture. If the pattern making 
up the deterministic texture itself has subpatterns, then these are called micro- 
textures and the larger patterns are called macrotextures. One of most powerful 
texture measures originates from the work of Blackledge [47] in the field of fractal 

geometry. The main idea is that fractal properties can be used like individual 
features of an image or part of an image. 

Segmentation should be invariant to indexing algorithms. The indexing phase 
has until recently been almost entirely ignored. In practice, emphasis of the recog- 
nition procedure has been placed on producing reliable correspondence algorithms 
[25]. The results of all these methods combined is not enough to automatically 
segmentation such complex image structure as medical images such as a cervical 
smear. Using local estimation and a special suite of algorithm developed for this 
thesis allows us to produce a successful result. 

3.3 Iactal Analysis in Digital Imaging 

This section discusses the use of fractal geometry for segmenting digital images. 
A method for texture segmentation is introduced which uses the Fractal Dimen- 

sion to measure image texture. Using this approach, variations in texture across 
an image can be characterised in terms of variations in the fractal dimension. By 
imaging the spatial fluctuations in fractal dimension obtained using a conven- 
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tional moving window approach, a digital image can be texture segmented - this 
is the principle of Fractal Dimension Segmentation. 

An overview of the methods for computing the fractal dimension is presented 
focusing on an approach which makes use of the characteristic Power Spectral 

Density Function (PSDF) of a Random Scaling Fractal Signal. A more general 

model for the PSDF of a stochastic signal is introduced and discussed with refer- 

ence to texture segmentation of digital signals and images. Here, a new approach 
is considered to precisely obtain the PSDF representation of images with limited 

resolution. 

3.3.1 Introduction - What is Texture? 

Texture is a word that is commonly used in a variety of contexts but is at best 

a qualitative description of a sensation. Visual texture can be associated with a 
wide range of scenes and images but the term cannot be taken to quantify any 
particular characteristic. How then can we quantify texture mathematically - is 
there a specific and unique definition for texture? To begin with, we can state 
that textural information is not well defined in terms of Euclidean geometry. 
Most images can be divided into regions containing either: 

(i) deterministic information (where Euclidean geometry is usually applicable); 

(ii) textural information (which is not easily described by Euclidean geometry). 

The latter case requires suitable methods of texture segmentation to be re- 
searched. Typically one or more `measures' for texture can be defined and a 
moving window (usually square) passed over the image. For each window posi- 
tion, each of the texture measures are computed. If only one measure is defined 
then one `measure image' is produced on which conventional image processing 
techniques can then be applied. If more than one measure is defined then some 
sort of clustering algorithm is needed to reduce the several measure images into 

one final image. In addition, scaling can be applied whereby the window size is 
gradually decreased, giving rise to yet more measure- images at different scales. 

What are these measures for texture? It is worth stating at the outset that 
there is no universally accepted mathematical definition of texture. Mandelbrot 
[8] states the following: 
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(i) `texture is an elusive notion which mathematicians and scientists tend to 

avoid because they cannot grasp it' and... 

(ii) `much of fractal geometry could pass as an implicit study of texture'. 

It is essential in the field of computer vision that an unsupervised, automatic 

means of extracting textural features, that agrees with human sensory perception, 

can be found. This is particularly important in the area of remote sensing where 

analysis of both coherent and incoherent images often involves having to differ- 

entiate between texture contrast. More and more data is becoming available 
from an increasingly diverse range of imaging systems, the rate of data acqui- 

sition being vastly greater than the speed at which conventional analysis and 
interpretation can be performed. In the area of medical imaging for example, 

an increasing amount of research is being undertaken into the analysis of on-line 
data compared with the design of new instrumentation for example. Most of 
this effort is concerned with either visualization of the data or on the design of 

recognition systems in which features of particular medical significance can be 

detected automatically. 

Although this thesis is basically concerned with the application of fractal ge- 
ometry to texture segmentation in which the fractal dimension is taken to be 

an appropriate measure, it is worth discussing other measures which have been 

considered. In [281, Tamura et al. define six mathematical measures which are 
considered necessary to classify a given texture. These measures are as follows: 

(i) Coarseness; course versus fine. 

Coarseness is the most fundamental textural feature and has been investi- 

gated thoroughly since early studies [38]. Often, in a narrow sense, course- 
ness is synonymous with texture. When two patterns differ only in scale, 
the magnified one is coarser. For patterns with different structures, the big- 

ger its element size, and/or the less its elements are repeated, the coarser 
it is felt to be. 

(ii) Contrast; high contrast versus low contrast 

The simplest method of varying image contrast is by stretching or shrink- 
ing its gray sale [87]. By changing the contrast of an image we alter the 
image quality, not the image structure. When two patterns differ only in 
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gray-level distribution, the difference in their contrast can be measured. 
However, more factors are supposed to influence the contrast difference be- 

tween two texture patterns with different structures. The following four 

factors are considered for a definition of contrast: (a) dynamic range of 

gray levels; (b) polarization of the distribution of dark-field and bright- 

field regions in the gray- level histogram or the ratio of dark and bright 

areas; sharpness of edges (images with sharp edges have higher contrast); 
(c) period of repeating patterns. 

(iii) Directionality; directional versus non-directional. 

This is a global property over the region. Directionality involves both el- 

ement shape and placement rule. Bajcsy [771, divides directionality into 

two groups, monodirectional and bidirectional. If only the total degree of 
directionality is considered then orientation of the texture pattern does not 

matter; i. e. patterns which differ only in orientation should have the same 
degree of directionality. 

(iv) Line-likeness; line-like versus blob-like 

This concept is concerned with the shape of a texture element. It is ex- 

pected that this feature supplements the major ones previously mentioned, 

especially when two patterns cannot be distinguished by directionality. 

(v) Regularity; regular versus irregular 

This is a property for variations of a placement rule. However, it can 
be supposed that variation of elements, especially in the case of natural 
textures, reduces the regularity on the whole. Additionally, a fine structure 

tends to be perceived as regular. 

(vi) Roughness; rough versus smooth. 

This description was originally intended for tactile textures, not for visual 
textures. However, when we observe natural textures, we are usually able to 

compare them in terms of rough or smooth. It is still a matter for debate as 
to whether this subjective judgement is due to the total energy of changes 
in gray-level or due to our imaginary tactile sense. 

Tamura et al. [28] gives mathematical definitions of all these measures together 

with results of experiments to find the correlation between these measures and 
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human perception. The work reported in this paper is an alternative approach 
to the problem of image discrimination and classification through texture to the 

other principal approaches, namely: 

(i) the statistical co-occurrence approach 

(ii) the method of mathematical morphology 

(iii) scale space filtering 

It should be noted, however, that these approaches are not mutually exclusive. 
For example, some recent papers on morphology also include fractal ideas [70] 

and in [71] the performance of four classes of textural features are compared with 
the conclusion that `... the results show that co-occurrence features perform best 
followed by fractal features' and ... `However, there is no universally best subset of 
features. The feature selection task has to be performed for each specific problem 
to decide which feature of which type one should use'. 

In this thesis, the use of the fractal dimension as a measure for texture is 
discussed. Different methods of computing this measure for signals and images 

are introduced and the theoretical basis for this approach to texture segmentation 
presented. This includes a new texture model which is based on a generalization 
of the Power Spectral Density Function (PSDF) of a Random Scaling Fractal 
(RSF) which incorporates stochastic processes such as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

process and the Bermann process. 

3.3.2 Fractal Geometry 

Central to fractal geometry is the concept of self-similarity in which an object 
appears to look similar at different scales - an obvious concept when observing 
naturally occurring features, but one that has only relatively recently started 
to be developed mathematically and applied to various branches of science and 
engineering. This concept can be applied to systems of varying physical size de- 

pending on the complexity and diversity of the fractal model that is considered. 
Ultimately, it is of philosophical interest to view the Universe itself as a single 
fractal, the self-similar parts of which have yet to be fully categorized; those nat- 
urally occurring objects for which fractal models abound, being smaller subsets of 
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a larger whole. This view is closely related to the concept of a chaotic Universe in 

which the dynamical behaviour of a system cannot necessarily be pre-determined. 

Such systems exhibit self-similarity when visualised and analysed in an appro- 

priate way (i. e. an appropriate phase space). In this sense, the geometry of a 

chaotic system may be considered to be fractal. 

Self-similarity is a very general term. There are two distinct types of self- 

similarity: 

(i) Deterministic self-similarity in which the fractal is composed of distinct 

features which resemble each other in some way at different scales (feature 

scale invarience) 

(ii) Statistical self-similarity in which the features of the fractal may change at 
different scales but whose statistical properties at all scales are the same 
(statistical scale invarience). 

Deterministic fractals associated with (i) above are usually generated through 

some Iterated Function System and are remarkable for the complexity that can 
be derived through the simplest of these iterated systems. The way in which the 

output from these systems is viewed graphically and interpreted geometrically 

changes substantially from one fractal to another but the overall principal remains 
the same. 

Statistically self-similar fractals are those used to model a variety of naturally 

occurring objects (clouds, landscapes, coastlines etc. ). They can be generated 
through a variety of different stochastic modelling techniques. The measure most 

commonly associated with a self-similar object is its fractal (or similarity) dimen- 

sion. If we consider a bounded set A in a Euclidean n-dimensional space, then the 

set A is said to be self-similar if A is the union of N distinct (non-overlapping) 

copies of itself, each of which has been scaled down by a ratio r<1 in all coor- 
dinates. The fractal is described by the relationship 1.3 ([29] for example) where 
D is the fractal dimension. The ranges in the value of D characterise the type of 
fractal 1.1. 

In each case, the fractal may be deterministic or random. In the latter case, 
the fractal is taken to be composed of N distinct subsets each of which is scaled 
down by a ratio r<1 from the original and is the same in all statistical respects 
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to the scaled original. The fractal dimension in this case is also given by equation 
1.3. 

The scaling ratios need not be the same for all the scaled down copies. Certain 

fractal sets are composed of the union of N distinct subsets each of which is scaled 
down by a ratio ri, 1<i<N from the original in all coordinates. The fractal 

dimension is given by a generalization of equation 1.3, namely 

N 

i=1 

Finally, there are self-affine fractal sets which are scaled by different ratios in 

different coordinates. For example, consider the curve f (x) which satisfies 

f(Ax) = Aaf(x) VA>0 

where A is a scaling factor and a is the scaling exponent. This equation implies 

that a scaling of the x-coordinate by A gives a scaling of the f -coordinate by 

a factor as which is an example of a self-affinity. A special case occurs when 
a=1 when we have a scaling of x by A producing a scaling of f by A which is 

an example of self-similarity. Random fractal signals and images are, in general, 
examples of self-affine records. 

Naturally occurring fractals also differ from the strictly mathematically defined 
fractals in that they do not display statistical or exact self- similarity over all 
scales. Rather, they display fractal properties over a limited range of scales. 
Yokoya et al [65] have developed an algorithm for computing the upper and 
lower scale limits. 

3.3.3 Fractals and Images 

Given that natural surfaces can be approximated as fractals over a range of 
scales, it is necessary to examine how the imaging process maps fractal surfaces 
into grey-level surfaces. Kube and Pentland [69] show that the image of a fractal 
surface is itself a fractal surface under the following conditions: 

(i) the surface is Lambertian, 

(ii) the surface is illuminated by (possibly several) distant point sources, 
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(iii) the surface is not self-shadowing. 

This thesis is concerned with the segmentation of images through the com- 

putation of fractal dimensions which give a measure of the `roughness' or image 

texture. A high value fractal dimension indicates a rough surface whereas a low 

value indicates a smooth surface. A variety of methods have been developed to 

calculate the fractal dimension of signals and images. The following section pro- 

vides an overview of these techniques as applied to fractal signals and/or images. 

3.3.4 Methods of Computing the Fractal Dimension 

As with many other techniques of digital signal and image processing, the com- 

putation of the fractal dimension can be undertaken in `real space' (processing 

the data directly) or in `transform space' (processing the data after taking an 

appropriate integral transform). In the later case, use can be made of the Fourier 

transform as the PSDF of a fractal signal or image has an expected form. This im- 

portant relationship between a random fractal and its PSDF is introduced later, 

where it forms the basis for a more general discussion on stochastic modelling 

using PSDF models. 

In general, there is no unique and general rule for computing the fractal di- 

mension. A large number of algorithms have been developed over the past fifteen 

years to compute the fractal dimension which can be broadly categorized into 

two families: 

(i) Size-measure relationships, based on recursive length or area measurements 
of a curve or surface using different measuring scales. 

(ii) Application of relationships based on approximating or fitting a curve or 

surface to a known fractal function or statistical property such as the variance. 

By way of a brief introduction to the methods associated with (i) above, con- 

sider a simple Euclidean straight e of length L(¬) over which we `walk' a shorter 
`ruler' of length S. The number of steps taken to cover the line N[L(t), 5] is 

then L/S which is not always an integer for arbitrary L ad S. Hence, we should 

compute N(L, b) and N(L, 6)+1, but as S --> 0 the errors become smaller. Clearly 

N[L(e), b1= L6 
=L(e)b-ý 
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In L(e) - In N[L(2), 61 ö In N[L(e), S] 
lnd DlnJ 

which expresses the topological dimension DT =1 of the line. In this case, L(¬) 

is the Lebesgue measure of the line and if we normalise by setting L(P) = 1, the 

latter equation can then be written as 

_ 
(1nN(a)1 

1 äloL 
1n6 J 

since the smaller is S, the less is the error in counting N(S). We also then have 

N(S) = 5-1. For extension to a fractal curve f, the essential point is that the 

various fractal dimensions satisfy an equation of the form 

N[F(f ), ö] = F(f )S-D 

where N[F(f), S] is read as the number of rulers of size S needed to cover a fractal 

set f whose measure is F(f) which can be any valid suitable measure of the curve. 
Again we may normalize, which amounts to defining a new measure F' as some 

constant times the old measure and get 

_ 
(1nN(S)1 

D -l im 
1n6 J 

where N(S) is taken to be N[F'(f), S] for notational convenience. In practice, if 

we are dealing with a digital signal (a sampled curve) rather than an abstract 

analogue mathematical curve which has precise fractal properties over all scales, 
then 

D CäInN(S)\ ä1nS I (3.1) 

where we choose values Sl and S2 satisfying Sl <S< S2 over which we do some 

sort of averaging processes denoted by ( ). The most common approach is to 
look at the bilogarithmic graph of In N(S) against In S, choose values Sl and S2 

over which the graph appears to be straight and then apply a least squares fit to 
the straight line within these limits. 

The Least Squares Approximation 

All algorithms discussed in this section use a least squares approach to comput- 
ing the fractal dimension. It is therefore worth briefly reviewing this technique. 

Let f;, i=1,2, ..., 
N be a real digital function consisting on N elements and 

let f; be an approximation to this function. We assume that f; is the expected 
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form of the data f;. The least squares error e is then defined as 

e=E(f; -f, )2 

In most cases, algorithms for computing the fractal dimension use logarithmic or 

semi-logarithmic plots to fit the results of a given algorithm to a line. In these 

cases, we are interested in finding the slope ß and in certain cases the constant c 

of the line 
f; = ßxß +C 

To find the best fit, we are required to minimise the error e which is taken to be 

a function of ß and c. This is achieved by finding the solutions to the equations 
To 

=0 and 
TC 

=0 

Differentiating with respect to /3 and c gives 

and 

Solving for ß ad c we obtain 

xi(fi - ßxi -C) =0 

E(fº-Qxi-c)=0 
1 

NEfixi - (Efi) ( xi NEx; - 
(E 

xi) 

and 

ss C= 
N 

This approach can also be used when the data is two-dimensional (a digital 
image or grey level surface) where we are required to approximate the data fj 
by a function 

fi=exij+c 

The result (i. e. the expression for ß8 and c) is the same as above except that the 
summation is over i and j. In the following sections, algorithms for computing 
the data used to calculate the fractal dimension with the least square method are 
discussed. Some of these algorithms are based on the following relationship 

Length =c Step' 
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Step 
f(x) 

Step-2, Length=9 Step 

log(Length) 
Step-l, Length=20 

D-1.081 

Step=4, Length=5 Step=8, Length -2 log(Slep) 

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the walking-divider method for computing the fractal 

dimension D of a signal showing four iterations and the least squares fit 

which can be linearised thus 

In(Length) =1n(c) +, 81n(Step) 

Here, length represents the measurement of the curve or surface using a `ruler' 

of size Step. 0 is the slope of the log-log plot which has a simple algebraic 

relationship with the fractal dimension D, depending on the algorithm used. 

The Walking-Divider method 

Introduced by Shelberg [53], this method uses a chord length (Step) and mea- 

sures the number of chord lengths (Length) needed to cover a fractal curve. The 

technique is based on the principle of taking smaller and smaller rulers of size 
Step to cover the curve and counting the number of rulers Length required in 

each case. This approach is based on a direct interpretation of equation 3.1 

where N(S) - Length and S- Step are estimated in a systematic fashion. It is 

a recursive process in which the Step is decreased (typically halved) and the new 
Length calculated. Here, the input signals are taken to be of size N where N is 

a power of 2 because of the recursive nature of the method. A least squares fit 

to the bilogarithmic plot of Length against Step gives ß where D=-, Q. This 

part of the calculation essentially provides and estimate of the average gradient 
in equation 3.1 as illustrated in Figure 3.4. 

The Walking-Divider method suffers from a number of problems. First of all, 
the initial Step must be carefully chosen. Shelberg [531 and further papers [39], 
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Size' 128, Box-] Size=64, Box-4 

Box 

Size 
! og(Box) 

D=1.4 

Size-32, Box=10 Size=16, Box-21 ! og(Size) 

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the box counting method for computing the fractal 

dimension D of a signal showing 4 iterations and the least squares fit 

[59] describe an appropriate starting value as half of the average distance between 

the points. Clearly, the computation of the initial value, and the procedure 

required to count the number of Steps, makes this algorithm time consuming. 

The Box Counting Method 

One of the most popular algorithms for computing the fractal dimension of 
fractal signals and images is the box counting method originally developed by Voss 

[89] but modified by others to develop a reasonably fast and accurate algorithm. 
The numerous algorithms published which are based on this theme, follow the 

same basic principle. 

Box Counting in general involves covering a fractal with a grid of n-dimensional 
boxes or hyper-cubes with side length 5 and counting the number of non-empty 
boxes N(J). For signals, the grid is one of squares and for images, a grid of cubes. 
Boxes of recursively different sizes are used to cover the fractal. Here again, an 
input signal with N elements or an image of size NxN is used as input where 
N is a power of 2. The slope Q obtained in a bilogarithmic plot of the number 

of boxes used against their size then gives the fractal dimension (also known as 
the Box or Minkowski dimension) where D= -Q. The principle is illustrated in 

Figure 3.5 

Successive divisions by a factor of two are used for the box Size to give a 
regular spacing in the bilogarithmic plot and least squares fit. In practice, a 
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Size=32, Box-10 Size=32, Box=11 

Figure 3.6: Illustration of irregular and regular grids used for the box counting 

algorithm 

regular grid is usually applied (see Figure 3.6) to the data and the non-empty 
boxes counted. 

The behaviour of this algorithm is such that the greater the number of points 

used for the least squares fit, the better the estimate of the fractal dimension. 

In a two-dimensional version of this algorithm, Sarkar and Chaudhuri [63], [62] 

have considered the problem of optimizing the number of boxes for a given size 

required to compute an accurate fractal dimension. The solution is to map the 

entire image with boxes (cubes) and then identify the lower box and higher box 

covering the surface. 

In general, Box Counting algorithms behave well and produce accurate esti- 

mates for fractal dimensions between 1 and 1.5 for digital signals and between 

2 and 2.5 for digital images and are easy to code and fast to compute. Outside 

this range, (i. e. for higher fractal dimensions), they tend to give less accurate re- 

sults; underestimating in most cases and saturating near 0.6 above the topological 
dimension as confirmed by Keller and Chen [33]. 

The Prism Method 

Clarke [40] defines an algorithm based on the idea of Box Counting, in which 
instead of counting the number boxes in a region for a given size, the area based 

on four triangles defined by the corner points is computed and summed over a 
grey level surface. The triangles define a prism based on the elevated corners 
and a central point computed in terms of the average of the four corners. A 
bilogarithmic plot of the sum of the prisms' areas for a given base area gives 
a fit to a line whose slope is ß in which D=2-0 The basic engine for this 

algorithm is similar to the Box Counting method, but is slower due to the number 
of multiplications implied by the calculation of the areas. 
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Hybrid Methods 

Hybrid methods calculate the fractal dimension of 2D surfaces using 1D meth- 

ods. This approach is based on a result by Goodchild [49] who confirms a simple 

relationship between the fractal dimensions of a surface's contours (1D fractal 

curves) and the fractal dimension of the surface itself, namely 

D2= 1+D1 

where D1 is the average of the fractal dimensions of each contour line and D2 

is the fractal dimension of the surface. In principle, this result holds for any 

algorithm used to compute D1. 

3.3.5 Contour Lines 

As a direct consequence of this fundamental result, Shelberg et al. [52] have 

developed an algorithm based on extracting N lines of the same elevation in 

a gey-level surface, computing their fractal dimensions D1� using the Walking- 

Divider technique and then finding the general 2D fractal dimension D via the 

formula 
N 

D=1+NýD1 
n=1 

This method has been used with some success by Lam [60] to measure fractal 

dimensions of Landsat TM images. The results are generally close to those com- 

puted using the Box Counting method for fractal dimensions between 2.1 and 
2.4. However, to use this approach requires a certain amount of pre-processing 
[59], [91]. 

Robust Fractal Estimator 

This term was introduced by Clarke and Schweizer [39] as an alternative algo- 

rithm using the 1D-2D method. Instead of considering elevation slices, profiles in 

the north-south and east-west directions are taken to compute the general frac- 

tal dimension. Each vertical intersection is processed via the Walking-Divider 

method, and a new map of fractal dimensions created, where each point is de- 
fined by the average fractal dimension of the two profiles intersecting at that 

position. 

Vertical slice averaging 
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This approach considers the fractal dimension of the surface to be the normal 

average of all the vertical slices in the x and y directions plus 1. To add flexibility, 

this technique can be implemented with the possibility of computing either or 
both directions (rows and/or columns) and to consider only a limited number of 

slices. Another choice can be made with regard to 1D algorithm used to compute 
the fractal dimensions. 

3.3.6 Closed Fractal Curves 

For non-fractal closed curves in the plane, the perimeter f is related to the en- 
closed area A by 

i=cam 

where c is a constant for a given type of shape (e. g. for squares c=1 and for 

circles c=2,, /7r. In [8] Mandelbrot generalizes this equation for the case of closed 
fractal curves to give 

2=c(�A-)D, 1 <D <2 

De Cola [42] uses an algorithm based on this generalized perimeter-area rela- 
tionship to classify different types of land-usage areas from Landsat Thematic 
Mapper SAR images. He also proposes a complete image segmentation scheme 
using parallel processing. 

3.3.7 Other Fractal Properties, Dimensions and Higher 
Order Fractals 

Most authors have made the comment that the fractal dimension alone is not 
sufficient to quantify a given texture. Many quite different fractals can have the 
same value of fractal dimension since 

D_ _1nN _ 
InNa 

Inr Inra 

for all values of a provided that ra < 1. For this reason, other fractal measures 
have been proposed to supplement fractal dimension in an attempt to uniquely 
define `texture'. 

The Fractal Signature 
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Many methods of computing the fractal dimension depend on the use of 

Richardson's equation for some measured property M which is a function of 

scale e, 
M(E) = CEDT-D 

where c is a constant and DT is the topological dimension. A single value of D 

can then be computed using a bilogarithmic least squares fit. If however, we use 

the fact that M(1) =c we can compute D for e=2,3,... A plot of D against e 

then gives the fractal signature. 

Peli et al [95] give examples of the fractal signatures for different sample im- 

agery. Natural imagery, such as a dense tree background gives a slowly changing, 

essentially constant signature. A synthetic image consisting of a single edge gives 

a lowDatsmall erising toD=3ate=4 

The Correlation Dimension and Signature 

Each pixel in a grey-level image can be regarded as a point in a three dimen- 

sional space Xk = [i, j, gad] where i and j are the spatial coordinates of a pixel 

and gj is the grey level at these coordinates. For each pixel, a cube of size 2e +1 
is constructed centred at the pixel. The number of points X1 that fall inside this 

cube is counted for various values of e. The probability C(e), that at least one 

point lies within the cube can then be obtained by dividing the number of points 
by the cube volume, 

N 
1 C(E) 

N(2E + 1)3 
EE ME- I Xk - Xl I) 

771 

where N is the number of pixels in the image (if we are considering the whole im- 

age or the number of pixels in a moving window - for the purpose of segmentation) 
and 

1, if>0, 

lo, ifý<0. 

C(e) obeys the Richardson law with a dimension DC, the correlation dimension, 

given by 
C (c) = c(2e + 1)3-D° 

Here, a single value of Do can be computed by the normal bilogarithmic least 

squares fit or we may compute C(O) =c and then compute a value of C(e) for 
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e=1,2,.... In the latter case, we obtain the correlation signature as a plot of 

DC against e. For an image, the values of Dc range from two to three. A highly 

correlated surface gives a correlation dimension close to two whereas a highly 

uncorrelated surface gives a value close to three. Peli et al. [951 give examples 

of correlation signatures for a selection of real and synthetic images. In [54], 

Vepsähiinen and Ma use the correlation dimension to search for cracks in the ice 

in NOAA images made by the Finish Meteorological Institute. They also give 

results of their work applied to 3D microscopy using a confocal light microscope. 

Lacunarity 

The term Lacunarity is another due to Mandelbrot, coming from the Latin 

Lacuna meaning gap. The most straightforward illustration comes from consid- 

ering the class of Cantor dusts for which the fractal dimension (in this case, the 

similarity dimension) is given by D=- In N/ In r where N is the number of 

copies of the real line interval [0,11 and r<1 is the scaling factor. Clearly, there 

are an infinite set of different [N, r] which give the same D. For example the 

classic triadic Cantor set [2,1/3] gives the same D as [4,1/9], [8,1/27], etc. The 

appearance of these point-sets will however be quite different. The difference lies 

in the way the gaps are distributed. 

In [8], Mandelbrot first defines suitable mathematical measures for the lacu- 

narity of deterministic fractal sets such as the Cantor set discussed above. Such 

definitions are however unsuitable for random fractals and he continues to give 

suitable candidate definitions of lacunarity for the class of random fractals. These 

definitions are based on the idea of mass distribution. Consider, for example, a 

curve f (x): (i) if the curve has negative values, then translate so that it is non- 

negative; (ii) consider the values of f as representing mass so that we regard f as 

a mass distribution over the support of f. Mandelbrot proposes definitions such 

as 

A=f 1)2 = 
(f 2) 

-1 C (f) (f)2 and 
A- 

for the lacunarity A where () denotes the mean. Note that the first definition can 
be expressed as the variance divided by the square of the mean. The definitions 

are not dissimilar to generalised statistical moments and this provides the key to 
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the multifractals or the higher order fractal approach. 

Higher Order Eractal and Dimensions 

In principle, there are an unlimited number of fractals or generalised dimen- 

sions giving rise to the growing use of multifractals or higher order fractals in 

the mathematical and physical sciences. It is stated in the work of many authors 

on fractals, that the fractal dimension alone is not sufficient to characterise a 
fractal set. The fractal dimension discussed in this work is only one of a number 

of generalised dimensions. However, these generalised dimensions are defined via 

a measure theoretic analysis in `real space'. The use of transforms and in partic- 

ular, the Fourier transform, applies principally to the similarity dimension. This 

approach differentiates between regions in an image with different fractal dimen- 

sion, but not regions with the same fractal dimension but differing correlation 
dimension, information dimension and so on. 

A good example of the inefficiency of the fractal dimension follows from the 

result that the fractal dimension D of the sum of two fractal curves Cl and C2, 

with fractal dimensions Dl and D2 is given by ([41] for example) 

D= max[D1, D2] 

Suppose, for example, that Dl is significantly larger than D2; C2 could be a 
square wave for example, in which cases D2 = 1. Whilst it is clear to the eye 
that the merged curve is quite different from Cl (or C2), the same value of fractal 
dimension is found for the merged curve and Cl 

The need for multi-fractal measures can easily be grasped by considering the 
definition and calculation of the box dimension. Consider the case of a point- 
set with a large but finite number N of points embedded in fractal dimensional 

space where we cover the set with a uniform grid of hypercubes of size ö and 
count the number M(b) of non-empty boxes. Such a strategy does not include 
information concerning the distribution of the number of points in the non-empty 
boxes. Suppose there are Nk points in the kth hypercube and let pk = Nk/N 

The similarity dimension (which takes account only of the total of no-empty 
boxes M(8) and not the Nk) is then given by 

D=- lim lim In M(S) 
ö-. ON-oo Ind 
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The information (or Renyi) dimension a is defined by 

Q=- lim lim 
S(S) 

6-ON-oo InS 

where M(6) 

S(ö) > Pk inPk 
k=1 

The correlation dimension v is 

lim lim 
In C(6) 

v= 6- O N-"oo In 6 

where 
co) = T2 H(5- I X; - Xi I) 

i&j 
and H is the Heaviside step function. C(S) counts the number of points whose 
distance I Xi - X3 I is less than S. In [271, Hentschel and Procaccia show that 

D, v and v are the first three numbers of a hierarchy of generalised dimensions 

Dq for q>0, i. e. 

D=gimD., Q=gimDg, v=ýimD. 

and that for q=3,4, ..., n we have correlation dimensions associated with triplets, 

quadruplets and n-tuplets of points. The same authors show that D. form a non- 
increasing series. 

Dq > Dqi for any q' >q 

with the inequality replaced by an equality if and only if the fractal is homoge- 

neous. Hence, we see that the various dimensions, previously introduced quite 
independently form a general series. Moreover, a general expression for D4 can 
be obtained given by [41] 

1 
In 

D4 :-': ö (q -1) In j 

A valuable summary of the uses of both the fractal and chaos models (where 

often correlation dimensions are computed) in imaging science is given in [791. 
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3.4 Overview of Fuzzy Logic 

3.4.1 Introduction 

Pattern recognition methods occur in many different fields of knowledge which 

are by their very nature too composite and variational for use of only one precise 

solution, i. e. a well defined models and corresponding algorithm. Many con- 

cepts and classifications are fuzzy in nature and require special mathematical 

descriptions. For example: 

(i) human thinking; 

(ii) the approximate character of conclusions; 

(iii) linguistic descriptions. 

The origins of Fuzzy logic theory can be attributed to Dr Zadeh [100]. In 

applications involving recognition tasks, we utilize methods of interpretation and 

analysis that are less formalized with linguistic prior information being used for 

fuzzy logic theory representations. The tasks contained in a statement an are 
frequently characterized by the presence of essential (not stochastic) uncertainties 

such as: 

(i) uncertainty of the purposes (multi criteria) `a maximum of the income at a 

minimum of costs' 

(ii) natural uncertainty 

(iii) uncertainty of operations of "opponents" 

The application areas of fuzzy logic algorithms are varied within the context 

of building a expert system, including: 

a) non-linear control of processes (production); 

b) self-learning systems (or classifiers), research of risk and critical situations; 

c) pattern recognition; 

d) financial analysis (markets of the financial credit instruments); 
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e) research of the data (corporate storehouses); 

f) increasing the strategies of control and coordination of operations, e. g. com- 
plex industrial production. 

The power and intuitive simplicity of fuzzy logic as a methodology to solv- 
ing problems guarantees its successful usage in built-in monitoring systems and 
information analysis. Thus, there is a connection between human intuition and 

operator experience. Compared to conventional mathematics, requiring at each 

step the simulation of a precise and one valued formulations, fuzzy logic offers 

a completely different level of thinking from which the creative process of sim- 
ulation takes place at the best level of abstraction and where the minimum set 
of dependence is postulated only. Numerical data are obtained from `non-precise 

measurements' or less formalised areas which in many respects, are similar to dis- 

tributions in probability theory, but are free from disadvantages that are intrinsic 

to the latter, e. g. small numbers being fit to distribution functions, suitability of 
the analysis, necessity of forced normalization, keeping the requirements of addi- 
tivity, difficulty in the substantiation and adequacy of a mathematical form for 
describing the behaviour of real data. In the limit, as we increase the accuracy, 
the fuzzy logic tends to standard Boolean arithmetic. In comparison with random 
methods, this indistinct method allows as to sharply reduce the volume of com- 
putations, which, in turn, results in an increase in the efficiency of implementing 

a decision making process. 

The disadvantages of fuzzy systems are: 

a) absence of a standard technique for designing indistinct systems; 

b) exist hardware deals with {0,1} and fuzzy chips, still use there rather than 
[0,1]; 

c) application of the fuzzy logic approach in comparison to random methods 
does not result in an increase in the accuracy of calculations. 

In this thesis, an attempt has been made to formulate a theory of indistinct 
sets. This parallels existing theories relating to ill-conditioned tasks and optimal 
complexity. 
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3.4.2 Fuzzy Arithmetic 

In classical predicate logic, a simple proposition P is a linguistic or declarative 

statement contained within a universe of elements, say X, which can be identified 

as being a collection of elements in X that are strictly true or strictly false. Hence, 

a proposition P is a collection of elements, that is, a set, where the truth values 

for all elements in the set are either all true or all false. The veracity (truth) of 

an element in the proposition P can be assigned a binary truth value, just as an 

element in a universe is assigned a binary quantity to measure its membership 

in a particular set. For binary (`Boolean') predicate logic, we assign a value of 1 

('truth') or 0 ('false'). If U is the universe of all propositions, then T is a mapping 

of the elements U in these propositions (sets) to the binary quantities (0,1). 

A fuzzy logic proposition, P, is a statement involving some concept without 

clearly defined boundaries. Linguistic statements that tend to express subjective 
ideas and that can be interpreted slightly differently by various individuals, typ- 

ically involve fuzzy propositions. The most natural language is fuzzy, in that it 

involves vague and imprecise terms. Statements describing a person's height or 

weight or assessments of people's preferences about colours or menus can be used 

as examples of fuzzy propositions. The truth value assigned to P can be any 

value on the interval [0,1]. The assignment of the truth value to a proposition is 

actually a mapping from the interval [0,1] to the universe U of truth values, T, 

as described by 

T: uEU-s{0,1} 

As in classical binary logic, we assign a logical proposition to a set in the 

universe of discourse. Fuzzy propositions are assigned to fuzzy sets. Suppose 

proposition P is assigned to fuzzy set A; then the truth value of a proposition, 
denoted T(P), is given by 

T (P) = µA (x) where 0< µA <1 (3.2) 

Equation (3.2) indicates that the degree of truth for the proposition, is equal to 
the membership grade of x in the fuzzy set A. 

Logical connectives 

The logical connectives of negation, disjunction, conjunction, and implication 

are defined for a fuzzy logic. These connectives are given in equation (3.3-3.6) for 
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two simple propositions: proposition P defined on fuzzy set A and proposition Q 

defined on fuzzy set B. 

Negation 
TM = 1-T(P) (3.3) 

Disjunction 

PVQ: x is A or B T(PVQ) =max (T(P), T(Q)) (3.4) 

Conjunction 

PAQ: x is A or BT(P A Q) =min (T(P), T(Q)) (3.5) 

Implication [451 P -+ Q: x is A, then x is B 

T(P--+Q)=T(PVQ) =max(T(P), T(Q)) (3.6) 

The logical connective implication, i. e. P -º Q (P implies Q) presented here is 

also known as the classical implication, to distinguish it from an alternative form 

devised is the 1930s by Lukasiewicz, a Polish mathematician, who was the first 

to be credited with exploring logics other than Aristotelian (classical or binary 

logic) [61]. 

In binary logic, the implication connective can be modeled in rule-based form: 

P -º Q is, IF x is A, THEN y is B and is equivalent to the following fuzzy 

relation, 
R=(Ax B)U(-AxY) -IF A, THEN B 

IF xEAwhere xEXand ACX 

THEN yEBwhere yEYand BCY 

The membership function of R is expressed by the following formula: 

PR (x, y) = ma [(PA (x)'A µa (y)) 
1 
(1 - µA (x))] (3.7) 

or 

PR (x, y) = max {min [PA (x) 
, PB (n)] 

91- PA (X)} 

When the logical conditional implication is of the compound from 

IF x is A, THEN y is B, ELSE y is C 
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then the equivalent fuzzy relation, R, is expressed as, R= (A x B) U (A x C), 

whose membership function is expressed by the following formula: 

PR (x, y) = max[(PA (x) A /2B (y)) 
1 
((1 - /2A (x)) A Pc (y))] (3.8) 

There is a number other techniques for obtaining the Fuzzy relation R based 

on the IF A, THEN B, or R=A -+ B. They are known as fuzzy implication 

operations, and are valid for all values of xEX and yEY. The following 

forms of the implication operator shows different techniques for obtaining the 

membership function values or fuzzy relation R defined on the Cartesian product 

space XxY: 

PR (x) y) = max {µB (y) 
1 1- ßA (X)} 

EAR (x, y) = min [µA (x) 
' PB (n)] 

PR (x) y) = min {1, [1 - PA (X) + las (y)l} 

PR (x, y) = min {1, [PA (x) + PB (y)]} 

PR (x, y) = min 1, PB (y) 
, MA (x) >0 

µA (x) J 

PR (X) y) = max {µa (X) " PB (y) 
9 
[1 - PA (X)]} 

PR (x, y) = PA (X)' PB (y) 

11, AR (X, Y) = 
µa (y) 

forµA (x) < µB (ii) 

otherwise 

1, for µA (x) < µB (y) 
µR (x' y) 

0, otherwise 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

In situations where the universes are represented by discrete elements, the fuzzy 
relation R is a matrix. 
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The classical implication (3.7) was developed earlier by Zadeh [45]. Equation 

(3.9) is equivalent to Equation (3.7) for µB (y) < µA (x). Equation (3.10) has 

been given various terms in the literature: it has been referred to as correlation- 

minimum and as Mamdani's implication, after the British mathematician Mam- 

dani into his work in the area of systems control [16]. This formulation for the 

implication is also equivalent to the fuzzy cross product of fuzzy sets A and B, 

i. e., R= Ax B. For µA (x) > 0.5 and µB (y) > 0.5 classical implication reduces to 

Mamdani's implication. The implication of Eq. (3.11) is known as Lukasiewicz' 

implication, after the Polish logician Jan Lukasiewicz [61]. The fuzzy implica- 

tion relation defined by Eq. (3.12) is commonly referred to as the bounded sum 
implication. Equation (3.13) is due to Goguen [31]. Equations (3.14) and (3.15) 

describe two forms of the correlation-product implication and are based on the 

notions of conditioning and reinforcement. Both of these product forms tend to 
dilute the influence of joint membership values that are small and, as such, are 

related to Hebbian-type learning algorithms in neuropsychology when used in 

artificial neural network computations. Equation (3.14) is a recently suggested 
form by Vadiee [64] and is equally valid for crisp and fuzzy cases. Equation (3.16) 

is sometimes called the Brouwerian implication and is discussed in Sanchez [18]. 

Equation (3.17) gives a very simple form of Eq. (3.16) that has been termed in 

the literature as the R- SEQ (standard sequence logic) implication [81]. Al- 

though the classical implication continues to be the most popular and is valid for 
fuzzy and crisp applications, these other methods have been introduced for their 

computationally effectiveness under certain conditions of the membership values, 
µA (x) and µB (y). 

Composition Operations 

Let R be a relation that relates, or maps, elements from universe X to universe 
Y, and let S be a relation that relates, or maps, elements from universe Y to 

universe Z. The question is to find the answer to whether we can find a relation 
T that relates the same elements in universe X that R contains to the same 
elements in universe Z that S contains. It turn out we can find such a relation 
using an operation known as a composition. 

There are two common forms of the composition operation; one is called the 
max-min composition and the other the max-product composition. Many other 
techniques are mentioned in the literature. Each method of composition of fuzzy 
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Table 3.1: Composition operation 
Name of method Operation 

max-min µB (y) = mac {min [µA (x) 
, µR (x, y)] } 

XEX 

max-product µB (y) =nc [PA (x) ' µs (x, y)] 
XEX 

min-max PB (y) =m {max [PA (x) 
, PB (x, Y)]} X 

max-max PB (y) = max {maX [PA (x) 
e JIR (x, y)]} 

XEX 

min-min {min [µA (x) 
, PR (x, y)]} µB (y) = min 

X 
max-average µB (y) =2 mac [ß. 6A (X) + PR (x, y)] 

XEX 

sum-product E [PA (x) ' µR (x, y)] 1 PB (y) =f{ 
x 

relations reflects a special inference machine and has its own significance and 

applications. The max-min method is the one used by Zadeh in his original paper 

on approximate reasoning using natural language IF-THEN rules. Many have 

claimed, since Zadeh's introduction, that this method of composition effectively 

expresses the approximate and interpolative reasoning used by humans when they 

employ linguistic proposition for deductive reasoning [64]. 

The following common methods are among those proposed in the literature for 

the composition operation B= Ao R, where A is the input, or antecedent defined 

on the universe X, B is the output, or consequent defined on universe Y, and R 
is a fuzzy relation characterizing the relationship between specific inputs (x) and 
specific outputs(y). The list of existing compositions is presented in Table (3.1). 

In the table 3.1 f (") is a logistic function that limits the value of the func- 

tion within the interval [0,1]. This composition method is commonly used in 

applications of artificial neural networks for mapping between parallel layers in a 

multi-layer network. The appropriate choice of operators are consider in Chapter 

5 `Object recognition' for which typical examples are given. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we have considered solutions to the problem of processing images 
to obtain data that has been optimized in terms of its suitability for submission 
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to a pattern recognition algorithm. 

The given materials explain the connection between an optical image and 

methods of its representation and processing on modern computing hardware. 

Understanding the processes of digital imaging is a basis for the representation 

of objects in the image. The Fractal Geometry in the given work shows that it 

is the most suitable tool for characterizing structures. Eventually, when there 

is a digital object representation, the system should make a decision to which 

class the object belongs. The Fuzzy Logic theory introduces concepts on the 

mechanism of decision-making. All these stages of image processing are united 
in the image recognition system which is discussed in Chapter 5. 

For practical realization involving the design of real time recognition algo- 

rithms, it is necessary to understand the complexity associated with an appli- 

cation area. Thus, not all existing algorithms are applicable for the realisation 
of compact and fast calculations in real time. In the following Chapter 4, we 
investigate new solutions to different stages of the pattern recognition problem 
associated with the different classes of images (i. e. medical images) considered in 
this work. 
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Chapter 4 

New Image Processing 

Algorithms 

In this chapter, a new approach is presented to the recognition problem concern- 

ing textured images. The common approach to the task of recognition has been 

outlined in Chapter 1 and the necessary background knowledge has been given 
in Chapter 3. The novel algorithms have been especially developed for fast object 

recognition and classification which are presented in this chapter. 

4.1 Filter design for the detection of cell bound- 

aries 

4.1.1 Specific edge detection problem 

The edges of the images we are concerned with are associated with the boundaries 

of features such as the nuclei of cells in a region of interest. Edge detection is 

used to identify the edges in an image which are those areas that correspond to 

object boundaries. To find these edges, an algorithm is designed that looks for 

places in the image where the intensity changes rapidly; this is typically based 

on using one of two principal criteria: 

(i) areas where the first derivative of the intensity is larger in magnitude than 

some threshold; 

(ii) regions where the second derivative of the intensity has a zero crossing. 
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Edge detection methods are based on a number of derivative estimators, each 

of which implements one of the definitions above. For some of these estimators, 
it is possible to specify whether the operation should be sensitive to horizontal 

or vertical edges, or both. In each case, the aim is to return a binary image - an 

array containing elements which are either 0 or 1 where 1 represents an element 

of an edge 0 represents an empty from an edge space. A study of the advantages 

and disadvantages of applying different edge detection algorithms to images is 

described in Chapter 3. Moreover, within the context of the overall approach, 
it is assumed that different edge detectors will yield minimal effect on the final 

result. Thus, the Canny (1986) [11] method is chosen which comparably provides 

a valuable first step. The Canny edge detector is based on a functional analysis 
to derive an optimal function for edge detection, starting with three optimisa- 
tion criteria, namely, good detection, good localization, and only one response 
per edge under white noise conditions. The 1D `Canny function' is accurately 
approximated by the derivative of a Gaussian function which is then combined 
with a Gaussian of identical standard deviation in the perpendicular direction, 

truncated at 0.001 of its peak value, and split into suitable masks. Underlying 
this method, is the idea of locating edges at local maximum of gradient mag- 
nitude of a Gaussian-smoothed image. In addition, the Canny implementation 

employs a hysteresis operation on edge magnitude in order to make edges rea- 
sonably connected. Finally, a multiple-scale method is employed to analyse the 

output of the edge detector. 

The result of applying a Canny filter to Figure 3.2 is given in Figure 4.1. 
This result typically illustrates that it is not possible to uniquely tell where the 

edge of a cell or nuclei occurs, especially when there is a connection between one 
edge with another gradient, where Canny edge detection introduces errors. For 
this purpose, it is necessary to design a new filter as discussed in the following 

section. 

4.1.2 Space-oriented filter 

In some cases, the nuclei can occur very close to, or be in touch with a foreign 
object. In this case, an extra filter must be used to obtain a contour bound- 
ary. For this purpose, the space-oriented filter for the detection of `holes' has 
developed. The nuclei represent a `hole' if the image is visualised in terms of 
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Fig, urc I. 1: AI)I)1i(. iit iuun of ii ('iiuii. \ l" iIt(ýi I() I" i(t nm :.. 2 

a surface in which the nuclei are regions of lower intensity. The filter hiiti been 

designed to take account of the following: (i) objects should be of iita i spherical 
form; (ii) the search space should A S& objects with lower intensity (i. e. which 
have darker colour); (iii) it is necessary to find only the surface of it cell withot it, 

a hysteresis zone. An example of it, profile that is characteristic of a. 1iu('leiis is 

given iii Figure 4.2. The same principle can of course he used for other )h)jemmts. 

The solution to this problem is compounded in the algo l it line that IS, IIOW 
described. The procedure is illustrated in Figure . 1.3 and described below. 

To start with, we estimate the brightness of the central area (using it window 

of 9x9 pixels) and a circle (a layer consisting of 2 pixels). If the ccul (, I- is dark, 

then suppose that it is part, of the iuiclei. Thera compare the ilit('nsit ' along 
the white line iii Figure 4.3 with the central zone. If the profile adout; this, line 

has a maximum and minimum gradient, we consider the angle between t lieiu. If 

the angle lies in the range 79° to 248° then we assume that we are near toi tli(' 
border of a nucleus. This angle can be estimated antunl<<ti(". ally or ('st I'l)Iitilie(l its a 

constant. The next step is to apply the hole' (letectih)n nmet. hoxl (red and brown laue 

in Figure 4.3). This hole detection algorithm is exten(Ie(l iu a procedure to decide 
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Figure 4.2: An example of Nuclei's profile 

Figure 4.3: Mask of Oriented Filter 
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whether the area under investigation is a nuclei or otherwise. In Figure 4.3, the 

maximum length of the brown line is approximately 70 pixels (it depends on the 

image resolution) and can be chosen automatically. Also with hole detection, a 

useful procedure is to check the direction toward the center of a nuclei but this is 

application dependent. If, for a period, there is no hole, then the present position 
is ignored. If the test for detecting a hole gives a positive result, as in an index 

figure, the line from the center of a hole up to the border of a hysteresis is drawn. 

In the central part of the image (Figure 3.2) one can see 5 joint kernels in 

the form of the "C" character. To automatically find the edge between all of 
these nuclei is very difficult and a special algorithm for such objects separation 
has been designed. The sequence of steps associated with this algorithm can be 

divided into following list: 

1) estimation of the edge; 

2) search the boundaries of the cell; 

3) calculate the direction to the center of a core; 

4) search the opposite edge of a core; 

5) calculate the centers of the kernels; 

6) save the index map of the figure. 

Estimation of edge expectation 

Pre-processing can be used to form part of the estimated performance for edge 
expectation. This allows for accelerates scanning of the image. For this purpose 
a structure estimation operator is applied at a central part of the mask as shown 
in Figure 4.3. This allows us to select only those nuclei of interest and avoid 
spending computer time processing other parts of the image. 

Searching the boundaries of the cell (Step1) 

The ring around of the central part of a mask (Figure 4.3) is decomposed 
using the operator: 

R= ýxlýx2e... ýný 

. In the following analysis we evaluated the gradient sequence: 
dR 

9i.. n = do 
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. 
Upon demarcation of a core and after the derivation, the gradient window 

will contain two maxima - positive and negative. The polar angle then gives the 

direction of the nuclear center 01. 

Calculation of the direction of the center (Step2) 

At this point, the direction from the expected direction to the center is up- 
dated by means of a check on the position of the angle on a plane between two 

the maxima values obtained from previous step. In general, for purpose of recog- 

nition, a point on the binary map uses a convolution technique with series of 

masks for searching the exact point on the object edge. The sequence of masks 
is as follows : 

0 00 0 00 000 

M= 0 10 ,0 10 ,010, 
0 10 1 10 011 

000 0 00 0 00 

010 ,0 11 ,1 10 
111 1 11 1 11 

The appropriate mask is applied in the direction of a local gradient rate and 
give a maximal convolution between both the points obtained from the previous 
step. From the definition of the angle 02, utilizing prior results of the derivation 

we form the ratio: 
0- 

61+02 
2 

The logical conformity of the mask and adjacent points of the binary map is 
further evaluated and the binary representation of object is determined via: 

1, if Mý I9; 
IB (r, c) _ 0, ifMEI9. 

The profile information (gradient and amplitude) is memorized for Step 3. 
The dimension IB(r, c) completely corresponds to the dimension and starting 
map 1.9 (r, c). 

Search for the opposite edge of a core (Step3) 

The opposite gradient is searched for by finding of center of a nuclei. Also, 
the gradient on the opposite end serves as final confirmation for the coordinates 
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4 

Step 2 

Step I 

Step1: Find direction by gradient rate. 

Step2: Define the nearest edge and directions. 

Step3: Search of holes. 

Figure 4.4: Mask of Oriented Filter with an image 

of object. In a figure 4.4 these lines are selected by brown colour . 
The opposite 

profile has to have the same properties as at Step 2. This prevents any wrong 
detection through irregularities in the image. If the opposite profile is found, 

then a green line is 'painted' on the index binary image from the center to the 

boundary of the nucleus Figure 4.5. 

Calculation of the central of kernel 

The center calculation algorithm is based on the weighted mean from the 

total number of bars detected in the previous steps. The calculation depends 

on the kind of implementation used to design the engine. If the calculations are 

implemented in a programmed logic, the data are better stored in an index space. 
For a PC, the data are stored as array of coordinates. The result is shown in 

Figure 4.6. 

Saving the index map (Figure 4.7) 

After application of this algorithm, a connected area can be detected which 

serves as an index for further processing. An example of an index image is 

given in Figure 4.7 which includes the application of erosion and dilation for the 

subdivision of close located objects. 
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Figure 4.5: Result application Oriented Filter to an image 
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Figure 4.6: Result center calculation algorithm 
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Figure 4.7: Segmentation of nuclei (Index Image) 

4.2 Precision calculations of the measure of 

structure 

For characterization, the line of objects found using the steps above, need to be 

considered in terms of their major properties. The modern requirements for 

recognition systems establish structures as main features for natural objects. 
There are six mathematical measures which were defined by Tamura [281. 

For structure classification, we apply fractal geometry for a description of 

natural objects. One property of a fractal is its fractal dimension. There is a 

number ways to calculate this feature of a fractal object. The principal method 

used here, is given in Chapter 3. Many different definitions of the. 'fractal di- 

mension' are scattered throughout the mathematical literature. The origin of the 

box dimension is hard to trace but would have been considered by pioneers of 

the Hausdorff measure and dimension and was probably rejected as being less 

satisfactory from a mathematical viewpoint. The precision of the calculation is 

less than two decimal places. 

The calculation of the Fourier dimension provides a much better result [41]. 

However, in our case, we have to estimate an image with a lower resolution than 
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that at which the object `exists' and the Fourier Spectrum consists of noise. 
Many signal processing applications are based on the use of different transforms. 

The signals under consideration are written as a linear combination (or series) 

of some predefined set of functions. Traditionally, orthogonal bases have been 

used for this purpose, for example, in the discrete Fourier transform. The theory 
for orthogonal bases and Hilbert spaces can, however, be generalized to other 

sequences of functions, called frames. 

If we consider the profile of the image, then the profile of this curve does 

not coincide a sine-wave signal. To obtain adequate accuracy, it is necessary to 

magnify the resolution of the image, which in turn introduces a new distortion. 

For increased accuracy on low-resolution data, we consider a convolution function 

of a form more consistent with the profile of a video signal. For a signal I consider 
the following 4.1. 

N 27r(k - 1)(n -1) F (k) _EI (n) arccos 
(cos (N 

-ir/2 
)) 

-ir/2 
n=1 

C -i aresin cos 
(2ir(k - 1)(n - 1)11 

JJ (4.1) N 

For image I with resolution mxn, the spectrum is calculated in terms of 

MN 

ß' (P, 4') =>I (m, n) 
m=1 n=1 

CI arccos 
(cos (27r(p -1) (m -1) 

- r/2 - 7r/2l 

cos 
(2ir(k - 1)(n - 1) 

-lr/2I 1 
l\ 

(arccos 
r 
`N -lr/2 

ll 

-i aresin arccos 
2 

17r(k 
-1)(P - 1) 

M11 

C aresin cos 
f27r(k - 1)(n -1)\ 

N 
1)))) 

) (4.2) 

Application of the power spectrum method involves the use of the expression 
given by formula 4.2 to compute the power spectrum P. We then consider the 
power spectrum of an ideal fractal signal given by P; = Ikil-p, where c is a 
constant and 0 is the spectral exponent which is related to the Fourier dimension 
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Figure 4.8: Orthogonal basis for triangle and sinusoid signals 

DF. Using the least squares approach, the value of I and hence DF, can be found 

for the input signal. 

In two dimensions. the power spectrum is given by P(kx, ky) _ ýkiI* where 
Jki = 

V(kx2 + ky) and c is a constant. This result is derived in Appendix A. The 

least squares method, for discrete data, yields the following: 

ý3 
NEt E, (1nP3)(inIkijI)- (I in kijI) (ý2ýj In P13) 

(4.3) 
N J:, 

l 
J: 

j (in I kij 1)2 - 
(X: 

i 
Ej I IkijI) 

and 
C 

Ei Ej InPzj+/3E. iEj Inikij 
(4.4) 

N 

where C= inc This solution allows us to drop the limits on the recognition of 

small objects since application of the FFT works well (in terms of computational 

accuracy) only for large data sets, i. e. arrays from 256 - 512 points to 128-256 

points. The orthogonal basis for triangle and sinusoid signals is present in figure 

4.8. The tests show that usage of the given function increases accuracy of the 

calculation by 5 percents. 
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4.3 Two dimensional algorithms for image pro- 

cessing 

In this section, we consider the applied procedures that are necessary during 

object recognition. These procedures are adaptive and have no binding to a 

particular range of applications. 

4.3.1 Self adjustable filter for enhanced object sharpness 

The task of edge searching of an object in an image is a part of the process 

of object recognition. In the case of an image when we have no preliminary 
information on the quantity of the points on each edge or resolution of the image 

or particular boundary, it is possible to convert a picture to an auxiliary map 

with an increased contrast range. With existing algorithms, an image contrast 
increment does not give sufficiently good results to cope with an unknown level 

of difference between objects. Typically, noise appears causing an increase in the 

level of transformation parameters and at a low level there is no detection of the 

objects edges. 

An image I, is represented in a computer memory in terms of an array rx 

c of points and the value of a particular point is determined as I(r, c). One 

of the approaches to applying a filter or transformation to a two dimensional 

representation of the information is in terms of a sequence of masks M over 
mxn points and subsequent calculation of a value for a central pixel depending 

on its environment. 

Let us now consider an algorithm for calculating the value of a central point in 

a moving window M with mxn points. The algorithm is applied sequentially and 
not recursively to all points of an image. For example, let us consider the image 

of cytology cells (Figure 4.9). The characteristic property of the given image is 
that during preparation of a sample, a cell can be fixed at a given angle, and as a 
result, during image processing it can have a different gradient rate on different 
boundaries. The mask sizes m and n are selected according to the proportional 
sizes of the object to the image. The method is compounded in the following 

stages: 

1. The first step is to sort out the array M[m x n] in terms of increasing values. 
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Figure 4.10: Sorted bar 

The result of applying this operation gives an information represented in 

terms of a one-dimensional array S[i, ] (Figure 4.10). 

2. We define an index i as a point with the greatest value of a gradient rate 
(Sinaax)" Otherwise, we determine a maximal gradient rate such that the 

given position of the window M does not correspond to a boundary of the 

object. It is then possible to apply general filtering methods, e. g. to calcu- 
late the average value or to take the value of a point with a predetermined 
index and with this value assign to a central point. For example, in Figure 

4.10 Simax is the point that shown by the red arrow. 

3. We estimate in which part of the sorted array S[i] from a mask Al there 

exists a value of the original central mask point I,. (r. c). For example, in 
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Figure 4.11: Filtered image 

Figure 4.10 this is indicated by the green arrow. Let the narre of this part 

of the array be S, [i] (see - Figure 4.10). 

4. We estimate the parameter established by the developer which sets a factor 

on a boundary excretion - in percentage terms. 50% for example - and then 

define the value of point Scr[i] of the array S, [i] from the beginning of the 

array. This value is the resultant solution Iý(r, c) = S, ji] displayed cyan 

arrow in Figure 4.10. 

The result of the above algorithm is shown in Figure. 4.11. Application of this 

filter allows us to observe very precisely the evolution of cell boundaries (luring 

the operation of the object recognition system. The full code of this procedure 
has been written using C++. 

4.3.2 Detour over an object contour 

After application of the edge detection algorithm and subsequent binarization. 

the two dimensional binary representation of the object is the index map (1). 
This map has the same dimension as the initial image I(r, c) where *I' corresponds 

to the object edge and `0' displays where is a background to the image. 

At particular stages of image processing, it is necessary to receive a serial list 

of boundary coordinates of particular objects or coordinates in a figure, in whit h 

inscribed object is set. It is possible to use a special detour algorithm on an 

object contour to get this list of coordinates. The polar start (particular point 
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Figure 4.12: Detour by object contour 

`A' in Figure 4.12) is not significant and if necessary, can be determined from 

previous stages of the processing. 

This algorithm is efficient and accurate. Let us consider the image in Fig- 

ure 4.12. For simplicity, let the detour algorithm for object contour be named 

`Sprocket wheel' because this virtual sprocket is rolled on a virtual contour. Let 

us now zoom in on the image and find out how this sprocket wheel looks together 

with the binary map of an object as in Figure 4.13. Let us take the minimum 

radius of a wheel equivalent to the distance between two points on the image. 

Then, the surface of the wheel will correspond to a circle of 3 by 3 points and 
length 8 points. Let point 'A' corresponds to a wheel axle, with the dashed-line 

curve showing its track. Then one of the points of the wheel will certainly be 

connected to the objects edge at point `B' (Figure 4.12). From the initial condi- 

tions, the coordinates of arbitrary points `A' and `B' is known. These coordinates 

can be recovered from preliminary phases of the processing or can be found by 

scanning for a nearest transferring 0-1. Thus, the coordinate of a point 0 will 

correspond to the coordinate of a point `A', and 1 according to a point `B'. 

The direction of movement has no value in the example above so let us con- 

sider a counter-clockwise motion. The full listing of this procedure is written in 

the programming language C++. The motion of the virtual sprocket is contin- 

ued along the boundary while the current position of an axis meets the initial 

conditions. We assume that the object does not involve the `walls' of an image 
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Figure 4.13: Structure of sprocket wheel 

otherwise it is required to follow-up and zero tracing the image or make additional 

checks. 

The matching algorithm for the edge coordinates is presented in Figure 4.14. 

The purpose of this example is to obtain the list of coordinates of the edge points 

of the object. 

The result of the alghorithm described above is seen in Figure 4.15 together 

with the object in Figure 4.18. The red line of connected points in the fig- 

ure shows the edge of the object. Their coordinates are contained in arrays 
ListDotsX [O... ks] and ListDotsY[O... ks] for X and Y, accordingly. 

The advantage of this algorithm is that the movement of axial coordinate 

occurs less often than the change of edge points; therefore, the computational 

costs are reduced average by of 2-3 times and depends only on the complexity 

of the figure. 

4.3.3 Convex hull algorithm `Spider' 

As in the previous algorithm described, after binarization of image I(,,., c) We 
acquire a two dimensional binary representation of an object on the index map 
Ibin, (r, c) which has the same dimension as the initial image (1 corresponds to the 

presence of an edge or body of the object and 0 corresponds to the background 

of the image). Let us consider the task of obtaining the coordinates of a convex 
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Figure 4.14: C++ algorithm for Contour 

int ks=0; 
ListDotsX[0]=StartX; 
ListDotsY[0]=StartY; 
long DotX[9]={0, -1,0,1,1,1,0, -1, -1}; //Extension for wheel 
long DotY[9]={0, -1, -1, -1,0,1,1,1,0}; //surface from axle. 
int Ox=StartX; // Sets position of points `A' and `B'. 

int Oy=StartY+1; 
int ht, HaveToch=2; 
do { // Cycle while not return to initial coordinates 

for (nl=1; n1<=7; nl++){ // Cycle by surface of wheel 
ht=HaveToch+nl; 
if (ht>8) ht=ht-8; 
x1=0x+DotX[ht]; //Calculation the following coordinates 
yl=Oy+DotY[ht]; // for surface of wheel 
if (*(pp + xl*h + yi)==0){ //If 0 then movements the wheel 

Ox=x1; axle and calculation the following point of 
Oy=yl; tangency for wheel surface with object edge 
if((ht==1)II(ht==3)II(ht==5)II(ht==7)) HaveToch=ht+5; 
if((ht==2)II(ht==4)II(ht==6)II(ht==8)) HaveToch=ht+6; 
if (HaveToch>8) HaveToch=HaveToch-8; 
break; 

} 
if (*(pp + xl*h + yl)==1){ //If 1 than checking the 

if ((x1==StartX)k&(y1==StartY)) break; // initial 
ks=ks++; 
ListDotsX[ks]=x1; // conditions and saving the edge 
ListDotsY[ks]=y1; // coordinate of object 

} 
} while ((x1! =StartX)II(y1! =StartY)); 

Figure 4.15: Result of Contour Walk Algorithm 
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Figure 4.16: Obtaining coordinates for Convex hull 

polygon. This task is given in the MATLAB function `Qhull*. The algorithm 

applied in this thesis differs from that of MathWorks Inc one in terms of its 

simplicity, reliability and fast computation. The reason is that a number of 

cycles performed is limited and equal to the total border length of the object. 

The main idea can be presented in terms of a 'Spider', which creeps on a 

wall of the map and pulls behind itself a thread. This thread is attached to the 

object. At the `point of curvature' the thread stores the coordinates of the outer 

polygonal point. Thus, the path on the perimeter around the object provides the 

coordinates of all the outer polygonal points as shown in Figure 4.16. 

Let us consider the algorithmic solution of this task. For initial conditions we 

should select a position of a thread without bends. Clearly, this will he along oiie 

of four boundaries of the image. The direction of a detour and the selection of 

the initial conditions do not depend on to the aforementioned conditions. In the 

example considered here, the detour is clockwise and starts along the left vertical 

boundary of the image. The solution is shown in Figure 4.17. 

The presented algorithm is also useful for defining the geometrical location 

of separated points or objects. The algorithm successfully has been using the 

developed computer recognition system. The example of computing of the outer 

coordinates of a polygon and a detour over the object contours are presented in 

Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.17: C++ algorithm for Convex Hull 

{NListDotsX[02*((maxX-minX)+(maxY-minY))] //Creation list dots 
NListDotsY[02*((maxX-minX)+(maxY-minY))]}//of object bound 

ListDotsX[0]-StartX; // Sets the initial coordinates 
ListDotsY[0]-StartY; for other end of a thread 
int nc=0, x4, y4, Mx4, My4; 
double fi, cs, sn, step, r, RR, bz, sz; 
for(nt-O; nt<(2*((maxX-minX)+(maxY-minY))); nt++){//Begin creeps 

fi-atan2(NListDotsY[nt]-StartY,... around object 
NListDotsX[nt]-StartX); 

RR=sgrt(pow((NListDotsX[nt]-Startx), 2)+... 
+pow((NListDotsY[nt]-StartY), 2)); 

cs=cos(fi); 
on-sin(fi); 
if (fabs(sn)>fabs(cs)){ //Calculation the step length 

bz=fabs(sn); 

sz=fabs(cs); 
}else{ 

bz=fabs(cs); 
sz=fabs(sn); 

step=sgrt(pow(((sz*(1-bz))/bz). 2)+pow((1-bz). 2))+1; 
for (r=O; r<=RR; r+=step){ // Searching for all objects 

x4=ronnd((double)StartX + r*cs); //in way of thread 
y4-round((double)StartY + r*sn); 
if (*(ppg + x4*h + y4) _= 1){ 

Mx4=x4; saving last coordinate 
My4=y4; // in temporary variables 

} 
if (((Mx4! =StartX)&&(My4! =StartY)) II //Last dot check 

((Ma4==StartX)&&(Ma4==NListDotsX[nt])&&(Mx4! =NListDotsX[nt+1]))II 
((My4==StartY)&&(My4==NListDotsY[nt])&&(My4!. NListDotsY[at+1]))){ 

StartX-Mx4; // Assign new start coordinates 
StartY-My4; 
nc-nc++; 
ListDotsX[nc]eStartX; Saving list tops coordinates 
ListDotsY[nc]=StartY; // of polygon 
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Figure 4.18: Object with Contour and Convex Hull 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter is concerned with the development of algorithms for solving specific 

pattern recognition problems associated with the class of images considered in this 

thesis. These algorithms have been tested using MatLab and C++ environments 
for prototyping and numerical optimization respectively. 

The developed methods of recognition processing at each stage of the cal- 

culation have been compared to procedures realized in a modern mathematical 

package MatLab, publications in journals and the Internet. The comparative 

characteristic shows computing completeness, speed and compactness of these 

calculations. The latter consideration is very important in the realisation of a 

real time system. 

The algorithms considered in sections 4.1 4.2 represent a new algorithinic ap- 

proach for application in real time which can be optimised depending on equip- 

ment requirements. The algorithms considered in section 4.3 can be compiled on 

any PC platform under direct requirements of hardware. 

In complex structure medical tests, the filter 4.1 allows us to allocate zones of 
interest (segmentation) especially in case when there is partial contact, one (-ell 
to another. The problem is very complex and there are no unified methods. The 

operating tests show good results. Applying a technique of calculation Fractal 

Dimension using the approach discussed in Section 4.2 provides better accuracy 
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for parameter calculation. The filter 4.3.1 allocates those parts of the object in 

which the edge is blurred, that in turn allows for precise determination of the 

edge of an object. The algorithm submitted in section 4.3.2 has no analogues and 

correctly and quickly walks around a contour of an object with any complexity. 
The filter is realised compactly and can be easy manufactured in any hardware. 

The result of this filter is the consecutive list of coordinates of an object's edge. 
The algorithm 4.3.3 has the general basis with the Convex Hull but differs is 

compactness and speed that allows it to be implemented in any hardware. 

In the following chapter all the processes required for the complete pattern 

recognition problem in terms of system specification are presented. 
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Chapter 5 

Process of Object Recognition 

The image processing tasks are not of high for the human. For machine vision 

systems, the processing of a video sequence in real time still remains an unsolved 

problem. Although computers can `see', they do not have a fully compatible 

model for explaining the processes of viusal image comprehension. 

Suppose we have an image which is given by a set of brightness values I [x, y] 

and it contains some object described by a set S= {S1, S2,, Sn}. It is then 

necessary to define a sample, which is somewhat close to this object. This task can 
be reduced to the construction of some function determining a degree of proximity 

of the object and a sample. Recognition is the process of comparing individual 

features against some pre-established template subject to a set of conditions and 
tolerances. The process of recognition commonly takes place in four definable 

stages: 

(i) image acquisition and filtering; 

(ii) object location (with edge detection); 

(iii) measurement of object parameters; 

(iv) object class estimation. 

We now consider the common aspects of each step, which details are discussed in 
the following sections providing design features and their implementation together 

with their advantages, disadvantages and proposals for final solution. 

Image acquisition depends on the technology that is best suited for integra- 
tion with the particular application. For pattern recognition in histopathology, 
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high fidelity digital images are required for image analysis their resolution is de- 

termined by the microscope used for human inspection. Line scan cameras are 

suitable with surface inspection system. The colour images are, in general, rela- 

tively noise free they are digitized using a standard CCD camera and stored in a 
file. 

5.1 Dualism in the localization tasks and object 
identification of an image 

The majority of tasks needed for the analysis of video information include a search 
for some samples (one or several) on an image (task of localization) or search for 

a sample, most close to a given fragment of the image (task of identification), 

i. e. the task of image recognition. The task of localization and identification are 
indissolubly connected. For recognition of an object it is necessary at first to 
find out an appropriate image field and then to find out the object, which must 
be defined in terms of a set of features belonging to required object. In most 
simple cases the total task can be reduced only to identification and localization. 
For example, by applying a procedure of identification to each area of the image 

sequentially it is possible to find out the position of an object which provides an 
identification region. By sequential search all possible samples on the image it is 

possible to find out what samples are present on the image. However in practice 
it is generally not possible to use similar approaches. Object analysts typically 

use transformations of pattern that provide more convenient data for driving a 
`search engine'. 

Let us consider two types of transformation which are invariant and paramet- 

ric. The invariance transforms the image and converts it to some set of properties, 
which are invariant to a position of object. The task of localization in this case 
disappears. The parametric property transfers the data from a `dot map' to its 

representation in a space of `object parameters'. In this space, each object of the 

map will be given by a unique point, which coordinates are the object parameters 
values. As the task of searching and identification of a point in a discrete space 
is trivial, the task of recognition is reduced to the selection of an appropriate 
transformation. 
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5.2 Methods of the Object Recognition 

5.2.1 Straight Line Method 

The straight line method consists of calculating some function of a pointwise 

coincidence between the map of the object and the image together with search for 

maximum of this function correspond they to the closest object pair or sample. In 

terms of `similarity function', this method can be represented as a sum of square 
deviations, a sum of the modulus of deviations or as a pair sum of multiplications 

of values of brightness (function of the greatest transparency) and others. The 

first two similarity functions compute the `smallness' of a functional pair; instead 

of searching for a maximum it is necessary to search for a minimum. 

Since not all fragments of an object are equally important for recognition, 
a broadly distributed functional evaluation matched with weighted coefficients 

can be undertaken on separate parts. Appropriate similarity functions can be 

used as a sum of the weighted squares of deviations, a sum of the weighted 
modules of deviations and the sum of the weighted multiplication of pairs of 
brightness values. The correct selection of weight coefficients are important in 
the field of identification. They can be calculated from a given set of samples. 
The common application for weighted comparisons occurs in the field of artificial 
neural networks. The advantage of usage of neural networks, bearing in mind 
their high efficiency, lies in the capability of introducing a flexible set of weights 
during operation (training system). This property becomes especially important, 
if a set is based on a non-stationary model, which varies in time while it is 

extended and updated. 

The main disadvantage of point wise matching relates to the tasks considered 
here in this chapter. If the required object does not coincide completely with the 
image, then it is required to localize the object and to determine its coordinates, 
orientation, scale, brightness and so on, accurately separating it from the back- 

ground, shadows, from overlap by other objects and to take into account invisible 
fragments of the object. Further more, all this must be accomplished using an 
acceptable pixel accuracy. 
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5.2.2 Correlation Methods 

There are several ways of overcoming the complexities discussed above. The first 

one is related to the evaluation of coincidence function for all probable status 

of an object. The most popular method is the so-called correlative - extreme 

approach. This approach utilises the property of cross-correlation function in 

terms of the sample brightness, where the function has a maximum at the point 

of coincidence between the object and sample. The cross-correlation function is 

calculated for all permissible positions of the object in the image plane and a 

search is undertaken for the maximum value of this function. The value of the 

maximum gives the information on the range in similarity between the object 
and the sample, and also the location the cross-correlation of maximum provides 
the position of the object in the image plane. The advantage of the correlative 

- extreme approach is in its simplicity and high reliability. For this reason this 

method has found a wide range of applications, where it can be considered as 
the most reliable method for registering the position of a control object in re- 
ceived map of a physical field (e. g. visible images, distribution of altitudes and 
depth, intensity of a gravitational field etc. ). The disadvantages of this method 
are related with thier excessive computational complexity. The main reason is 

connected with a cross-correlation function especially when it does not allow us 
to define the position of a maximum analytically. The method is not very effi- 
cient when required to specify the orientation and scale of an object, and also due 
to its sensitivity to changes in the brightness and reflectivity of an object. The 
outline and different applications of the correlative - extreme method is surveyed 
in [37,961. 

5.2.3 Application of the Invariant Property 

Another approach to recognition is based on excluding the use of pointwise match- 
ing processes and transforming the characteristics of an object to a more con- 
venient form before application of an appropriate matching process. This must 
ideally include a set of properties that are invariant to any geometrical transfor- 
mations. Such invariant properties allow us to cancel any misalignment between 

an object and sample that may be related by different brightness and contrast, 
to overcome any uncertainty between position and orientation of an object and 
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to cancel influence of the background and other objects. 

Invariant feature extraction methods are divided into two classes: analytical 

and geometrical. Analytical methods are related to an analytical function from 

which the brightness values of isolated points of the image may be extracted. 
The statistical moments of the first and second orders are examples of elemen- 

tary analytic invariant solutions to the displacement problem for example. It is 

easy to conceive this in terms of the expectation that the brightness of points 
(mean brightness) does not depend on the position of an object in the image 

plane. The same is true for dispersion, which plays an important role in image 

contrast. Further, an object can be characterized by a set of autocorrelation co- 

efficients, which are also invariant to displacement. We can also apply rotational 

and scale invariant techniques based on computing second order moments after 
transformation an image to the polar plane. Analytical invariant methods have 

found applications in problems concerning pattern recognition in neural networks 
for which are considered in [80,21 for example. 

Geometrical invariance is usually attributed to relationships between geomet- 

rical characteristics of an object that do not change the positions of objects of 
a particular class. Elementary examples of geometric invariance to shifting and 

rotation include the area and perimeter of an object. The selection of geometrical 
invariant properties depends on the type of object considered. For example, if it 

is required to find out on an image a flat detail having two `holes' for features 

that invariant to position, it is convenient to take the central distance between 

the holes. Wide applications in the task of analyzing video scenes involve such 
invariance in terms of the ratio of the linear dimensions of projections which are 
invariant to the full group of affine transforms; this is particularly important in 

the analysis of projections of three-dimensional scenes in an image plane [35]. For 

example in the use of geometrical invariance in technical vision is considered . 
In general, it is much easier to compute analytical invariance. However, their 

is an open problem in terms of the influence on a background. For geometrical in- 

variance, the problem of influence on a background with composite texture is less 

clear. Geometrical invariance requires the computation of object representation 
in terms of a set of parameters characterizing geometrical primitives. An addi- 
tion problem concerns with the sensitivity of geometrical invariant parameters to 

noise. 
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5.2.4 Geometrical Primitives 

An approach that deserves special attention is concerned with the preliminary 
transformation of an image into a set of geometrical primitives - lines, circles, 
bars, angles, figures and other specific features. The image analysis is in two 

principal steps. The first step is concerned with transformation of a dot map 
into a set of interdependent geometrical figures (vectors). An analysis of the se- 
lected geometrical properties is then made for example via a correlative - extreme 

method. 

A geometrical representation gives some essential advantages. A geometrical 
description provides a more convenient form of analysis compared with a set of 

points. It typically requires significantly less processing time which is important 
for real time applications. Geometrical objects can be passed in terms of image 

contours and therefore depend only on the form of a contour and the difference of 

colour inside and outside a given figure and do not depend on absolute luminance. 

This helps to eliminate the problem of background influence. A description of 

an image in terms of geometrical figures allows the restoration of hidden object 
segments which are otherwise distorted due to overlap by neighboring features 

or shading. The principal complexity of this approach consists of selection of the 

geometrical representation. It should completely describe the form of an object 
at any probable operational conditions. On the other hand, it should be simple 
enough to implement in real-time mode. There is no general purpose solution of 
the problem discussed above. In majority of practical cases, the use is made of 
`binding' a geometrical form to any particular type of object within some context 
that an application permits. However, for many applications involving objects of 
a fuzzy form, such an approach is unacceptable. 

The wide applications that involve the analysis of a set of geometrical primi- 
tives can often be solved using a method based on the generalized Hough trans- 
formation [15]. The main idea of such a transformation consists in representing 
elementary fragments of a contour in terms of some point in a space of parameters 
of an afline transformation group. The main task is then to search for this point 
(i. e. search for the maximum in the array of possible values). The disadvantage 

of this method is the same as discussed earlier. It is necessary to have a priori 
information on the shape of the object. This approach traditionally focuses on 
linear object features - sections and straight lines. Such features are universal 
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and occur in many natural images and are simple and immediate to extract. The 

use of linear feature recognition for motion definition, for example, along with 
other applications are addressed in [32,78]. There are two principal problems 
with this approach. First, the design of an algorithms for line extraction requires 
high possess efficiency and adequate accuracy. Second, such algorithms used for 

the comparison of sections require very high output accuracy. 

5.3 Implemented Approach to Object Recogni- 

tion 

The present solution detects objects by computer analysis from physical objects. 
The procedure of object detection is performed at the segmentation stage and 
should be adjusted for the each area of application. The recognition algorithm 
then makes a decision using a knowledge database and outputs a result by sub- 
scribing objects. The `expert data' in the application field creates the knowledge 
database by using the supervised training system with a number of model objects. 

The recognition process is illustrated in Figure 5.1, a process that includes the 

following steps: 

1. Image Acquisition and Filtering 
A physical object is digitized and transferred into memory, e. g. the current 
image acquisition hardware available on the market for cervical disease 
which is compared in Table 6.3. The image is filtered to reduce noise and 
to remove unnecessary features such as light flecks. 

2. Special 'Transform or Edge Detection 
The image f�l, n is transformed into to identify regions of interests 
and provide an input dataset for the segmentation and feature detection 
operations. This transform avoids the use of edge detection filters which 
proved to be highly unreliable in the present application. 

3. Segmentation 
The image {fm, } is segmented into individual objects { fif 

.,, 
to perform a separate analysis of each region. The phase includes such 
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operations as thresholding, morphological analysis, edge or contour trac- 
ing(section 4.3.2) and the convex hull method(section 4.3.3). 

4. Feature Detection 

Feature vectors {xk}, {xk},... are computed from the object images 
{ f, l, 

z n}, 
{ f, 2"'n}, 

... and corresponding { fylyan}, { fmn}, 
.... The features are 

numeric parameters that characterize the object. The vector consists of a 

number of geometrical, fractal and statistical features in 1 and 2 dimensions. 

1D features correspond to the border of object (cell, nucleus or cytoplasm) 

whereas 2D features relate to the surface within or/and around the object. 

5. Decision Making 

This involves assigning a probability to a predefined set of classes (e. g. for 

cervical diseases Tables 6.1 and 6.2). Probability theory and Fuzzy Logic 
have been applied to estimate the class probability vectors {pJ1}, {p, 2 }, 

... 
from object feature vectors {xk}, {x k}, 

.... The fundamental problem of 
the project was to establish a quantitative relationship between features 

and class probabilities: 

{p; } _, r({xk}). 
A `decision' is the estimated class of object coupled with the probabilistic 
accuracy. 

5.3.1 Special Transform 

A special transform (filter) is applied to the image before the segmentation and 
feature detection processes. This transform provides a good response to the 
features of particular interest i. e. cells and cell clusters. It can be considered to 
be a local lacunarity (section 3.3.4) computed using a moving window. In one 
dimension x, the transform of degree k>0 is given by 

f(x, ) k 
f () 

, 

ý00 

\I f (xa)9 (x" - x', Q) 
äx-" dx fý: ' 

l 

where g(x, a) is a smoothing function (defining the moving window) such as 
s 

v 2ire 
'. 
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Figure 5.1: Recognition process 
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Degree k defines the filter sensitivity to irregularities and typically lies between 

1 and 3. For two dimensions, we can write 

z=(x, y), z'=(x', y'), ! z-zhI_ (x-x')2+(y-2J')2, 

and 
i 

k(Z) °° f (Z, ) 
-1l 

k 
9(jz' - Zj, a) dz' ff 

z" 9 z"-Z'I U)dz"I / 
(5.2) 

In the discrete case, the transform can be approximated as 

1 rn'2+nr2<R2 
k To 

'-1 

. 
fmk, 

n -N m'2 n/2<R2 
9m'-m, nl-n [ými 

Rm' 
n' 

mf-0, nß=0 NE Li nn=0 

(5.3) 

where R is the finite window radius and N= irR2 is the number of points in 

window. The typical value of R for 40 x magnification slides is 20 - 50. 

5.3.2 Segmentation 

Segmentation is implemented by adaptive thresholding and morphological anal- 

ysis. The adaptive image threshold is given by 

T. =2 
(min(maxf(xY)) 

- (max f (xº y))v) + (mxax f (x, y)) , 

Ty =2 
(min(maxf(xY)) 

- max f (x, y))z) + (max f (x, y))x, 

T., 
T= 

Ty, 

Tx > TV, 

otherwise, 
(5.4) 

where ("),, and ("), are the means within column x and row y, respectively. This 

approach is an original solution for the most significant image object. So if an 
object covers the large space on the image then this filter is the fastest compact 
solution. For example, in the skin cancer application, there is preliminary infor- 

mation based on the fact that there is just one object on the image (Figure 6.9). 
In order to get a clear boundary, the morphological analysis selects objects with 
a predefine area. 
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5.3.3 List of Computed Features 

Features describe the object state on an image and provides the input for the 
decision making engine (Figure 5.1). They are computed in the spatial domains 

of the original image If m, n} and transformed image If 
m, n}. Also, features are 

extracted from different colour channels such as red (R), green(G) and blue (B) 

captured by the CCD array. 

The following features or their derivatives are used in the recognition system: 

Average Lacunarity Ak determines the roughness of the object area. A typical 

value of lacunarity degree k is 2. The average lacunarity is obtained directly 
from the transformed image: 

I 
fm, 

n Ak = ým'n` -1k 

where 
\p(m, n) -N Pm, n 

(m, n)ES 

is the average inside the N-pixel area of the object S. 

Average Gradient G describes how the intensity changes when scanning from 
the object center to the border. The object gradient is obtained with the 
least squares method in polar coordinates: 

NEJ: rm, n. 
fm, 

n-1: 
1: 1: Efm, 

n 
(m, n)ES (m, n)ES (m, n)ES 

9= 2, 

NLErm, 
n- 

(1: 
E rm, n 

(m, n)ES (m, n)ES 

where N is the number of object pixels and rm, n is the distance between 
(m, n) and the center (m', n'): 

rm, n = (rn 
- m')2 + (n - n')2. 

The centers (m', n') correspond to local maximums of within the clus- 
ter. The cluster gradient is the average of object gradients: 

G= 

where iEI is the object index. 
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Colour Composites T and TD characterise the relationship between R, G 

and B layers of the transformed image. The triangle incircle formula 

/(s-a)(s-b)(s-c) 1 
rincircle(a, bý c) =sIs=2 (a +b+ c) 

is applied to `colour triangle' R-G-B so the pixel colour composite is ob- 

tained 

Vm, n = rincircle(a, b, c) 

with 

a-fm, n? 

b- fm 
, n, 

fm, 
n+ 

and VD = r; ncjrcle(a, b, c) with 

xc a- ýfm, 
n - fm, 

nýý 

fm, 
nI + 

Ifm, 
n - fm, 

nl- 

The average colour composites are 

T= (vm, 
n)(m, n)ES, 

TD = (vm, 
n)(m, n)ES" 

Fourier Dimension 3 determines the roughness and frequency characteristics 
of the object. It represents a measure for textures 4.2. The Fourier di- 

mension describes a fractal image signal with the power spectrum of the 
form 

P2(kx, kv) = cl k1 -0, 

where IkI = 
F(k. 2 -+k, 2, ) is the spatial frequency and c is a constant. 
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Lacunarity (Gap Dimension) Ak characterizes the way the `gaps' are dis- 

tributed in the signal 3.3.4. The gap dimension is, roughly speaking, the 

number of light or dark spots in the image. It is defined for the given degree 

k by 

Ak 
(fm") - 11 

where (fm, n) =NE fm, n. denotes the mean value. In the present version, 

an average of local lacunarities of the degree k=2 is measured in the 

spatial and frequency domains. 

Symmetry Features S, a and M are estimated by morphological analysis in 

3D space (X, Y- spatial coordinates, Z- intensity). A symmetry feature 

S,, is measured for a given degree of symmetry n (currently n= {2,4}). 

This value shows the deviation from the perfectly symmetric object, i. e. 
S,, is close to zero when the object is symmetric and Sn >0 otherwise. 
Feature Al describes the fluctuation of mass centres of points with different 

intensities; M=0 for symmetric objects and M>0 otherwise. 

Structure ry provides an estimation of the 2D curvature of the object: 

ry < 0, if the mole bulging is less than a threshold, 

ry = 0, if the mole has the standard bulging, 

'y > 0, if the mole has a higher level of bulging. 

Geometrical Features include minimum Rmin and maximum radius R,,, of 
the object (or ratio Rma. /Rmin), object area S, object perimeter P (or 

ratio S/P2), coefficient of infill S/SR, where SR is the area of bounding 

circle. 

5.3.4 Object Recognition Process 

In order to characterize an object, the system has to know its mathematical 
representation. In this section the list of object features is considered. This 

set of features has been used to create an image of the object in the `electronic 
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Figure 5.2: Architecture of Diagnostic Computational System 

mind'. The basis for this area of application is the textural feature but for some 

objects, the Euclidian or morphological measure is also very important. In the 

case of a general application, all objects are represented by a list of parameters for 

implementation of supervised learning (section 5.3.5) in which the Fizzy Logic 

system automatically adjusts the weight coefficients for the remaining features. 

The methods developed represent the principal contribution of this Thesis to 

pattern recognition based on Fractal Geometry, Fuzzy Logic and the inipleiuen- 

tation of a fully automatic recognition scheme. The recognition procedure uses 

the decision making rule from Fuzzy Logic theory 3.4. 

Decision Making 

The class probability vector p= {pj} is estimated from the object, feature 

vector x= {xi} EX and membership functions mi(x) defined in the knowledge 

database. If mi(x) is a membership function, the following equation defines the 

probability for each j-th class and i-th feature: 

pj(xi) = max Ixe x;, i I 
mj(xj. i)] 

and the weight coefficient matrix gives: wj = wj, i where Qj is the distribut, ioii 
density of value xj in the point x;, of the membership function. The next, step is 

to compute the mean class probability: 

(p) _ý Wjl)j 
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where the distance from the mean probability selects the class associated with 
the result 

P(. 7)=min[(P9-ww-(P))? 0] (5.5) 

giving the result for Decision Making of the j-th class. The weight coefficient 
is adjusted during the learning stage of the algorithm. The method of decision 

making considered here, represents a weighing-density minimax expression. The 

estimation of the decision accuracy is achieved by using the density and distance 
function: 

di = IXamax 
- Xii13 + (Umnx(Xomax) 

- Pj(Xi))3 

with an accuracy determined by 

N 

P= wjpj - wjpJ7 dz (5.6) 
E=Z 

5.3.5 Supervised Learning Process 

The supervised learning procedure is the most important part of the system for 

operation in automatic recognition mode. The training set of sample objects 
should cover all ranges of class characteristics and with a uniform distribution 
along the universe of the membership function. This rule should be taken into 
account for all classes participating in training. 

The expert is then in a corresponding field which defines the class and accuracy 
for each model object. The accuracy is the level of self confidence that this object 
belongs to the given class. The graphical user interface of the training procedure is 
shown in Figure 6.11. During this procedure the system computes and memorizes 
into the knowledge database, a vector of values of parameters x= {xi} EX which 
forms the membership function mj(x). The matrix of weight factors wj, i is formed 
at this stage accordingly for the i-th parameter and j-th class using the following 

expression: 

wi, i =1- (p4, 
j (4) - (P4,. i (X+, 

j ))) pz, j (X j) (5.7) 
k=l 
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The result of the weight matching procedure is that all parameters which have 

been computed and have not made any contribution into characteristic set of an 

object should be removed from the decision making algorithm by putting wj, i to 

null. 

5.4 Summary 

The methods discussed in the previous sections are typical of classical algorithms. 
They are rather prodigal from the computing point of view and using them to 

create a system working in real time is not usually possible. The applications 

considered in this thesis have required a symbiosis of the parametric representa- 
tion of an object and its geometrical invariant properties. In comparison with 

existing methods, the approach adopted has the following advantages: 

Speed of operation. The developed approach uses a restricted set of param- 

eters on a visible object instead of a representation using a large set of points. 
This provides a considerably higher operational speed in comparison with existing 
schemes, especially with composite tasks, where the large majority of methods 
discussed previously require object separation. Note that, the approach consid- 
ered here requires time computation of the object parameters from an initial 
image. 

Accuracy. The methods constructed for the analysis of sets of geometrical 
primitives are, in general, more precise. Because the parameters are material 
values, which are not connected to an orthogonal grid, it is possible to design 
different transformations (shifts, rotational displacements and scaling) without 
any significant loss of accuracy compared with a set of pixels. On the other 
hand, the overall accuracy of a method will be influenced considerably by the 

accuracy of a procedure to extract the required geometrical tags. Generally, the 

accuracy of a method will be always lower, than, for example, classical correlative 

- extreme methods because of a padding error arising during the extraction of 
a parameter set. However, by using precise parametrization structures based on 
fractals, remarkably good results are obtained. 

Reliability. The proposed approach relies first and foremost on the reliabil- 
ity of the extraction procedure used to establish the geometrical and parametric 
properties of objects, which, in turn, depends on the quality of the image; princi- 
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pally in terms of the quality of their contours. It should be noted, that the image 

quality is a common problem in any visual system and that in conditions of poor 

visibility all systems fail. 

An additional feature of the developed approach considered in this thesis, is 

that the sub-products of the image processes can be utilised for the tasks that are 

related to image analysis such as a search for objects in a field of view, objects 
identification, maintaining an object in a view field, optical correction of a view 

point and many others. There are a number of tasks involving the relative motion 

of an object with respect to another object or with respect to background. The 

developed method can be also applied for collisions avoidance task. 

Among the characteristic disadvantages of the considered approach, should be 

noted: 

(i) The method requires a considerable number of different calculations to be 

performed and appropriate hardware requirements are therefore mandatory. 

(ii) The accuracy of the method is intimately connected with the required com- 
puting speed. An increase in accuracy can be achieved but may be inade- 

quate to the computing costs. 

It is a difficult problem to acquire a template of samples in real life conditions with 
a uniform distribution along the membership functions. Even with the presence 
of a large number of training objects which are non-uniformly distributed on the 
membership function, it is impossible to reach an accurate recognition. 

The original approach to the decision making problem proposed in this section 
includes the following important steps: 

(i) The estimation of the density distribution is given accurately for the original 
samples in the membership function of the supervised learning process at 
the recognition mode which improves the quality of the recognition in real 
life conditions. 

(ii) Special pre-filtering procedures provide a good response to the required 
features of the object without generating noise. 

(iii) Special segmentation procedures efficiently select only those objects re- 
quired. 
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(iv) Computation of the average Lacunarity helps to characterize some `difficult' 

features (in terms of their classification) associated with the object. 

The proposed integrated approach provides a complete suite of tools for pat- 
tern recognition an combination with supervised learning and fuzzy logic criteria. 
In the following chapter, we consider the implementation of our approach for ap- 

plications that include, surface detection for evaluation and quality control, the 

detection of skin cancer and an early applications system for the evaluation of 

cervical smear images. 
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Chapter 6 

Applications of the Developed 

Diagnostic System 

6.1 Surface Inspection System 

New technology for the production of high quality metals needs surface inspection 

quality control. A quality control system is required for several tasks such as: 

screening defected products, monitoring the manufactures process, sorting infor- 

mation for different applications and product certification for end customers. The 

system discussed here was developed for the Novolipetck Iron and Still Corpora- 

tion in Russia. The program model was tested with images captured at rolling 

mill 2000. 

6.1.1 Data Description in Surface Inspection 

Digital images were taken from real metal surface in standard conditions using the 

same resolution as derived from a moving roll using line scan cameras. This data 

were saved into a data base in standard grey-scale format with 8bit dynamic 

range. The data base was generated using a Microsoft SQL Server for several 
users. 

The block - schema on picture 6.1 shows the configuration of the system. 
This schema presents the whole process of the surface inspection system. The 
line scan camera works like a CCD scanner and acquires an image of the metal 
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Figure 6.1: Configuration of surface inspection system 

surface on a line-by-line basis. The light source in not shown because it depends 

on camera requirements. The hardware 'Microscan' controller is composed of a 

small frame and makes the decision in real time. The image and its parameters 

are transmitted to the main PC which makes macro decisions for large objects. 
Eventually, the picture of a defect goes to the data base where information on a 

current product is stored. 

After recognition (section 5.3.4), the result can be stored using the same 
Database table. The user can check the location of a defect on a roll and in- 

spect the location dimensions and recognition result. The system was designed 

for six classes of defect: 

1) Not metallic pats 

2) Shrunken leaf 

3) CuspiIlg 

4) File mark 

5) Clevage crack 

6) Tear 

Supervised training (section 5.3.5) of the system utilizes upto 17 sanlples of 
each class. Approximately 15-20 objects were used for estimating the results 
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Figure 6.2: Defects: Scale, Clevage crack, Cusping 

of a recognition on each class. The result were marked by 75-85%, recognition 

accuracy. 

6.1.2 Example 

We consider a typical task associated with the recognition system. For visualiza- 

tion, we take two parameters and three simples defects. through which training 

of the system is based, an overview of the process using the knowledge database 

with defect properties being given. Let is consider the defect images of Scale, 

Clevage crack and Cusping which are shown in a Figure 6.2. It is experimental 

program has been developed on NlatLab Figure 6.6 use the real pictures in off-line 

mode. 

The Wiener filter is applied to the image after loading. The edge detection 

algorithm is then applied for the boundaries determination of defects. In this 

application in order to save commutation time I used simple Sobel filter which 
has been shown in chapter 3. Then Object location algorithm has been applied. 
At this stage is used simple distance function algorithm. The list of computation 

parameters surveyed in chapter 5. 

For visual exposition on the output of the recognition engine, two parameters 

will be used: the fractal dimension and the convexity factor. The system is then 

trained, the supervised learning process being described previously 5.3.5. In the 

learning process, the system stores the membership function. The membership 
functions, for both parameters and the three defects considered are given in Figure 

6.3 and 6.4. 

The horizontal axis displays the universe values. On the vertical axis are 
displayed values relating to the accuracy of the recognition established by the 

expert (in this cases, a metallurgist) during the training session on the basis of 
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his/her knowledge on the nature of defect. The final stage concerns the decision 

making process discussed in Section 2.5. 

We now consider a new sample, belonging to one of three groups: Scale. Cle- 

vage crack or Cusping and undertake the same operations as those made (hiring 

the training session. In summary, it is necessary to activate the "Search" buttoiº. 

The system then finds the object, computes its fractal dimension which in this 

case is 2.58 and the convexity factor (0.69). The degree of confidence determined 

by all the parameters functions is displayed in Figure 6.5. 

We compute the degree of confidence for each class: 
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Figure 6.5: Precision definition 
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Figure 6.6: Result of object recognition system with the surface inspection 

(Scale)=0.27+0.87=1.14 

(C usping) =0.46+0.42=0.88 

(Clevage crack)=0+0=0 

The maximum of these values characterizes that class, to which the given 
image corresponds. In the example given, the output is "Scale". 

Industrial systems with many reference classes, if it is possible to apply why 

utillise scaling factors for each of the computed parameters in conformity with a 

measure of influence (weight coefficient) on a parameter for a class definition. 

Observing the images of defects obtained through different frame grabbers 

and with the different system display utilities a range of acceptable results are 
obtained. For image standardization and correction use was made of Adobe Pho- 

toshop 5.5 package. Under identical systems conditions and image acquisition, 
the dispersion in accuracy of the system does not exceed 5. This is it uiiique 

system and at present, there are no automatic recognition system of this type on 
the market. 
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6.2 Cervical Smear Diagnosis 

The cervix is an important site for pathological studies, particularly in women 
of reproductive age. It protects the uterine cavity from intrusion of pathogenic 

micro-organisms, promotes the movement of spermatozoa to the ovule and holds 

a fetus in the uterus at pregnancy. 

The conventional study of cellular structures on stained glass slides for cyto- 
logical reporting is a routine procedure for the early detection of pre-carcinoma 

conditions. Visual inspection allows an estimate to be made of the state of the 

cervix and a diagnosis to be developed based on the cytological pattern observed 

providing an adequate specimen is available. 

Worldwide, approximately 471,000 women are diagnosed with invasive carci- 
noma of the cervix each year and 233,000 die from the disease. Cervical cancer 
is among the most common female cancers in many countries in the developing 

world. In the United Kingdom it is ranked eleventh for women. During 1998 just 

over 3,200 new cases of invasive cervical cancer were diagnosed in the UK, and in 
2000 the disease caused 1,250 deaths. Mortality from cervical cancer continues to 
decrease, while incidence in the UK has decreased since the late 1980s. Sexually 
transmitted infection by certain strains of the human papillomavirus is the major 
cause of cervical cancer; smoking has also been linked to the disease (see Cancer 
Research Statistical Report attached). 

Cervical cancer is preceded by a precancerous condition called CIN, cervical 
intraepithelial neoplasia, which can be easily treated if detected. Therefore it is 
important to identify CINs by screening women. The screening test is called a 
cervical smear. A nurse or doctor takes a small sample of cells from the surface of 
your cervix and spreads them onto a glass slide. The material is fixed in alcohol. 
When it reaches the lab, the slide is stained by papanicolou method and then put 
under a microscope. The cells are examined and any abnormal ones reported. 

Four million cervical smears are taken annually in the UK and fifty million in 
USA. One of the diagnostic problems is that on about one fifth of the borderline 
preparations actually show severe disease on referral and biopsy. Overall there 
is a 50% ̀ failure' rate of detecting significant disease within borderline cases. In 
addition there is a 50% ̀ failure' of detecting significant decease within negative 
cases. The reasons vary from the skill in taking the smear, the actual prepara, - 
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tion of the slide and then the sequential reading of the slide in the diagnostic 

laboratory. 

At present, the actual reading of the slide is performed manually. It typi- 

cally takes 8-10 minutes for a cytothologist to screen a slide and involves up to 
300 movements of a microscope over the slide. This approach not only takes 

time but also inevitably cannot guarantee consistent and accurate results. Many 

borderline results are generated. This stage might be significantly improved by 

employing image analysis and object recognition techniques. Unlike a subjective 

assessment of the cytothologist, this approach will provide a reliable, consistent 

and quantitative estimation of CINs and other abnormalities. 

Liquid Based Cytology 

The NHS screening programme is to bring in a new way of preserving the 

cells taken in smear tests. It is called liquid based cytology (LBC). The nurse 
collects the cells from the cervix in the same way as PAP smear, but using a very 
small brush instead of a spatula. The head of the brush is broken off directly 
into a small pot of liquid, instead of putting the cells straight onto a slide. This 
is better at preserving the cervical cells and so the results of the smear test are 
more reliable. At the moment, about 1 in 12 PAP smears have to be done again 
because they can't be read properly. This causes a lot of anxiety for women. 
With LBC, far fewer smears will have to be repeated. 

There are 3 pilot hospitals already using LBC in England, in Bristol, Newcastle 

and Norwich. It could take up to 5 years for LBC to be brought in throughout 
the UK because all the lab technicians and all those taking smears will have to 
be trained to use it. 

The present recognition system is being designed to read LBC slides. 

6.2.1 Classes of Cervical Cells 

There are two main types of cervical cancer 

" Squamous cell cancer 

9 Adenocarcinoma 
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Table 6.1: Classification of Cells 

Medesine I Bathesda 2001 

Normal Sq 
Normal Sq 

Normal Sq 

LSIL 
HSIL 

HSIL 

Invasive Sq 

Normal squamous cells 
Atypical squamous cells -'undetermined significance' 
(ASC-US) 

Atypical squamous cells -'cannot exclude high grade 
disease' (ASC-H) 

Low grade squamous intra-epithelial lesion (LSIL) 

High grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL) - 
CIN2 

High grade squamous intra-epithelial lesion (HSIL) - 
CIN3 
Invasive squamous carcenoma 

They are named after the type of cell that becomes cancerous. Squamous cells 

are the flat skin-like cells that cover the surface of the cervix. Squamous cell 

cancer is the most common type of cervical cancer. 

Adenocarcinoma cells are glandular cells that produce mucus. The cervix 
has these glandular cells along the inside of the passageway that runs from the 

cervix to the womb (the endocervical canal). Adenocarcinoma is a cancer of these 

cell types. It is less common than squamous cell cancer, but has become more 

commonly recognised in recent years. Only about one in five to one in ten cases of 

cervical cancer are adenocarcinoma. Adenocarcinoma is associated with a similar 

precancerous phase. It is treated in the same way as squamous cell cancer of the 

cervix. For more information see CancerStats Cervical cancer UK attached. 

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 explains the relationship between Medesine and Bathesda 

2001 classifications. The first class represents normal cells and the last one are 
malignant (cancerous) cells. Intermediate classes represent different degrees of 
abnormalities; it is important to detect these as well. Medesine classification is 

simplified because, unlike Bathesda 2001, it provides a fuzzy estimation of class 
membership, which gives a better description of the cell state. 

An additional class Exudate is defined to described irrelevant structures on 
slides. 
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Medesine I Bathesda 2001 

Normal GI 

Normal Cl 

Normal Gl 
AIS 
Invasive Adeno 

Normal glandular cells 
Atypical glandular cells (AGC) - endocx/endom/not 
specified 
Atypical glandular cells (AGC) - favour neoplasia 
Adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS) 

Adenocarcinoma 

With current techniques, all cervical smear tests are examined by 'screeners' 

who have only a few minutes per slide. This means that the screening is done 

at low magnification and high speed so it is not surprising that mistakes can be 

made. The 'screeners' look for abnormal variations in the ratio of the size of 
the nucleus relative to the size of the cell, as well as other markers of diseased 

tissue. When they identify suspect areas of the slide they mark these with a felt 

tip pen and pass them on for further inspection. These slides are then looked 

at by 'checkers' who have more experience and examine the slide more carefully 
and at higher magnification. If they are not satisfied that `all is well', then they 

pass the suspect slides to a cytopathologist for further, more detailed analysis and 
diagnosis. Even at this final stage, mistakes can be made as each slide is prepared 
differently and it is common for cells to overlie each other, compounding the 

problem of accurate diagnosis further. New techniques that using cytocentrifuge 
preparations may overcome this last problem but have yet to be introduced in 

general. 

One of the major criteria of assessing whether a cell is pre-malignant or ma, - 
lignant is the ratio of the size of the nucleus of the cell compared with that of 
the whole cytoplasm - the nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio. The rapid identification of 
variations in these ratios enables 'checkers' to quickly and more accurately de- 

termine if there are abnormalities by examining cells that are located in a small 
area. To estimate the condition of the cells, the cytologist typically makes upto 
300 slide movements over a period of 8-10 minutes on a desk microscope and may 
consequently miss many_ important features. This approach not only takes time 
but inevitably can not guarantee consistent and accurate estimates of the condi- 
tion of the cells. With an increasing number. of screening projects taking place 
together with the variability of different preparations, diagnostic errors can lead 
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to a number of fatalities due to false negatives and lack of appropriate treatment 

in the early stages of cervical cancer. 

At present, there are no commercial or experimental systems available for the 

automatic identification and classification of tissue cells without human participa- 
tion. Obtaining results from cytology diagnostics in real time with a robust least 

error criterion is a widespread and important problem for screening the cervix 

uteri. The automatic coloring (staining) and scanning of the material creates 

preconditions in designing an algorithm and technical devices for the automatic 
identification and classification in cytopathology. A key point is to identify and 

classify the condition of the cell nuclei using a suitable recognition process. 

There are about 3000 new cases of cervical cancer diagnosed each year in 
England and Wales, leading to about 1,200 deaths. The number of deaths from 

cervical cancer has been decreasing over the last 20 years, due in part to the 

introduction of the NHS Cervical Screening Programme in 1987. 

About 8 out of 10 (84%) of eligible women have been screened at some time 

within the last five years and about 7 out of 10 (67%) at some time within the 
last three years. About four million women are screened each year in England 

and Wales. 

The current screening programme is based on the 'Pap' smear test. During a 
smear, a sample of cells is collected from the woman's cervix (neck of the womb) 
using a simple disposable spatula device. The smear usually takes place at the 
GP surgery or a community clinic. The sample collected is spread on to a glass 
slide and sprayed with, or dipped in, a liquid to fix the sample onto the slide. 
The slide is then sent to a hospital laboratory for examination. The hospital 
laboratory examines the sample with a microscope to look for cells that show 
signs of pre-cancerous changes. If such cell-types are found, the patient may 
be called back for further tests. Cervical smear tests are not a test for cancer 
but a way of looking for signs of the disease, which may turn into cancer if left 

untreated. 

6.2.2 Comparison with other approaches 

Two available automatic techniques involve the examination of slides using inte- 

grated optical densitometry. Cytotec uses thin preparation slides where the cells 
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Figure 6.7: Cervical cells prepared by Papanicolaou method 

Table 6.3: Imaging acquisition hardware 

Model and Supplier Advantages I Shortcomings 

Nikon Coolscope (Nikon In- Available on the market Very slow (several hours/slide) 

struu, ents Europe BV) Magnification 40x Small focus depth / �utoauntic fix-us 

Complete solution with a slide does not lind the opt i, u,, l 

feeder Dynamic range to he adjustal 

Tiling scan 

Aperio Scauscope (Aperio High scanning spcxd Not. fully developed 

Tech nologies / DakoCytoma- (20 min/slide) May be it problem to , u-hieve (; Ox 

tion) Magnification 40x 

Non-tiling scan 

Better focus 

Better dynamic range 

Nikon Eclipse EH0011 + JVC 3- Variable resolution 4X-80X Mail""] image i xpturiu}; 

CCD KY-F55B Manual focus Call Inc 11,0x1 only for testing 

(St. Georges Hospital) Manual lbriglitnes 
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Figure 6.7: Cervical cells prepared by Papanicolaou method 

Table 6.3: Imaging acquisition hardware 
Model and Supplier Advantages Shortcocuiug, 

Nikon Coolseope (Nikon In- Available on the market Very slow (several hours/slide) 

strunieuts Europe BV) Magnification 40x Small focus depth / automatic fix-us 

Complete solution with a slide does not find the optimal Z-position 

feeder Dynamic range to be adjust( xi 

Tiling scan 

Aperiu Scanscope (Aperio High scanning speed Not fully developed 

'T'echnologie., / DakoCytoma- (20 win/slide) May he a problem to aelneve (i()x 

Lion) Magnification 40x 

Nou-tiling scan 

Better focus 

Better dyuiunic range 

Nikon Eclipse E8000 + JVC 3- Variable resolution 4X-SOX Manual image capturing 

CCD KY-F55B Manual focus Cali be used only for testing 

(St. Georges Hospital) Manual brightness 
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are centrifuged onto a bonded filter in a single final layer. An automatic scanner 
is used which separates out samples which are very abnormal. This technique has 

not been approved by the FDA. Surepath also uses integrated optical density of 

conventional smears and does have FDA approval. The aim of this technique is 

to exclude 25% of samples without visual examination. Data on the failure rates 

of this system is sorely needed. 

Unlike a human expert, the automatic scanning method can count the cells 

and estimate their statistical distribution among classes or states. The system 
delivers high accuracy and automation thanks to the following innovations: 

Fractal analysis Biological structures (such as body tissues) have natural frac- 

tal properties. Numeric measurements of these properties enables efficient 

and effective detection of abnormalities. 

Extended set of detectable features High accuracy is achieved when multi- 

ple features are measured together and combined into a result 

Advanced fuzzy logic engine The knowledge-based recognition scheme en- 
ables highly accurate diagnosis. 

6.2.3 Program Description 

It is proposed that such a system could assist cytopathologists in reducing their 
workload by eliminating in a secure manner a percentage of normal smears thus 
allowing more time for the evaluation of the abnormal cases. 

Software solution detects abnormalities in organic structures such as cells by 
digital image analysis. Cancer experts create the knowledge database by training 
the system (section 5.3.5) with a number of pictures. The recognition algorithm 
(section 5.3.4) comprises the following steps: 

Filtering The image is filtered to reduce noise and remove unnecessary features 
(bacteria, broken cells). 

Segmentation The image is segmented to perform a separate analysis of each 
object (cell or mole). In order to separate connected objects the new al- 
gorithm 4.1.2 has been applied. The objects which have been found are 
represented in Figure 6.8 in the rectangular boxes. 
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Figure 6.8: Recognition of cells 

Feature Detection For each object, a set of recognition features are detected. 

The features are numeric parameters that describe the object. The list of 

computed features is given in Chapter 5. The system captures a variety of 

geometrical, fractal 4.2 and statistical features in 1 and 2 dimensions. 1D 

features correspond to the border of object, whereas 2D features relate to 

the surface within and around object. In order to get 2D feature the new 

algorithms from section 4.3 has been applied. The algorithm for feature 

selection has been considered in chapter 5. 

Decision Making The system uses fuzzy logic to combine features into a deci- 

sion (section 5.3.5). A decision is the estimated class of object and accuracy 

probability. The basic version has two classes of moles: normal and abnor- 

mal. In-between states are determined by the probability. For example, 

35% normal is equivalent to 65% abnormal and suggests careful analysis 
by cancer specialists. In the extended training version for cervical cancer, 
there will be 7 or more classes (CINs) depending on the classification sys- 
tem. Generally system designed for up to 10 classes and number of classes 
depends only on available samples for learning procedure. 
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Working prototypes for cervical cancer are available. The system includes a 
Windows'application and an experimental knowledge database. The software is 

compatible with most Windows platforms and can import/export data in com- 

mon image formats. Clinical trials have started with several hospitals in the 
UK. 

6.3 Early Skin Cancer Diagnosis - Mediproof 

Mediproof is a software system developed for this thesis and designed to detect 

skin cancer by digital image analysis of suspected cancerous moles. The software 

analyses the structure of a mole, detects cancer-identifying features, makes a deci- 

sion using a knowledge database and outputs a result. Cancer experts create the 
knowledge database by training Mediproof with a number of case study images. 

6.3.1 Recognition Technology 

Mediproof makes use of this thesis' achievements in pattern recognition based 

on the applications of fractal geometry and fuzzy logic and allows full automatic 

recognition of tissue (cell) abnormalities. The recognition procedure comprises 
the following steps: 

1. Filtering 

The image is filtered to reduce noise and remove unnecessary features such 
as hair and light flecks. 

2. Segmentation 

The image is segmented to perform a separate analysis of each object such 
a mole or cell (Figure 6.9). Two segmentation modes are then available: 

" Automatic Mode 
The software identifies a mole as the largest and darkest object in the 
image. This mode is applicable in most cases. 

" Manual Mode 

The area of interested is manually selected by the user. This is most 
useful in cases of multiple moles and/or foreign objects on the image. 
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3. Feature Detection 
For each object, a set of recognition features are detected. This part has 

the same stages like in the second application and explained in chapter 
5. Additionally, Mediproof can analyse the mole structure i. e. its growth 

stages. 

4. Decision Making 
The system uses fuzzy logic to combine features into a decision. A decision 

is the estimated class of the object and accuracy probability. Mediproof 

has two classes of moles: Abnormal (Class 1) and Normal (Class 2). The 

system outputs the highest probability class (Figure 6.10). Low probability 

suggests that the case is not covered in the knowledge base and further 

analysis is required to be carried by cancer specialists. In cervical cancer, 
there are 7 or more classes (CINs) depending on the classification system. 

6.3.2 Knowledge Database 

Mediproof is a knowledge-based system and requires extensive training before 

clinical operation. The training process includes a review and probabilistic clas- 

sification of appropriate images by cancer experts (Figure 6.11). The minimal 

number of training images depends on the number of classes and the diversity 

of objects within each class. For skin cancer, we recommend that at least 50 

pictures of each class (Normal and Abnormal) are used. 

The default knowledge database is loaded from 

C: \ProgramuFiles\MediproofuDemo\bin\def. kdb. 

6.3.3 Installing 

1. Insert the Mediproof Demo CD into your CD-ROM drive. 

2. Installation software should start automatically. If it does not happen, run 
setup. exe from the root folder of the CD. 

3. Follow instructions on screen. 
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Launching Mediproof Locate Mediproof Demo group in your Program 

menu and click Mediproof Demo icon. 

6.3.4 Recognition 

1. Click Load Image and select an image of a mole. Samples can be found 

in folder Pictures, by default in 

C: \ProgramuFiles\MediproofuDemo\Pictures\. 

2. Press Recognise All. If the mole is not found automatically click Recog- 

nise Selection and select the area of interest. 

3. The recognition result appear in 10-30 seconds (Figure 6.10). 

6.3.5 Teaching 

1. The default knowledge database is loaded from 

C: \ProgramuFiles\MediproofuDemo\bin\def. kdb. 

To create a new database, select New knowledge DB from in the File 

menu (Figure 6.12). 

2. Click Load Image and select a picture of a mole. 

3. Click Teach All. If the mole is not found automatically click Teach Se- 
lection and select the area of interest. 

4. Mediproof analyses the mole for 10-30 seconds whereupon the Teaching 

Dialog (Figure 6.11) pops up. Enter your estimation: 

(a) Class: number 1 (for Abnormal) or 2 (for Normal), 

(b) Probability: a number between 0.0 and 1.0.1.0 means you are abso- 
lutely sure, whereas zero should not be normally used. Typical values 
are 0.90-0.95. 

5. Repeat Steps 1-4 to process all training images. 

6. Select Save knowledge DB... from File (Figure 6.12) and enter a file 

name of the knowledge database. 
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6.3.6 User Interface 

Main Window 

The following commands are available from the main window (Figure 6.9): 

Menu Mediproof menu is given in Figure 6.12: 

Command Line Interface 

To launch recognition in automatic mode type 

Mediproof. exeu"LoadGraf"u%l 

where %1 is an image name (JPEG, BMP or TIFF formats are supported). 

System Requirements 

" Windows 98/ME/2000/XP 

" CD-ROM Drive 

" 256 MB RAM 

" 30 MB hard disk space 

Picture Requirements 

. Input format: JPEG, BMP or TIF 

" Image size: 640x480 to 1024x728 
(higher image resolution requires larger RAM of 512 Mb and more) 

. Good focus, no motion blur 

" Uniform lighting 

" Centered mole 

6.3.7 Estimation of the Minimal Number of Samples 

Initial Data There are approximately 65,000 new cases [101] of skin can- 
cer each year in the UK, which is about 5% [101] of total number of patient 
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examined annually. Let p be the probability of unrecognized cases. Then 

q=1-p is the probability of recognized cases and the number of mistakes 
is Skn =P {k misidentification out of n} = Cripkgn-k where n is number of ex- 

periments and Cn = k! (n-k)! 

Statement of Problem Estimate the number of images (tests) n required to es- 
timate the error probability within the range ±1% (0.01) and degree of confidence 

a=0.99. 

Theoretical Background 

Assuming the error is normally distributed, the probability of estimating the 

sampling fraction w within the degree of confidence 0 is defined by 

P(Iw - pA < A) _'b(t)) (6.1) 

where t 
fi(t) 

)__ý je 
x'12dx (6.2) 

is the Laplace integral, p is the probability of the error and t=. 

Numerical Results Let us find p with 0.01 and let p' be the real probability. 
Set the confidence interval at cx = 0.99. Then our minimal error will be 

Ip' - pI < 0.01) (6.3) 

multiplicater with n 

P (IS' - pnIO. 01n) <a (6.4) 

by the law of large numbers 

0.01 > Za 
p4 

for a=0.99 and Z=2.58 

(6.5) 

> 100 pgZa (6.6) 

n> 104pgZ« (6.7) 

For all p: pq <4n> 104 46.6564 = 16641. 
If p<0.1 then q>0.9 and pq < 0.1. We can then evaluate the minimal 
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requirement n: 

n> 104106.6564 = 6656 

Practically, this number is not enough to assess the accuracy of the recognition 

system due to the following reasons: 

" The assumption that p and w are constant for all types of moles is very 

doubtful. It is necessary to carry tests with varieties of moles, types of skin 

etc. 

" The recognition quality will significantly vary in time during the test process 

since the knowledge database is constantly updated. 

The empirical assessment is n=6,656. 

6.3.8 Comparison with other approaches 

Today's world wide market offers a number of aids and tools for skin estimation. 
Some of them are used as a database to estimate the velocity and level of pathol- 

ogy and requires extra time factors to make a decision. Other products calculate 

several properties and represent them on a screen. Medical staff are then used to 

make a final decision. 

More interesting techniques involve the capture mole images using different 

sensors or a multiplicity of different dimension. However, these systems are as yet, 

not approved for clinical diagnosis and are not a referenced form of dermatoscopy. 

The following list provides some of the more common products in the field: 

(i) Mo1eMAX - http: //www. molechecks. com. au 

(ii) DermLite - http: //www. dermlite. com/mmfoto. html 

(ii) DermoGenius Lite - http: //www. dermogenius. de 

(iiii) MelaFind - www. melafind. com 

None of these products have as yet been approved by the FDA. Comparing 

these products with the methods developed for this thesis, it is clear that there are 
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no other automatic recognition systems with self-adjusting procedures and self- 

controlled functions. The tests undertaken to date, have established the capacity 
for Mediproof to be used in routine clinical conditions provided extensive training 

of the system has been undertaken. 
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Action 
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performs teaching in manual mode 

performs recognition in automatic mode 

performs recognition in manual mode 

closes Mediproof 
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out) 
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Action 

New knowledge DB resets knowledge database 

Open knowledge loads knowledge database from a kdb file) 
DB... 
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Figure 6.12: File menu 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Future Research 

Work 

This thesis has been concerned with the task of developing a methodology and 
implementing applications that are concerned with two key tasks: (i) the anal- 

ysis of an image in terms of its fractal structure and the fractal properties that 

characterize that structure; (ii) the use of a fuzzy logic engine to classify an ob- 
ject based on its fractal properties. The combination of these two aspects has 
been used to define a processing engine that is unique in its modus operandi but 

entirely generic in terms of the applications to which it can be applied. 

In order to develop this thesis, it has been necessary to research a relatively 
broad range of material. In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of physical optics were 
presented leading to the basic model for the generation of an incoherent image 

starting with Kirchhoff diffraction theory through which we can express image 
formation in terms of a linear systems theory. This provides us with the funda- 

mental image model which expresses the relationship between the object plane 
and the image plane via the point spread function of the imaging system being 

used and its noise characteristics. Chapter 3 considered a number of basic image 

processing methods that are useful as bespoke operations and of importance to 

some of the pre-processing operations used in the systems developed (e. g. the 
Wiener filter) to restore the recorded image and optimize its characteristics with 
regard to noise. This chapter also introduced the principles of Fractal Geom- 

etry and in particular, the properties of fractal images. Fractal geometry is a 
central kernel to the problems addressed in this thesis. The essential connection 
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is that fractal images are textural and hence, by analyzing appropriate images 

in terms of their fractal properties (e. g. the fractal dimension), it is possible to 

derive a data set that quantifies the textural properties of an image. This is the 

fundamental basis for the pattern recognition methods discussed in this work. 
In order to use fractal image analysis for pattern recognition, it is necessary to 

first isolate the objects of interest in the image plane to which this form of anal- 

ysis can be applied. Method of object segmentation are discussed in Chapter 4 

which introduces a number of new and original filters for the isolation of objects 

and in particular, their boundaries. Chapter 5 discusses the principles of object 

recognition and classification developing the basis for the fuzzy logical classifica- 

tion methods used in this thesis to develop a supervised learning system using a 

multiple parametric space or feature vector composed of fractal, Euclidean and 

statistical parameters computed from the object itself and its boundary charac- 
teristics. The system developed has been tailored for application to three major 

problems: (i) cervical smear analysis; (ii) skin cancer screening and (iii) process 

control engineering. 

The research has investigated numerous processes for pattern recognition us- 
ing fractal geometry as a central processing kernel. This has led to the design of 
the new library of fundamental pattern recognition algorithms. The image types 

considered contain about 80 percent useful environmental information for the 

human. With rapid advances in video technology the content of a video stream 
is increasing at a rate that is far beyond the human brain capacity for decision 

making. This necessitates a need for developing an automatic image processing 

and decision making system using artificial intelligence. Such systems are re- 

quired in search engines, information databases, navigation in unknown terrain, 

interpretation of two dimensional data, etc. 

The first system to be implemented was developed for surface inspection of 

metallurgical production. The system was developed further for medical applica- 
tions and in particular, for the diagnosis of cancer. Preliminary tests have been 

made for the detection of skin cancer and abnormal states in cervical smears. A 

significant amount of programming and software engineering has been required to 
implement the methodology and the systems to which it has been applied. This 
has involved the design of conventional and novel algorithms for object recogni- 
tion, classification and systems implementation. In all cases, the approach has 
been designed, developed and successfully tested using a MATLAB programming 
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environment. 

The creation of logic and general purpose hardware for artificial intelligence 

is a basic theme for any future research and development based on the results of 
this thesis for the applications developed and beyond. The results of the current 

research project can be utilized in a number of different areas although medical 
imaging would appear to be one of the most natural fields of interest because 

of the nature of the images available, their complex structures and the difficulty 

of obtaining accurate diagnostic results which are efficient and time effective. A 

further extension of this research is to consider the effect of replacing the fuzzy 

logic engine used to date with an appropriate Artificial Neural Network. It is 

not clear as to whether the application of an ANN could provide a more effective 
system and whether it could provide greater flexibility with regard to the type of 
images used and the classifications that may be required. 
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Appendix A 

Evaluation of the n-dimensional 
Fourier transform of rß where ß 

is a floating point number 

Theorem: If ,0 56 2m or -n - 2m where m=0,1,2,..., then 

°° (10+ in - 1)ý 

J r, 
6 exp(-ik " r)dnr = 2(- 

2, ß - 1)! 
213+n7, n/2k-, 6-n 

2 

where k and r are the n-dimensional vectors (k1, k2i 
..., 

kn) and (ri, r2, ... ) rn) 

respectively, r -I r 1= ri + r2 -+... + rn and k -I k ý= ki + k2 +... + kn. 
00 

Note: ff (r) exp(-ik " r)dnr is taken to mean 

00 00 00 
fJ... Jf(rir2... rn)exP[_i(kiri +k2r2 +... + knrn)l drldr2..., drn 

_00_00 _00 

Proof: The proof of this result follows the approach of Jones [93] and is based 

two results: 

(i) If f is a function of r only, then 

F(k)a2 
a2 a2 N 

n/2 
00 f(r)rn-1 J_a (kr) 

= 
(11,2 

z - a2 ökn 
(2ý) ,ý 

(1 + r2)N (kr)(n/2)-l 
dr 

0 

where N is a positive integer and J(n_2)/2 is the Bessel function (of order (n-2)/2). 
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(ii) A known result for Bessel Functions [92] 

(27r)n/2 
00 

rQ+(n/2) 

k(n/2)-' 
1 

(1 + r2)N 
Jn2 z (kr)dr 

0 

7rn/2(2ß + 
2n - 1)! (N - 20 - 2n - 1)! 

111,3 1112 
(N 

- 1)! (2n 
- 1)! 1F2(2Q+ 2n; 2/3 + 2n -N+1,2n; 4k 

) 

+ 
7r n/2 k2N-Q-n (10+ 'n-N- 1) ! 

22 1F2(N; N-0, N+1-2, ß - 2n; 4k2) 
(Al) 

(N - 2Q - 1)! 22N-0-n 

where 

1F2(a; b, c; x) =1+1 bcx+ 2! b(b+ 1)c(c+ 1)x2 
+**' 

The first of these results can be obtained by choosing a polar axis to lie along 
the direction of k so that k"r= kr cos 91 and 

00 00 ir 

F(k) =Jf (r) exp(-ik " r)dr =Jf (r)r'-1 J exp(-ikr cos O) sin"-2 01d01 
o0 00 

a 2a 

xJ... J sinn-3 02... sin O_2d92... dOn_ldr 
00 

00 a=Jf 

(r)r"-1 
"r, "-, 

1_3f exp(-ikr cos 91) sin"-2 O1d91dr 
0 

(2n 
2)I 0 

using 

Now 

Jsinvdo ý1 
- 

)17f1/2 

-i 
0 

00 02 02 82 

- 
(öki 

+ ßk2 + ... + ökn) = 
Jf(r)(r? 

+r+... +r)exP(_ik. r)dr 

-00 
and therefore 

192 02 02 N 00 
ff(r)(1+r2yVexp(_ik. 

r)dnr Cl aki - ak2 - ... - aka) = 
-00 

Hence, we can write 

F(k) 
a2 

+ 
a2 02 N 

n/2 

00 
r 

(. 

f (r)r"-1 J. o (kr) 
=(1- DU, ak2 akn 

1 (2ý) J1+ r2 N kr (n/2)-1 dr (A2) 
\J0)() 
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The ratio of two successive terms u, ti+l/u� in the infinite series for 1F2 is (a + 

n)x/ [(n + 1) (b + n) (c + n)] which tends to zero as n --> oc for any finite x. Thus, 

the series for 1F2 converges absolutely and uniformly with respect to x and the 

same is true of its derivatives (provided that neither b or c is a negative integer 

or zero when the series diverges). Therefore, 

a2 a2 a2 

Cak1 +7+... + 
ak 1 1FZ(a; b, 

2n; 4k2) 

(b 
- 1)! (1 

-1)! a2 192 92 00 (a +s- 1)! (1 k)2s 

(a - 1)! 

(äk1 
+ j]-2 + ... + akn 

) 

8=o 
(b +s- 1)! ( 21 n +2s -1)tst 

- 
(b - 1)! (2n - 1)! (a +s- 1)! (2k)28-2 

(a - 1)! L_0 " (b +s- 1)! (2n +s- 2)! (s - 1)! 8 

The term s=0 disappears so that, by replacing s by s+1 we obtain 
22\ 

C 
äk2 

+ 
ßk2 

+ ... + kn -1 I1 F2 (a; b, 2 n; 4 k2 ) 

(b - 1)! (1n - 1)! 00 (a +s- 1)! (2k)2s 
(a+ b- s) (a - 1)! 

8=0 
(b + s)! (2n +s- 1)! si 

b =a 
b1F2(a; 

b+1,2n; 4k2) 

Hence, 

02 a2 a2 N (a 
1+2+... + aýn 1) 1F2(a; b, 2n; 4k2) 

- 
(a - b)(a -b- 1) ... 

(a -b-N+ 1) in; 2 
b(b + 1)... (b +N- 1) iF2(a; b+N, 2n, 4k (A3) 

In the first term of equation (Al) a=2 ((3 + n), b=2 (Q + n) -N+1 so that 
a-b=N+1 with the result that the right hand side of the equation vanishes. 

For the second term of equation (Al), consider, with b>0 
22 

CakI 
ßk2 

+ ... -+ -l k2n1F2(a; b -I 2n, b -}-1; 4k2) 

- 
(b + 2n - 1)! b! (a +s -1)! k2b+2'-2 

(a - 1)! ö 4s-1(b + 2n -2+ s)! (b +s- 1)! s! 
as above. Hence, 

02 a2 Cat 26 112 
(b + 2n 

- 1)! b! 

ak, + ak2 + ... + akn -1 k1 F2 (a; b+ in, n, b+ 1; 4 k) 
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x 
(a - 1)! 4k2a-2 

+ 
°O (a +s- 2)! (a - 1)k26+28-2 

(b +2 in - 2)! (b - 1)! 
F 

43-1(b +2n-2+ s)! (b +s- 1)! s! 

from which is evident that 
a2 a2 02 \ 

C 
92 

+ßk2 + ... + ýkn -1f k2bjF2(1; b+ zn, b+1; 4k2) _ (b+ 
2n -1)4bk26-2 

(A4) 

and 
a2 a2 as 

aF -}- ök2 + ... + ýkn 1) k2b1F2(a; b+ Zn, b+1; 4k2) C 
n-1, b; 1k2), a541 = 4b(b + 2n - 1)k26-21F2(a -1; b+ i2 

4 
Consequently, if a#1 or 2, then since 

02 02 a2 (öi +T+... + akn) kA = A(Q +n- 2)k, 3-2 

for all ß except those for which 0+n=2,0, -2, -4, ..., 

02 a2 a2 Cap, + ak2 + ... +n- 1) k2b1F2(a; b+ 2n, b+1; 4k2) 

=42b(b-1)(b+2n-1)(b+2n-2)k2b_41F2(a-2; b+2n-2, b-1; 4k2) 
where, in deriving this result, since it cannot be assumed that b-1>0, with 
b=N- 1/3 - 2n we impose the condition ,ß= 2m(m = 0,1,2,... ). Thus, using 

equation (A4) we can write 

a2 
2 

ßk2 
++... + 

ßk2 
- J) 

N 
k2N-Q-"1F2(N; N- 2Q, N+1- 2Q - 2n; 

4k2) C1anl 
192 82 82 

N-1 
(N - 

2,8 
- 

2n)! (N - 
2/3 

- 1)! k-Q-n+2 
-} 

2 
-F ... -I- 

n- 

14 = 
fýk21 fýk2 ak2 (-2, ß - 2n 

+ 1)! (-2Q)! 

1 1, -1 
In +2 'k2) 

- 
(N 

- 
2Q 

- 
2n)! (N 

- 
2, ß 

- 1)! 4Nk-0-" 

1F21; -a0 + 1a -2a (-2, ß - 
2n)! (-2ß 

- 1)! 

(A5) 
Using equations (A5) and (A3) in equations (Al) and (A2) we find that 

F(k) - 
(N - 2/3 - 2n)! (2, ß + 2n -N -1)! 2ß+n(-1)N7rn, 2%-p-n 

(--2/3 - In)! (_10 - 1)! 22 
Finally, using the formula 

z! (-z)! = 
ZZ 

sin Erz 

we have 

(N- 1ß- 2n)! (2ß+ 2n-N- 1)! = 
it 

sin 7r(lo + 2n - N) 
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1 NIr 

sin ! 7f(ß+ n) - 
(10 + 

2n - 1)! (-2 j3 - 2n)i(-1)N 

so that 
F(k) = 

(iß + 2n -1)! 2ß+n7rn/2 k-A-n 
(-2ß -1)! 
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Appendix B 

Research software 

During algorithm development process for this research thesis, it was necessary 

to analyse statistical and dynamic data on a range of images. The system for 

undertaking this task was designed whose graphical user interface is shown in 

figure B. 1. 

The basic window is activated using the mouse button to view an area of 

interest in the image. The program maps the digital information for the locality 

of the required. The information is mapped line by line and bottom-up on a free 

field from the image and contains the following data: 

a) Values of the color channels HSV, variance between channels, distribution. 

b) Values of the colour channels RGB, variance between channels, distribution. 

c) Name of the object and the file preference for saving data. 

d) Mean and STD for a window consisting of 13x13 pixels and an estimation 

of the gradient around of these points. 

e) Consideration of a ring of 72 points around of a point of interested, mean 

and STD, distribution, estimation of the maximum and minimum. 

f) For a central ring of points in a window of 9x9 pixels, mean and STD, 

distribution and value after application of a Gaussian filter. 

On a right upper supplementary window, it is possible to see the distribution 

of a cluster of points in the RGB channels. The lower right window removes the 
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Figure B. 1: Main window of research program 
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Figure B. 2: Supplementary window of research program 
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sequence, ordered in ascendence of the image point values. The lower left window 

contains the values of those points of the image profile along a line imaged on a 

central window. The red point displays the position where the left mouse button 

was pressed. The yellow colour selects a line up to the outer position of the object 
boundary. Green marks the distance up to the object centre. The brown colour 

of a line displays the position on the opposite edge of the object disposed. 

The following functions are used in different applications of the developed 

system prototyped using MATLAB. 
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Appendix C 

List of C+-{- WINAPI procedures 

This appendix presents a complete list of the C++ functions which are used in 

different applications of the developed system. 

Detour by object contour 

void WINAPI ObjectContour(long *ppf, ... 
long *ListDotsX, long *ListDotsY, long *Lpr) 

This procedure has ppf -input image ListDotsX, ListDotsY - list coordinates Lpr 

- list parameters StartX, StartY, Width, Height 

Obtaining the tops coordinates of polygon 

void WINAPI ObjectSpider(long *ppf, ... 
long *ListDotsX, long *ListDotsY, long *Lpr) 

This procedure has ppf -input image ListDotsX, ListDotsY - list coordinates Lpr 

- list parameters StartX, StartY, Width, Height 

Self adjustable filter for enhance objects sharpness 

void WINAPI ObjectAdFiltr(long *ppf, long *Lpr) 

This procedure has ppf -input image Lpr - list parameters StartX, StartY, Width, 
Height 

Object oriented filter 
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void WINAPI ObjectOtFiltr(long *ppf, long *Lpr) 

This procedure has ppf -input image Lpr - list parameters StartX, StartY, Width, 
Height 
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